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SPEED OF SIGNAL TRANSMISSION OVER CARRIER 

TELEGRAPH CHANNELS . 

A 
SERIES of very interesting tests \Vere carried 
out on 21-6-31, by the Postmaster-General's 
Department, over the carrier tch;graph 

systems which have been installed during the last 
few years in Australia. These tests had for their 
object the determination of the speed at which telc
gTaph signals arc transmitted over carrier telegraph 
channels. 

Three carrier telegraph systems arc now in use, 
!.G. :-

(i) Perth to Adelaide-16 uni-directional 
channels 

(ii) .\dclaide to Melbourne-12 uni-directional 
channels, and 

(iii) Melbourne to Sydney-12 uni-directiona� 
channels. 

Western 
Australia 

l/9ores 1iJ circles cTre uni t.l/recllonal 
lelqrap/J channels 

CARRIER TELEGRAPH SYSTEM USED 
FOR 36440 MILE CIRCUIT. ---

FIG. 1. 
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. \II of these channels were linked together for the 
test, with the exception of two between Perth and 
.\delaidc, which \Vere in use for urgent business. 
Fig. I sho\vs the geographical location of the system, 
the number of channels used for the test, and the 
route lengths of each system. 

A total of thirty-eight channels were linked to
gether to obtain a telegraph circuit 36,440 miles in 
length, with both sending and receiving terminals 
located in the Central Telegraph Office, Melbourne. 

The time taken by telegraph signals to traverse 
the circuit was determined by means of a Westing
house 3-elemcnt oscillograph in the Research 
Laboratorv of the Central Administration of the 
Deparlme;1t, which is located a short distance away 
from the Central Telegraph Office. The connections 
from the sending and receiving apparatus at the 
Central Telegraph Office to the carrier channels 
were made through elements of the oscillograph. 
The arrangement of measuring apparatus, carrier 
channels, etc., is illustrated in Fig. 2. The third 
element of the oscillograph was connected to a 
100/cycle/sec. timing wave. 

The oscillograms obtained from the test gave the 
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time delay, as measured fur a number uf independent 
signals, as lying between 0.706 and 0.712 seconds. 
The average may be taken as o. 71 seconds. This 
represents the time taken for a signal tu traverse 
the whole 36,++o miles of circuit used, from the time 
the tongue of the transmitting relay left the spacing 
contact to the corresponding instant for the receiv
ing relay. 

Fig. 3 is a copy of one of the oscillugrams 
obtained from the test. The average time delay of 
0.71 seconds, measurcd from the oscillograms, gives 
an average speed of transmission over the circuit of 

seconds fur the thirty-eight channels. The value of 
u.ou82 seconds was derived from te;,h on terminal 
apparatus \\·hich gave a delay of JO to 11 milli
seconds al 3,JoO cycles/sec. and 5.5 milliseconds at 
lu,ooo cycles/sec. The mean of these l\\·o figures, 
i.e., 8.2 milliseconds, was taken as most nearly 
representing the actual condition obtaining during 
the test on the long circuit, as the thirty-eight 
('hanncls of which it \\·as made up operated at fre
quencies between 3,300 cycles and 10,000 cycles/sec. 

An estimate of 0.358 seconds was also made of 
the dclay due to time of signal tran·l O\Tr the linc 

FILM 309 TIME LAG OF SIGNALS OVER LONG TELEGRAPH CIRCUIT 21 6 31 - CARRIER CHANNELS LOOPED 
BETWEEN MELBOURNE -SYDNEY-ADELAIDE-PERTH TO PROVIDE A CIRCUIT OF 36,440 MILE.S - SIGNALS 
HAND OPERATED - SPEED lo CYCLES/SEC OR 2s WORDS/MIN. 
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POSITION NO 2 RECEIVING LOOP POTENTIAL MARKING 
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POSITION NO 3 - 100 CYCLE/SEC TIMING WAVE. 
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. � l ,JUO miles; sec. The delay is due partly tu the 
time taken for the signal tu traycl oyer the line, and 
through the Yariuus carrier repeaters, and partly to 
delay introduced by terminal apparatus associ�ted 
\\'ith each carrier channel. This latter delay is made 

up principally of-

( iJ Lag in sending· and receiYing relays due to 
their inductance, and tu the travel time 
of the relay tongues. 

(iiJ Time taken b\' the carrier \\ave to build 
up to a .steady state in the tuned 
('ircuits. 

.\s there \\'ere, in all, thirty-eight carrier channels 
linked together with a total of seventy-six sending 
and receiving relays, and seventy-six sending and 
receiving tuned circuits, the time delay for appar
atus forms an appreciable proportion of the total of 
o. 71 seconds. Previous measurernen ts had indicated 
that the delay per channel, due to apparatus, 
amounted to 0.0082 seconds, giving a total of 0.312 

and through repeaters. This figure was based on a 
delay of approximately :i· t :i milliseconds for the 
distance from Melbourne to Sydney (588 miles), 
determined by previous tests. 

The estimated delay over the 36, 4-J.O mile circuit 
was, therefore, o. 3 I 2 + o. 358 seconds, a total of 
0.67 seconds. This estimate of 0.67 seconds com
pares fairly well with the actual time delay as 
measured, i.e., o.7J seconds, especially when allow
ance is made for the fact that in applying the figure 
of 5.75 milliseconds to this circuit, a number of 
general assumptions had to be made. 

The tests disclosed that it was possible to trans
mit messages at up to 30 words per minute either 
manually or with a \Vheatstone transmitter and 
receiver. 

[J full description uf this carrier system, ·which 
•wus 11w1wfactured in England l1y the Standard 
Telephunes and Cables Ltd., will appear i11 the April 
issue uf this ]011rnal.-Eds. P.O.E.E. Journ11!.J 



WHITEHALL AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE. 

T
HIS Director Exchange was opened on the 

3rd October, 1931, and sen·es, as its name 
implies, an area which includes not only the 

Royal Household, but also the Houses of Parliament 
and the Chief Government Oflices of the Empire. 
The number of working lines transferre<l from exist
ing Exchanges (\Vhitchall, (;errard and U egcn t 
\lanual) al the date of the opening \\'as 2,28�, and 
this number will bl: morl'. than doubled in lht; near 
fut urc bY f urthcr t ransfers . 

The equipment consists of:-
7920 Subscribers' Presekctors. 
2125 Final Selectors (including 

Trunk Offering). 
1080 First Code Selectors. 
-1000 Other Selectors. 

191 Directors. 
-o .� Coders. 
-12 Four digit Sender:-. 

1 330 Junction Rela.1· Sf•! s. 

Filo. l.-\\'111TEll.il.I. Lxc11.1:\1'1·:. :-<u1E1<ll.ll. SELECTOR RACKS. 

Te;;t anti 
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The special natu1T of thl' subsnilwr" in till' area 
is rl'llc<:Led in the dl'tails ol thl' Final Sl'll'ctors, of 
\\·hich there arl' .).)<) for l 'ri\ · atl' l\ram·h Exd1ang-l's 
11·ith groups of more than 2<> Jiill'S, but llOlll' of till' 
ordinary or regular typl' l11r ,,i11gk sub,;nihns' 
li11(',;, 

.-\II tlw Cudl' and \'umt·rit·al Sckl'lors art· of the 
200 Outll'I or 20 ( 'ontat'I pl'r lt·\-cl typt· a11d an un
usually largt• pr11porti<>ll or sp;1n· banks is filled t<> 
cnabk additional Sl'il'<'l<>r,; t" lw ;1ddl'd rapidly i11 
casl' of m·n·ssity. Fig. I <kp:1·i,, a p<>l"li"11 111 thl' 
\' llllll'rical Sdt·ct<>r l\;wk,;. 

The l'quipml'nt \\"as 111a1111f;ll'tUrt·tl a11d in,;talkd I:� 
:\ll'ssrs. Siemens Brotlwr,.. a11d is of their standard 
type in atTordatH't' \\·it h """t ( >l"litT ,;pt·t·iti,·at i"11. 
\'unH·rou,; dcails of ,;ud1 l'CJUip111t·111 han· bt'l'll gin·11 
in articles in this J"urnal tlt·snilii11g· till' 11i11t· p1T\·i1n1,; 
Dirl'l'IOr Exchangt·,; in,;talkd by tlw sallll' Cun
t r;1t·tor. 

( >nc no\-cl fl'aturl' <>f intt·rt·,..t is t" lit" lou11d i11 till' 
ml'lhod ad"ptl'd for tt·rn1i11;1ti11g· tit\' ,·aliks bcl\\"l'l'll 
the batteries a11d thl' pmnT ))l)ard and tlil' distribu
tion ruse buards. S<ildcred l'!>lllll'l'tio11,; ;11T di,;j)('llSt'd 
11·ith entirely at the t·abk tn111i11ab, tht· insulation 
being stripl;l'd from the t·rn1d t l l·tor ,;  for a kng·th "f 
ab< iut. ,;ix inches and the ni111wt·tirn1,; m; 1dl' Jiy damp
ing the bare cupper L·ondul'lors t11 till' bus b;11·s liy 
bolts and blocks; till' l'Xtrl'llll' L'nds "' tlw t'()IHlut·tors 

-
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me bound by tinned copper wire to prC'vent tlw 
splaying of the wires under pressure. The complete 
connection is paintt'd with red or blue paint. .\ 
typical connecting point is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The building, which occupies two sides of a square 
knmvn as Craig's Court, is dC'signecl to accom
modate two ro,ooo line Director Exchanges, and the 
contract for the erection of the second '.\'lain Frame 
has already been plnced. 

The front of the building, illustrated in Fig. 3, 
previously formed part of Harrington House, ancl 
this portion, together with the main staircase of the 
old house, has been scheduled and carefully pre
served as a '' Historical monument." 

Harrington House was probably built shortly 
before the year 1700 and Mr. Stratton of H.M. 
Office of \Vorks has givC'n it as his opinion that 
although Christopher \Vrcn may not have designed 

it himself some pupil or master mason of his may 
have clone so, and that the stairs also show signs 
of \Vrcn 's influence and \Vere probably the work of 
one of his joinC'rs. 

The house was in the possC'ssion of the Earls of 
Harrington until 1917, when it was purchased by 
Cox's Bank. lt was used bv this firm of 1\rmv 
Bankers during the latter part

· 
of the war, and wa

·
s 

acquired by the Postmaster-General in 1925. 
The interesting staircase is illustrated in Fig. 4, 

ancl is often referred to as Nell r;wnm 's Staircase. 
This association is, however, hardly. justified by the 
facts as that lady died in 1687, whilst the most 
reliable estimate of t lw dak d the building of 
Harrington House is r 6c)o. 

[Figs. I and 3 arc from photogTaphs supp�iC'd by 
Messrs. Siemrns Bros. & Co. J 

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PLANT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 
TELEPHO N ES :\ND \\'IR E  MILE:\GES. THE PROPERTY OF :\ND :Vl:\INTAINED BY 

THE POST OFFICE IN EACH ENGINEE Rl'.\J(; DISTRICT .\S .\T 00TH ,) SEPT., r93r. 

No of 
Overhead Wire Mileages. l' nderground Wire :Vlileages. 

Telephones 
O\\ 'ned and Engineering 

maintained District. 

by the Telegraph. Trunk. Exchange. Sp:ire. Telegraph. Trunk. Exchange. I Spare. 
Post Office. 

723,865 593 3,940 53,199 84 London 2.),.)2 I 116,08q 2,931,185 _.:;6,761 

98,059 2,225 21,156 72,819 3,208 S. Eastern. 4,000 75,1 Ih 334,5 I I 33,861 

102,571 4,439 35,290 72,525 3,676 s. Western, 23,620 23,04-i 234,7 j I b5,97q 

82,895 6,282 40,920 77,2 H) b,q�8 Eastern, 24,784 ,.::;6,30/ 184, 125 7g,q:;o 
I 14,43 I S,505 46, 166 70,386 4,74 I N. :\fol. 36,022 82,4ho 299,593 I Lf,.i I() 

102 .J23 4,783 32 ,057 85,290 4,57-1 S. !\lid. 1 _;.2 o_; 43,.=;or 269,095 ()J, l 1.) 
65,200 4,408 30,942 63,872 J,.)<)8 s. \Vales. 8,0I I 36,-j87 156,939 ()2,514 

125,q76 7,903 27,582 61,384 4,4b6 :-1. \Vales. I...J.,2()() 44,(ioo 360,518 I2<),j22 
176,888 1,33 I 1 4,<)1 4 46 ,.io4 3·723 S. Lanes. i_:;,_;-H 92..107 574,830 81,533 

10G,597 6, 108 30,845 54,025 J,()2 I :-1. Eastern I I ,522 (12,h50 J00,02 I fl3,427 

72,394 3,772 23,58,.:; 4'' 222 J,207 :-1. \\'estern. <), IJ8 40,236 195,003 3q,53<l ,,, 
55,427 2,402 16,466 2'J,,\.l/ 3.227 �orthern. 9,951 26,290 r65,q:lo 42, 10:) 
25,833 4,292 9,824 15,817 748 Ireland N. 14 I 3, l_J I 60,:131 2,686 

77 '353 4,542 28,923 45,9G4 I ,532 Scotland E. S,ot)7 22,014 I /2 •3.�2 54,347 

')9,801 7,247 26,054 48,574 l
--

1,245 Scotland w.: 12,005 32 ,333 254,085 32,orJ6 

I 
'----

2,029,613 68,832 388,673 

1-- 8yJ,9J
7 

48,898 Total 22.),740 758,565 <i,493.2,)<J q_�o.7 �3 

Figures as at 
2,014,539 69, 182 38

7
.715 I 830,367 48,J78 30 Junf', I')_\ I 221, 104 731, 137 6,,14(i,1q(J S.'-'n, d�2 

I 



2j-J. c\CORN EXCH.\�GE. 

ACORN EXCHANGE. 

l'RUCRESSl\"E l:\ST.\LL\TIO'.\I OF THE '.\IE\\" ST.\'.\ID.\RD OPEN TYPE 
IUCKS .\"JI> SHELVES. 

B. Houc;1no:-.: BRo\\·:-.:, 
EngiJH·f·ring I >iyi...;ion, St:1nd:1rd TPk·plione" B.: C:ihles, Li1nited 

T
HE concluding p:-1rag -raph (If my last article 

stated that :\corn Exchange \Yas p ractically 
completed , and that it was hoped in this issue 

of the J ournal we should he able to report the 
successful L'Ut-oycr, and conclude \\'it h a fr\\' photo
graphs shm1·ing this ce1Tmony in prngrl'ss. The 
CUt-OYer date, hO\\.l'Ycr, has now been SC'tt]ed f"1· 
January 7 th, and \\'ill not take place until after till' 
January issue of this Journal has been to print. \\.l' 

\\·ill thl'rdore han· to l'ont cnt oursdn·s \1·ith a f,.,,. 
photographs shm1·i11g lt-,;s 1't1111·,.11ti1111;il, th11ugh it is 

F1i;. 22. 

hoped ni >nc the less intercsting v1cws of the equip
ment. 

Fig. 21 \Ya s taken from the top of the cable run
\\'ays, and is interesting in that it shows:-

(11) How the height of the racks has been con
sidercd in conjunction with the room 
height, giYing the minimum ceiling clear
;1ncc nCL'(•ss:1ry for cabling and inspection 
purposes. 

(hj The self-supporting qualities of the r:icks, 
the minimum number of ceiling supporh 
!wing required. 

(c) The usc to 1Yhirh the intersuite st:iys arc put. 
From l eft to right these arc : -

( 1) Supports the flood lighting rnnduit. 
(2) Supports the travelling laddcr owr

head track. 
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Fa;. 25. 

ACORN EXCH.\.\TGE. 

(3) Suppurts lh\' Suitt· liusuars. 
(4) Supports 1 lit· C:1blc rt111\\·;1_1 s. 

(ii) Tltt· mrtltod of ft·1.,li11g 1·:1bks from tht· 
t':tbh- rt1ll\\·a1·s lo ilH' ral'k lcrminal strips. 

(<') TIH· gc11l'ral s1
.
·lw11w of llrn>d lig·lt1 ing. 

( () Tlw lmsbar cli.sl rihul ion s\'ht·nit·. 

Fig. 22 slto\\·s till' m:1in t·alilt- rn11\\· ays kcdi11g thr 
I. I>. F. ancl giH·s a good idl'a of tlw t'<lrt.: ancl palit'ncc 
which has lo lit' t·xcrci�cd in handling· largl' qu;111titit·s 
t>f cables all fecdi11g frnm diffl'rt·nt ;1ng·Jes and lcn·ls. 
Thl' standardisation of tlH· ht·igh 1 t1f till' 1·;wks lo 
10' (/ has done a gn:at 11:-;tl lo si mplify 1 lH' Installer's 
job from a t·;tliling poi111 d 1·it·11-, hul this figurl' 
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imprcs�es on one the enormous importance of 
arrangmg the floor plan not only to give the most 
economical rack lay-out but also to give the best 
cabling lay-out. 

Fig. 23 shows the wiring gangway between two 
suites of group selectors, and the method of feeding 
the incoming and tic cables to the shelf terminal 
strips can be seen and should be compared with that 
shown in Fig. 24, which represents the latest method 
to be adopted, consisting of butting the cables at the 
end of the shelf and forming out to the terminal 
strips. In addition to the change in the method ot 
cabling, the shelves for subsequent Exchanges arc 
now fitted with small dust covers protecting the 
wiring to the selector jacks. 

Fig. 25 is included as a matter of general interest, 
inasmuch as it completes the series of photographs 
taken at different stages during the erection and 
cabling of the I. D. F., and shows the frame corn-

pletely jumpered and ready for service. 
Fig. 26 gives an idea of the development that has 

been made in the art of automatic routine testing 
and shows the Coder, C.C.I. Relay Set and C.C.l . 
Junction Routiner, together with the Auto and 
C. C. I. Access Equipment. 

It will be noticed that these racks have not been 
built up on the open type channel shelf basis, as 
it is not considered that the circuits are sufficiently 
standard to warrant their inclusion on the new 
channel type base. 

At the time of writing this article the " call 
through " tests had been carried out successfully, 
and the whole equipment was in the hands of the 
Department's representatives. In these same hands 
lies also the delicate task of developing the auto
mindcdness of 10,000 subscribers, which, next to the 
correct functioning of the exchange equipment, con
tributes most to the success of the automatic system. 

LINE FINDER DEVELOPMENTS IN THE BRITISH TELEPHONE SYSTEM, 
USING 2-MOTION SELECTORS. 

\V. ,\. PrnLLIPS, A.M.l.E.E., and R. 'LwLoR, 

Enginpering lkpartnwnt, .\utomatic Telephone \lanufarturing Company, Limited. 

D 
LT R 1 NG the last ten years, the technique and 

application of automatic telephone switching· 
methods have been very greatly extended. 

\Vhilst these developments include several important 
applications, this article deals solely with the recently 
developed line finder system. It may be said that 
this system represents an important step in automatic 
telephone development and is the result of intensive 
study, research and co-operation between the Depart
ment's engineers and those of the manufacturers. 

This new line finder system is known as the partial 
secondary line finder, and differs from previously 
known finder svstems in that fewer first selectors arc 
required than finders. In the rotary switch system 
each subscriber was provided with an individual uni
selector for selecting an idle conversational selector, 
there being in this system a minimum number of 
conversational selectors. In the earlier finder 
svstem the individual subscriber's uniselector was 
eiiminated and the number of conversational selectors 
increased, but the nett result gave a saving over the 
rotary line switch system. \Vith the new partial 
secondary finder, however, the advantages of both 
the rotary line switch system and the earlier finder 
system are retained, with the result that a minimum 
amount of line equipment is used, combined with a 
minimum number of conversational selectors. It 
will be obvious from the following· description that 
this new line finder is equally applicable to both 
provincial and metropolitan areas, 

Briefly, the adoption of the line finder system 
means that the amount of line equipment provided 
for each subscriber's line will be very considerably 
reduced, since the provision of a uniselector per line 
will be eliminated. Instead, each 200 lines group 
of subscribers will be served by a common group 
of from 12 to 30 line finders, of the standard two
motion type, depending upon the amount of traffic 
originated bv each group. Full preselect1on ot lhe 
line finders is ensured and two, three or more line 
finders are arranged to hunt simultaneously in each 
group., as may be required for the purpose of extend
ing calling lines to the first selectors with a minimum 
of delav. 

Fig., 
1 shows the fundamental principle of the line 

finder system. Certain contacts of the line relays 
of each 200 lines group are commoned and control 
the divided starting arrangements. When a call is 
originated in any group, the operation of the line 
relay operates one of the start relays, at the same 
time " marking " the particular private bank con
tacts of the calling line on the finder multiple. The 
operation of the start· relay immediately causes 
a preselected finder to hunt vertically and then 
horizontally until the calling line is found, where
upon the finder extends the calling line through to 
the 1 st selector, and dial tone is then transmitted to 
the calling party. Simultaneously with the switch
ing through to the selector, the calling subscriber's 
cut-off relay is actuated, thereby disconnecting the 
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common start circuit. The releasing of the start 
relay causes the allotter to preselect the next finder 
in the grnup in readiness to deal with the next 
originating cal1. 

Lme finder Switches 

11/loft,r 
Fu;. 1. 

The finders are of the 200-point type, as shown in 
Fig. 2. These finders arc of identically the same 
g('IWral construction as group and final selectors, 
t'xcept that they a rc arrang·ed to hunt both \·ertically 
and ho rizontal!\'. To secure the vertical hunting 
actirn1 a set of �·crtical interrupter contacts is fitted 
and a r rangt·d to be al'tuatl'd by thl" vertical armature. 
In addition, a small 11-point n-rtical bank and \\'iper 
is fitt('d to control the \Trtical hunting action. \\'lw11 
scizl'd by a calling subscriber, tlw line findn hunts 
,·crticallv to the particular level on \\'hich the calling 
line ter1;1inatcs, the wipers then automatical1y cut-in 
on that level and are rotated to the cal1ing line, 
which is immcdiatclv extended to a 1st selector. 

The preselection (;f the line finders is automatica11y 
secured bv means of allottcrs and rcla;· sets, two, 
thrt>e or 1;10re of which arc provided fo1: each group 
of 200 subscrilwrs ' lines. The al1ottcrs are of the 
('ight-lcn·l, hcavy-dut y, unist>lector type. 

In regard therefore to the quantity of subscribers' 
lilll· equipment, the line finder system secures very 
considerable economies in comparison with the uni
sclcctor system, since, for a group of 200 subsc ribers, 
an average of, say, 20 line finders and three uni
selectors are required instead of 200 uniselecto rs. 
Furthermore, this difference in line equipment is 
bound to react with beneficial results in regard to 
maintenance, smce generally only one type of 
mechanism, i.e., the standard two-motion selector, 
is used. 

As is well known, step-by-step line finder equip
ments arc already extensively employed on public 
exchanges in America, aggregating over three
quarter of a mil1ion lines in several hundred ex
changes. Attention, however, is drawn to the fact 
that the Department 's new system is fundamentally 
improved in that the finders per 200 lines arc in a 
common group, the bank multiple is without slip or 

t ranspos1t1on, chain contact couplings have been 
l'liminated, and allotters determine the order in 
which the finders shal1 operate (preventing disruption 
of service by a faulty finder). Further, the arrange
ment is self-routining. 

An important feature also included in the new 
system is that of partial secondary trunking, which 

FIG. 2. 

secures increased traflic carrying cfliciency of the 
first selectors, with a minimum amount of secondarv 
apparatus. This may be explained as follows :- · 

The minimum number of 1 st selectors occurs 
when full availabilitv conditions exist and this can 
only be provided 

.
by a system employing ful1 

secondary working. Now, as is wel l known, the 
tratlic carried bv selectors selected bv earlier choices 
in a group is v�ry much greater tha

·
n those selected 
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by later choices and, in a group of say �wcnty 
selectors, the actual traffic that may be earned by 
each selector in successive choices, with a grade of 
service of 1 in 500, is as giver! in the following 
table:--

GROllP OF 20 SELECTORS. 
FULL 1\ VAILABILITY. 

TRAFFIC OFFERED = 10.07 T. u. 

Choice. Traffic carried. 

2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
l l 

12 
I� ,) 

17 
18 

20 

0.910 T. U. 
0.897 T. U. 
0.876 T. U. 
0.857 T.U. 
0.828 T. U. 
0.796 T. U. 
0.756 T.U. 
0.703 T. U. 
0.652 T. U. 
0.588 T.U. 
0.516 T. U. 
0.441 T. U. 
0.359 T. U. 
0.283 T. U. 
0.210 T.U. 
0.148 T.U. 
0.098 T.U. 
0.063 T.U. 
0.036 T.U. 
0.020 T.U. 

It may be said that, as the traffic carrying 
efficiency of the selectors selected bv the first ten 
choices ·is satisfactory, it is unneccs;ary to provide 
access to these from every group. Hence, secondary 
apparatus for these earlier choices need not be pro
videcl. On the ot11er hand, the traffic efficiency of 
the selectors selected bv the last ten choices is 
unsatisfactory and, in or�lcr to increase the occupancy 
of these switches, full availability conditions are pro
vided for them by· means of the partial secondary 
scheme. In this way, all the selectors in the first 
rank arc maintained at high occupancy, with conse
quent economy in the total number of selectors. 

If a fitll.: secondary system were employed, the 
avcrngc 0ct!ipancy of the whole group of first rank 
selectors wo'Uld be only slightly increased, at the 
expense of vefY:. many more secondary finders and 
their attendant t'\vi·ring and cabling. It has been 
found that the most economical results arc obtained 
when approximately half the primary finders are 
connected direct to l st selectors and the traffic from 
the remainder is concentrated by means of secondary 
finders. The two classes of primary line finders are, 
for convenience, designated regular and auxiliary 
finders respectively. 

Before considering in detail the circuit-Fig. 3-
and the facilities provided by the new line finder 
system, brief mention may be made here of the main 
principles and requirements upon which the circuit 
arrangements have been designed. These are :-

Minimum delay in extending any calling 

(3) 

(S) 

( ()) 

loop to a sele"ctor. . . . This has been accomplished by d1v1ded 
starting arrangements, permitting two, 
three or more finders to hunt simul
taneouslv as may be required when sub
scribers ·in the same group originate calls 
at the same time. 

Provide for either single fee or multi-fee 
metering. 

Eliminate booster battery from subscriber's 
private normal wires_::_-this prevents the 
remote, yet otherwise possible, false opera
tion of final selectors. 

Prevent boostC'r battery from causing false 
operation of finders. 

For this purpose, cuprous oxide rectifiers 
arc employed in seriC's with the P ,\ and 
PB relays. 

Ensure maximum occupancy of 1 st selectors. 
This is accomplished by a system of 

partial secondary trunking. 
Entire elimination of any possibility of du;il 

connections. 
l nvcstigations also readily demonsl rated t ha l 

findl.'rs of the 200-point type \Vere more cconomic;il 
1 lw11 those of 25-, 50- and roo-point types. l t ,,·;1c. 

also clear that the two-motion selector was particu
lar:y suitable, since it provides the speediest means 
of testing 200 sets of contacts with a minimum of 
contacts wiped per call. 

In regard to the secondary finders, it was estab
lished that the general case would be best met by 
so-point uniselectors, although on installations of 
small sizes, 25-point secondary uni'<clcctor'< \\"ould 
be satisfactory. 

Facilities provided. 

(I) 
(2) 

(3) 

(+) 

(s) 

(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

(9) 
(10) 

Connects a calling line to a selector. 
Connects normal traffic direct from the line 

finder to a selector. 
Connects peak traffic 'via the line finder and 

a secondary finder to its associated selector. 
The secondary arrangements approach full 
availability conditions and increase the 
average occupany of the selectors. 

Two or more line finders may hunt simul
taneously through the instrumentality of 
divided starting arrangements and a 
plurality of primary control sets, which 
are automatically rcgulatC'd in accordance 
with the traffic. 

Any number of control sets, and conse
quently any number of finders mav be 
arranged to hunt simultaneouslv: bv 
changing primary start relay set. 

· 

Gives uniform loads to control sets. 
Gives an alarm if a control set fails. 
Busies faulty equipment and completes the 

call via a partner control set. 
Gives a plurality of controls at each stage. 
Provides full preselection of finders. 
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(;ives overflow metering· \\'hen all finders in 
a group arc simultaneously engaged. 

Prevents continuous rotation of allottcrs 
\\'hen all finders arc simultaneously en
gaged. 

Reduces " stealing " to a minimum by pre
venting double searching on a particular 
level of line finders. 

(14) Reduces to a m1rnmum the time taken to 
find the calling line. .·herage time o. 5 

(I 5) 

( 16) 

seconds. 
Gives full line finder 1 st selector I. D. F. 

facilities, enabling any line finder or 
secondary finder to be jumpered to any 
I st selector for loa<l distribution. 

Provides test bell facilities to distinguish 
readily between " odd " and " even " 
switching of line finders. 

Fm. 3. 

DM , t,; 

( 17) Provides individual release of line finders. 
( 18) Gives release magnet alarm in the event of 

line finder failing to restore. 
( 19) Provides divided fusing of line finders to 

prevent trafllc dislocation. 
(zo) A subscriber's faulty line or equipment has 

no influence on the service to other sub
scribers on the same finder level. 

( 2 1 ) Provides for busying line finder or secondary 
finder from associated selector or busying 
of line finder by inserting busy marker in 
the test jack of selector or line finder. 

(z2) Provides for automatic self routining of 
finders. 

(z3) Provides for manual routining of line finders 
by insertion of a busy marker in the test 
jack springs of the primary control set. 

(z4) Suitable for use with any standard 3-wire 
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(25) 
(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(31) 

booster metering system. 
Provides for single or multi-fee metering. 
Gives immediate guard to the private normal 

wire of calling subscriber's line. 
Eliminates booster metering connection to 

the private normal wire, i.e., prevents a 
remote, vet otherwise possible, false opera
tion of final selectors. 

Eliminates false switching to a subscriber, 
i. e., if testing an engaged line having 
booster batterv on release trunk, the line 
finder will not ·switch through. 

Employs battery testing principles thrnugh
out. 

Does not employ sequence adjustment of 
relay springs, i.e., " X " and " Y " con
tacts eliminated. 

Provides a standard grade of service with 
maximum economy. 

CIRCUIT OPERATI0'.'1. 

Subscriber's Line Circuit.-When a subscriber's 
line is looped to initiate a call, the line relay operates 
·;_•ia its 1300-ohm winding. At disconnected con
tacts L3 and +, the private normal wire is imme
diately guarded ag-;1inst intrusion, whilst the corre
sponding private contacts of the finder multiple arc 
" marked " with battery ·uia winding of relay K, 
200-ohm winding of relay L and operated contacts 
L4 and 5. Simultaneously the pa1·ticular level of 
the vertical bank is marked with battcrv 7!ia the 200-
ohm resistance, operated contacts L6 and 7 and 
normal contacts K5 and 6, and the corresponding 
relay SA, SB, SC, SD or SE is also operated over 
the ·same circuit. \Vith the operation of any of 
these latter five relays, the start relay ST, in the 
primary control relay set, operates and causes a 
preselected finder to hunt and extend the calling line 
to its associated rst selector. The detailed opera
tion of the finder is explained later. 

Immecliatelv the finder extends the line through to 
the selector, �arth is fed back over the private wire 
to operate the calling subscriber's K relay '<•ia the 
private bank of the finder, operated contacts L+ and 
5, 200-ohm winding of relay L, etc., relay L also 
being held operated. At this time dialling tone is 
transmitted to the calling subscriber, who may then 
complete the call. 

M etering.-As previously mentioned, both single 
fee and multiple fee metering are provided for on the 
booster principle. The subscriber's meter is con-
11ccted from the finder bank private wire direct to 
earth through a small metal rectifier. For multi
fee metering, the meter is operated one or more 
times according to the number of separate metering 
impulses, which are automatically transmitted accord
ing to the destination of each call. The method of 
operation of the meter will be clear from the attached 
schematic diagram, Fig. 4. 

The subscriber's line and cut-off relays being 
normal, current is prevented from passing from 
earth via the meter winding, clue to the potential of 
the negative plate of the metal rectifier tending to 

Su6scrikls line Gicuir I ,!! Code. DS.R or final Selector 
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FIG. 4. 

be lower than its positive plate, under which con
dition the rectifier is non-conducting. \Vhen a sub
scriber's line is switched through to a final selector 
and the called subscriber replies, one or more booster 
metering impulses are transmitted for the metering 
operation, during which the private wire is inter
mittently raised from earth potential to approximately 
50 volts positive. Hence, the negative plate of the 
rectifier being at higher potential than the positive 
plate, the subscriber's meter is operated and released 
a number of times corresponding to the impulses 
transmitted. 

Inco111ing Calls.-On incoming calls the sub
scriber's K relay operates in series with the switch
ing relay of the final selector, and this disconnects 
the line relay, clearing the line for conversation. 

Line Finding.-As previously mentioned, each 
group of 200 subscribers' lines is served by a common 
group of from 12 to 30 line finders, arranged to be 
fully pre-selected by means of allotters. Each group 
of line finders is divided into two sub-groups, regular 
line finders and auxiliary line finde1·s. Whilst a I st 
selector is directly connected to the regular line 
finders, the auxiliary finders gain access to a I st 
selector via secondary finders of the uniselector type. 
Generally the regular and auxiliary finders arc pro 
vided in approximately equal numbers for each 
group. The reason for this sub-division of the 
finders is to ensure maximum occupancy of the I st 
selectors and consequent economy in select01· 
quantities. The auxiliary finders are only brought 
into service when all the regular finders are simul
taneously engaged, the control being entirely auto
matic. 

The line finding apparatus in each group of finde· 
switches comprises the following :

(I) Primary start relay set. 
( 2) Primary control relay sets and all otters. 
( 3) Primary line finders (two-motion selectors). 
(4) Secondary start group. 
(5) Secondary control grouP. and allotters. 
(6) Secondary line finders (uniselectors). 

Primary Start Relay Set.-Refcrring to the 
diagram, it will be seen that various contacts of the 
line and cut-off relays of the twenty subscribers on 
each level are commoned together. The Lfi and 7 
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contacts are communed to battery through a 200-ohm 
resistance, whilst the K3 and 6 contacts are com
moned to one winding of the five double wound start 
relays, SA, SB, SC, SD and SE. For convenience, 
relavs SA and SE arc nut shown in the diagram. 
The" K5 and 6 common�; are also extended to the 
corresponding first nine lc\-cl contacts of the vertical 
bank, the top level contact being connected direct 
to battcrv. Thus when a subscriber's line or a 
number �f subscribers' lines on different levels are 
looped, one or more of the start relays are operated, 
and, in addition, the corresponding level or levels 
are " marked " with battery, throug·h the 200-ohm 
common resistances. 

The operation of one or more of the start relays 
causes one or more finders to hunt for the calling 
lines. The diagram provides for the simultaneous 
hunting of a maximum of three finders, this being 
an average quantity, although less or more may be 
provided as required. The hunting of the finders is 
controlled by primary control relay sets, three such 
sets being provided for in the diagram. If only one 
start relay is operated, only one finder hunts. If 
any two start relays are simultaneously operated, 
two finders hunt together, whilst if any three relays 
arc operated, three finders hunt. In all there are 24 
possible combinations of single, double and triple 
operations of the start relays and the particular 
arrangement of the contacts of these relays ensures 
that, no matter what combination occurs, the re
quired number of finders is brought into operation. 

It will be observed that each of the line start relays 
is controlled bv two levels of subscribers' lines, 
i.e., a total o( forty lines. In the event of two or 
more subscribers in' any forty initiating calls at one 
and the same time, these calls are rapidly put 
through by separate finders, which are seized in 
succession by the automatic stepping action of the 
allotter, as will appear later. 

Primary Control l?.elay Set, Allotter and Primary 
Line Finder.--I t is convenient to consider these 
together and to bear in mind that, when a call is 
being initiated, a preselected finde1· is immediately 
caused to hunt, first for the calling level which is 
marked with " battery " on the vertical bank and, 
secondly, for the particular subscriber's private bank 
contact which is marked with battery, <Jia operated 
contacts L+ and 5, 200-ohm ,,·inding of relay L and 
winding of relay K to battery. 

Assuming that start relay S:\ in the primary start 
set is operated, the circuit for relay ST in the primary 
control set is completed from earth at operated 
contacts SA 1 and 2, normal contacts 0 FB 2 and 1, 
TB 26 and 25, VR 2 and 1, CO r and 2, 1500-ohrn 
winding of relay ST, normal contacts RFB 22 and 
2 r, 40-ohm resistancl' to batten·. Relay ST there
fore operates and in turn oper�tcs rela'y LK from 
earth at normal contaL'ts TB + and 3, operated con
tacts ST 2 and 1, 1500-ohm winding relay LK, 
normal contacts V R 22 and 2 r, 50-ohm winding 
relay LK, normal contacts RS r and 2, TB 22 and 
21, wiper and bank 1, normal contacts HB 24 and 25, 

vertical wiper and contacts, the two 200-ohm resist
ances YN and YM to battery. 

vVith the operation of relay LK the vertical 
magnet circuit is completed as follovvs :-Battery 
through vertical magnet V, normal contacts HA, 
bank and wiper 8 of allotter, 500-ohm and 4-ohm 
windings of relay C, normal contacts VT 1 and 2, 
VR 3 and 4 and operated contacts LK 8 and 7 to 
earth. At this stage the vertical magnet is not fully 
energised, due to the 500-uhm winding of relay C. 
The latter relay, however, operates and, at operated 
contacts C 9 and 10 and LK 8 and 7, operates VR, 
which locks up ·via operated contacts VR 5 and + 
The operation of relay VR now causes relay HB to 
operate from battery on one winding, bank and wiper 
7 of allotter, normal contacts TC r and 2, operated 
contacts VR 7 and 6 and normal contacts CO 25 and 
24 to earth. Relay HB short-circuits the 50-ohm 
winding of relay LK from earth at operated contacts 
LK 5 and 6, 50-ohrn winding LK, normal contacts 
RS 1 and 2, TB 22 and 2 r, vviper r and contact of 
allotter, test jack T, operated contacts HB 23 and 22 
and normal contacts HA 4 and 5 to earth. Relay 
LK is however held operated from battery on 500-
ohm resistance YA, operated contacts VR 23 and 22, 
r 500-ohm winding LK, operated contacts ST r and 2 
and normal contacts TB 3 and 4 to earth. 

Vertical Stepping A ction. -The operation of relay 
VR also short-circuits the 500-ohm winding of relay 
C and thus causes the vertical magnet to be fully 
energised in series with the 4-ohm winding of relay 
C, normal contacts VT 1 and 2, operated contacts 
C 3 and 2, normal contacts G r and 2, operated con
tacts LK 22 and 23, and normal contacts PB r and 2 
and PA r and 2 to earth. 

The wipers of the finder switch are therefore 
stepped to the. first level and, assuming that the 
calling level is the second, another vertical step is 
required. Simultaneously with the stepping of the 
wipers to the first level, the vertical interrupter con
tacts V close, and a 1000-ohm resistance battery is 
then fed ·via bank 3 and wiper of allotter, operated 
contacts 5 and 6 of relay C (which remains steadily 
operated during the vertical stepping action on 
account of its 500-ohm winding· being short-circuited 
by operated contacts VR 8 and 9) to the 1000-ohm 
winding of relay G, which then operates. The 
operation of relay G opens the vertical magnet 
circuit at disconnected contacts (; 2 and r, thus 
releasing the vertical armature and so opening the 
vertical interrupter contacts, hence also releasing 
relay G. vVith the release of relay G, the vertical 
magnet is again fully energised, causing the wiper 
to be stepped to the sl'cond level, which in this case 
is the calling level. ,\ circuit for relay VT is then 
completed from the '' marking '' battery on the 
second level of Yertical bank, Yertical wiper, 100-ohrn 
resistance Y :\, rotary off-normal contacts NR, bank 
and wiper 5 of allotter, operated contacts C 7 and 8 
and both windings of relay VT in series to earth. 
By this time relay G will have again operated to 
disconnect the vertical magnet circuit, following 
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which relay G will also be released. 
\!Vith the release of relav G, a circuit is now com

pleted for relay RS from battery through the vertical 
magnet, normal contacts HA 1 and 2, bank and 
wiper 8 of allotter, operated contacts VR 8 and 9, 
winding of relay RS, operated contacts VT 5 and 4, 
normal contacts 1 and 2 of relay C (now restored), 
normal contacts G 1 and 2, operated contacts LK 22 
and 23, normal contacts PB 1 and 2 and PA 1 and 2 
to earth. Relay RS therefore operates and locks up 
on its other winding and operated contacts RS I 3 
and 12, LK 8 and 7 to earth. The operation of relay 
RS now causes relay HA to operate from battery on 
one winding, operated off-normal contacts N 6 and 7, 
bank and wiper 6 of allotter, normal contacts TC 4 
and 31 operated contacts RS 9 and 8 and normal 
contacts CO 22 and 21 to earth. Relay VT is now 
caused to be released by a shunting action from earth 
at operated contacts HA 5 and 6, HB 25 and 26, 
operated off normal contacts N 2 and 1, whilst at 
operated contacts HA 3 and 2, the rotary magnet is 
introduced in place of the vertical magnet. 

Rotary Stepping .4ctio11.-The rotary magnet is 
now fully energised from battery through the magnet 
winding, operated contacts HA 3 and 2, bank and 
wiper 8 of the allotter, operated contacts RS I I and 
10, normal contacts VT 3 and 4, C 1 and 2, G I and 
2, operated contacts LK 22 and 23, and normal con
tacts PB 1 and 2, PA 1 and 2 to earth. The wipers 
therefore cut-in on to the first set of contacts, where
upon the rotary interrupter contacts, R, make and 
complete the following circuit to opernte relay G :

Battery, 1000-ohm resistance YB, operated R con
tacts, bank and wiper I of allotter, normal contacts 
TB 2 I and 22, operated contacts RS 2 and 3 and 
rooo-ohm winding of relay G to earth. Relay G 

operates to disconnect the rotary raagnet circuit at 
operated contacts G 3 and 2, thus in turn releasing 
relay G. Assuming that the calling line terminates 
on the fifth set of contacts in the level and that the 
ca1ling number is an odd one, then the fifth contact 
of P1 bank will be marked with battery. The inter
action of the rotary magnet and relay G therefore 
continues until the wipers reach the marked contact, 
whereupon the hunting action is arrested due to the 
operation in turn of relays PA and CO as follows:-

Battery through winding of calling subscriber's 
relay K, 200-ohm winding relay L, operated contacts 
L 4 and 5, P1 bank and wiper of finder switch, bank 
and wiper 3 of allotter, normal contacts C 5 and 4, 
metal rectifier (conducting in this direction), normal 
rnntacts CO 4 and 3, 3500-ohm winding relay PA 
and operated contacts RS 5 and 4. Relay PA 
operates and locks up on its other winding in series 
with relay CO, via operated contacts SF 2 and 1 
and PA 3 and 2. Note-Relay SF was caused to 
operate when relay VR operated, over the following 
circuit :-Battery, winding of relay SF, operated 
contacts VR 24 and 25, bank and wiper 4 of allotter, 
strapping SM and SS at I.D.F. (since the operation 
of a regular finder is being considered), bank and 
wiper 2 of allotter, normal contacts TB 23 and 24 

and operated contacts LK 2 and 3 to earth. The 
operation of relay CO disconnects the circuit of 
relay HB at operated contacts CO 25 and 26. Relay 
H 8 therefore releases and the calling subscriber's 
loop is then extended to the selector from earth and 
one winding of relay A on the selector, positive line, 
110rmal contacts HB 4 and 3, operated contacts H:\ 
27 and 26, positive wiper and bank of finder, calling 
sui)scribcr's looped line, negative bank and \Viper, 
normal contacts HB 2 and 1, operated contacts HA 
25 and 2-f, negative line, the other winding of relay 
,\ of the selector to battery. The A relav of the 
selector therefore operates aii.d in turn opera'tes relay 
B, which returns earth over the private wire to hold 
rc:ay HA via operated contacts HA 8 and 9. 

\Vith the operation of relay CO, relay LK is also 
caused to release due to its 1500-ohm winding being 
short-circuited by operated contacts CO 27 and 28. 
The release of relay LK also releases relays RS and 
V R at restored contacts LK 8 and 7, and disconnects 

the circuit of relay SF at restored contacts LK I and 
2. Relay SF, being fitted with a copper slug, 
releases after a brief delay and thus opens the hold
mg circuit of relay CO and PA at restored contact 
SF 2 and 1. The delay in restoring relay CO and 
l' A is to ensure adequate overlap between the return 
of earth over the P-wirc, to hold relay HA on one 
winding, before the circuit of the other winding is 
disconnected at 1·estorecl contacts CO 21 and 22 and 
l'A 5 and 4. 

It will be observed that, as both relays Hi\ and 
HB are operated during the rotation of the wipers 
the circuit to the A 1·elav of the selector is main
tained opened, thus preclt�ding any interference \vith 
other lines when passing over engaged contacts. 
The function of the metal rectifiers MRA and l\lRB, 
which are in series with the relavs PA and PB, is 
to prevent false operation of the finders when pass
ing over the Pi and P2 wires coincident with the 
application of the booster battery metering impulses. 
Under this condition the P-wires could be temporarily 
at positive potential with respect to earth, and the 
particular connections of the rectifiers renders them 
non-conducting. 

If the calling number had been an e\·cn instead of 
an odd number, as assumed above, relay HA would 
have been released instead of relay HB and relay 
PB would have been operated instead of relay PA. 

Preselection of next finder; Regular finder avail
a ble .-The release of relay LK also energises relay 
G from battery on 40-ohm resistance YK, normal 
contacts RFB 21 and 22, allotter interrupter contacts 
LC, 3000-ohm winding relay G, metal rectifier MRD, 
normal contacts LK -+ and 5, 50-ohm winding relay 
LK (inoperative under this condition), normal con
tacts RS 1 and 2, TB 22 and 21, wiper and bank 1 
of allotter and, either, normal contacts HB 2-f and 
25, operated contacts HA 6 and 5 to earth, or normal 
test jack contacts T, operated HB 23 and 22, normal 
contacts HA 4 and 5 to earth. Relay G operates 
and completes the allotter magnet circuit from 
battery, winding of relay BP, magnet winding, 
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normal contacts LK 21 and 22, operated contacts 
G 2 and 3 and normal contacts PB l and 2, and 
p :\ 1 and 2 to earth. The armature of the �llotter 
is therefore attracted and, simultaneously with the 
engagement of the pawl with the ratchet wheel, the 
interrupter contacts LC open and thus release relay 
G whereupon the wipers of the allotter .are stepped 
to

' 
the next set of contacts. This interaction between 

relav G and the driving magnet continues until the 
allotter wiper l does not encounter full earth, where
upon the allotter stops and t�us preselects a free 
finder associated with that particular contact. 

It will be observed that, since in this case it has 
been assumed that a regular finder is availa�le, the 
allotter hunts over the sets of contacts on which the 
auxiliary finders are terminated, because of th� earth 
fed back from the normal RFB contacts 111 the 
primary start relay set, vertical bank an� wiper, 
normal contacts HB 25 and 24, bank and wiper l of 
allotter, normal contacts TB 22 and 2 l and RS 2 and 
l, 50-ohm winding of relay LK, normal 

. 
co.ntacts 

LK 5 and 4, rectifier MRD, 3000-ohm wmdmg of 
relay G, interrupter springs of all<;>tter, normal con
tacts RFB 22 and 21, 50 ohms resistance to battery. 

All regular finders simultaneously engaged.-In 
this case, the sets of contacts of the allotter asso
ciated with regular finders will all be earthed; conse
quently the allotter will pass over these contacts. 
Relay RFB, however, will be operated, thus operat
ing relays OB and FB in the secondary s�art set and 
;,o removing the commoned earth at disconnected 
contacts FB 1 and 2, 21 and 22 and 24 and 25 from 
the contacts of bank 2 in the primary allotter. The 
preselection of auxiliary finders is

, 
pe;�ormed 

.. 
by 

means of a double test by relay G. l lms, If a 
particular auxiliary finder is engaged, the asso�iated 
contact on bank I of the primary allotter will be 
earthed, thus operating relay G and causing the 
allotter to step on. On the other hand, assuming a 
particular auxiliary finder to be free but that a'.l the 
n>rresponding groups ofsei;;ondary finders are simul
taneously engaged, then the busying earth "\Nill be 
put hack from the secondary start group to the con
tacts of bank 2 on the primary allotter. U nd<:r this 
l·ondition relay G again operates and causes the 
allotter to step on until both a free auxiliary finder 
and a free secondary finder arc preselected. This 
precludes the possibility of an auxiliary finder being 
actuated unless a free secondary finder, and conse
quently a selector are available. 

Secondary finder appa ratus. -Before dealing with 
the operation of the secondary finder apparatus, it 
will be convenient to assume that, in the present 
case, a total of not more than 25 finders will suffice 
for each group of 200 subscribers' lines. In this 
case, only one allotter is provided for each primary 
control relay set and the regular and auxiliary finders 
are connected to alternate sets of contacts of the 
allotter. If the number of finders is less than 25, 
the spare allotter contacts on bank l are earthed, or 
they may be cross-connected to provide a double 
appearance on the allotter bank contacts of some, at 

any rate, of the finders. :yhen traffic considera
tions require that more aux1ha

.
ry than regular finders 

are required, the excess auxiliary finders are c�m
nected lo the allotter contacts immediately _ �ollowmg 
the alternate sequence of regular and auxiliary. 

Normally, when the traffic is light, only 
. .  

the 
regular finders can be preselected, the auxiliary 
finders being busied from earth at 1!ormal contacts 
RFB 1 and 2 and 4 and 5 in the primary start set. 
When the traffic is heavy, causing all the re¥'ul�r 
finders to be simultaneously engaged, relay RF B lll 

the primary start relay set is caused to be operated 
in the following manner : The last regula_r fim:er 
having switched through, relay BP opc�ates 111 senes 
with the allotter driving magnet when it commences 
to hunt to preselect another finder. If the regular 
finders are all engaged, earth is removed fr<;>m the 
commoned off-normal contacts N 4 and 5, which are 
now disconnected. Consequently, with the opera
tion of relay BP, relay RFB operates and locks up 
via operated contacts RFB 9 and 10. 

The operation of relay RFB now operates relay 
OB as follows :-Earth at operated contacts RFB 26 
and 27, winding of relay OB, 3000-ohm resistance 
YC normal contacts SK 4 and s, SK l and 2, and 
the 

'
200-ohm resistances Y,\ and VB to battery. The 

operation of relay OB in turn operates relay FB, 
which thus removes, at disconnected contacts FB l 

and 2, 21 and 22, and 24 and 2s, the commonel'. 
busying earth from the alternate even contacts of 
ba1;k 2 of the primary allotters. Simultaneously, 
the battery feed to the auxiliary finders is establish�d 
at operated contacts RFB 2 and 3, and S and 6, 111 

the primary start set. \\'hen the primary control 
seizes an auxiliary finder, relay DS in the secondary 
start group is operated from battery on . one of its 
windings, operated FB contacts, the particular even 
contact and wiper of bank 2 of the allotter, normal 
contacts TB 23 and 24, and operated contacts LK 2 
and 3 to earth. The operation of relay DS now 
causes one, two or three (depending upon the 
particular arrangement in accordance with traffic 
requirements) secondary finders to hunt simul
taneously to find the particular primary auxiliary 
finder being used, as follo\vs :-,\t operated contacts 
DS 1 and 2, earth is extended through both wind
ings of relay DK in serics, \viper and bank r of 
secondary allotter, normal contact,., SK 8 and 7, 2 

and l, the 200-ohms resistances YA. and VB to 
battery. Relay DK opcratcs and in turn operates 
relay GG of secondary control group from battery, 
interrupter contacts of secondary finder, bank and 
wiper 3 of secondary allotter, winding of relay GG, 
operated contacts DK 9 and 10, normal contacts 
FK 3 and 4, 1500-ohm \\·inding of relay FK and 
operated contacts DK 7 and 8 to carth. Cnder this 
condition, relay FK docs not oµerate on account of 
the high resistance of relay GG. The operation of 
relay GG now fully energises the driving magnet of 
the secondary finder ·via bank and wiper 4 of 
secondary allotter, operated contacts DK 3 and 2, 
GG 2 and 1, and normal contacts FK 1 and 2 to 
earth. \ Vhen the armature of thc secondary finder 
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is attracted, the interrupter contacts are opened to 
release relay GG, thus disconnecting the driving 
magnet and causing the wipers to take one step. 
This interaction bet\veen relay GG and the driving 
magnet continues until the wipers reach the contacts 
associated with the particular primary auxiliary 
finder, whereupon relay SK of the secondary finder 
operates over the following circuit :-Earth at 
operated contacts DK 8 and 7, both windings of 
relay FK in series, wiper and bank 2 of secondary 
allotter, 50-ohm winding of relay SK, wiper and 
bank r of secondary finder, bank and wiper 4 of 
primary allotter, operated contacts VR 25 and 2-J., 
winding of relay SF to battery. vVhen relay FK 
short-circuits its r,�00"' winding relays SK and SF 
operate and are held operated at operatc<l contacts 
FK 4 and 5 to earth, until the primary control relay 
set is released. V/hilst rclav SK is then held by the 
earth n:turned over the l'-\�ire from the sel�ctor, 
relay SF in the primary control set and relay FK in 
the secondary control set are both released, thus 
causing the primary allotter to preselect another 
primary finder and, in general also, causing the 
secondary finder to preselect another secondary 
finder in readiness for the next call. The pre
selecting feature of the primary allotter has already 
been dealt with, the corresponding action of the 
secondary allotter being as follows :-

So long as relay RFB remains operated, relays 
UB and FB will also he operated, provided am-

secondary finders arc disengaged. Therefore, 
immediately a call is switched through a secondary 
finder to its selector, relay ( ;<_; operates from battery, 
interrupter contacts of the secondary finder, \vinding 
of relay GG, operated contacts FB 4 and 5, inter
rupter contacts of secondary allotter, normal contacts 
DK 4 and 5, 50-ohm winding of relay DK (in
operative on account of high resistance of relay {_;(;) 
wiper and bank 1 of secondary allotter and operated 
contacts SK 8 and 9 to earth. The driving magnet 
of the secondary allotter is therefore fully energisnl 
<•ia normal contacts DK r and 2, operated contacts 
(;(; 2 and r and normal contacts FK r and 2 to earth. 
The interaction of the driving magnet and relay GG 
therefore continues until wiper r of the allotter 
encounters battery via the normal contacts SK 8 and 
7, SK 2 and I and the 200-ohm resistances Y �\ and 
YB of a free secondary, instead of earth on operated 
contacts SK 8 and 9 on engaged secondaries, when-
upon relay (iG fails to operate and thus causes the 
hunting action to cease. 

It is important to observe that each secondary 
start group provides three access points from the 
primary all otters and is arranged to control two or 
three secondary allotters as determined by traHic 
considerations. 

The plurality of secondary allotters causes a 
corresponding number of secondary finders to hunt 
simultaneously for the auxiliary line finder or finders 
marked by the primary allotter or allotters. The 

Group Selectors 
To other L. [Groups 

To other Sec '_y Groups l 
.----l-----L_m_e_fi_n _de_r_s --.--+-------�-:�: F {·=ii/�'{ finders 

,, : -.......... \ '? '' • Sec 111/o!ler Group I 
:::�t�/ _____ __ _ : /'· '.,,_____ ______ _ 

'/ 
/� 

/ l To other L F Groups 

�----------Tt.-.-o-o-th_e_r _S.-ec _j_G._�_ou _'f..,l); •• • 

5ec. J/llotler 

·--._ 

Trunkiru; //rrangements of fbr/ia/ Secondary Scheme 
FIG. 5. 

::��CJ CJD D D 
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simultaneous hunting of two or three se
_
cr:ndary 

finders reduces the delay in finding to a mm1mum. 
The multi-access points enable more than ·one 
primary allotter to switch to the same secondary 
group, thereby taking maximum advantage of the 
simultaneous hunting action. Any spare contacts 
of the secondary allotters may be commoned on 
bank 3 to the last secondary finder in the group, or, 
alternatively, they may be cross-connected to 
separate finders, which would then appear on two 
contacts of the bank. 

When the total number of line finders in a group 
of 200 subscribers' lines exceeds 25, two primary 
allotters are fitted per control relay set. In this case 
the regular finders are connected to the first allotter 
and the auxiliary finders to the second allotter, an 
additional relay then being provided in the allotter 
to introduce the auxiliary finders when all the regular 
finders are simultaneously engaged. However, it 
will be only in cases of exceptionally heavy traffic 
that more than a total of 25 finders will be required 
per group of 200 subscribers' lines. 

To Line Finders 

4 lluxiliary finders per L F Group 
2 Secondary finder Groups 

Maximum Accessibility to rst Selectors ensured 
by Partial Secondarv Trunking Scheme. -The 
employment of the 

·
partial secondary principle 

ensures that the regular line finders, selected by the 
earlier choices and which naturally carry the bulk 
of the traffic, have direct access to 1 st selectors. 
The auxiliary line finders, selected by the later 
choices and which carry lower values of traffic, share 
access to 1 st selectors with the auxiliary line finders 
of other groups. In this manner, maximum 
occupancy of the 1st selectors is obtained. Fig. 5 
shows the general arrangement of the partial 
secondary trunking scheme, whilst Fig. 6 shows 
typical cross-connections between the auxiliary line 
finders and the secondary finder banks. It must be 
borne in mind that Fig. 6 is typical only, and that 
on an average exchange of about 3000 lines, there 
would be approximately 7 auxiliary finders in each 
of 1 5 groups and 4 groups of secondary finders. 
Fig. 6 however serves to show the principle, from 
which it will be observed that, assuming the extreme 
case in which not only are all the regular finders 

Typical Cross Connections /Jefween Line finders & Secondary finder Banks - Porliol Secondary Trvnldry Scheme 

FIG. 6. 
VOL. XXIV. u 
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engaged in each group, but also that there is only 
one 1st selector free on the whole exchange, an 
auxiliary finder in each LF group will be preselected 
and the last available secondary finder will be held 
in readiness to hunt for the particular calling line 
finder, when the next call is made. ,\ssuming no\v 
that this last call is put through and that the vvhole 
of the 1st selectors remain engaged, continuous 
rotation of the allottcrs is prevented in the following 
manner. 

PREVE:\TIO:\ oF Co:sn;-.;cucs RoTATIU:\ oF 

�\LLOTTERS. 

One EB relay is provided per exchange and is 
normally prevented from operating, when the regular 
finders in any group are all engaged, by the simul
taneous operation of relay RFB in the primary start 
set and relay OB in the secondary start group. 
\Vhen, however, all the secondarv line finders, and 
therefore all the 1 st selectors ;ire simultaneously 
engaged, all the OB relays in the secondary start 
groups will be normal, the circuits being opened at 
disconnected contacts SK -1- and 5. Under this con
dition relay EB operates and thus disconnects the 
common battery feed to all the primary allotters on 
the exchange, via operated contacts EB 1 and 2 and 
EB 3 and 4 in parallel. 

The secondary allottcrs arc also prevented from 
continuous rotation, since the OB and FB relays are 
all normal, thus disconnecting the circuit for the 
interrupter relay GG at the normal contacts FB 4 
and 5. 

OVERFLOW METERING. 

An overflow meter may be associated with each 
primary control relay set, one or other of these being 
actuated in the event of any call not being able to be 
put through. These meters are primarily controlled 
from relay OFB in the primary start relay set. 
\Vhilst battery is fed to relay OFB at operated con
tacts RFB 7 and 8 (when all the regular finders are 
simultaneously engaged), relay OFB does not operate 
until the last auxiliary finder in the group is not only 
off-normal but has actually switched through and 
the contacts VR 26 and 27 are opened. The whole 
of the finders in the group remaining engaged, the 
next call that is originated in the group causes one 
or other of the three overflow meters to be actuated. 

PRil\L\RY Co:\TR<>L SET A LARM S1t;NAL. 
If for any reason an originating· call is not imme

diately switched through to a 1st selector, due to 
any abnormal condition arising in the line finding· 
apparatus, both individual rack and main alarm 
signals are given in the following manner. \\'ith 
the operation of the start relay ST, which normalh· 
causes a preselected line finder to hunt fur the calling· 
line, the circuit for the delayed alarm set is com
pleted at operated ST 7 and ·s and the " S ' ' pulse 
then operates relay TA via normal contacts TB 2 and 
1 and operated contacts ST 5 and 6. Relay 'L\ 
locks up from battery on the 750-ohm winding of 

relay TB, r 500-ohm winding of relay TA and 
operated contacts TA 3 and -1- and ST 3 and -1- to 
earth, but relay TB remains normal under this con
dition. The operation of relay TA also prepares a 

circuit to the "' Z " pulse lead «!ia operated contacts 
TA 1 and 2 for the 50-ohm winding of relay TB and 
also for relay TC, ·c•ia operated contacts 28 and 29 
of relay LK (already operated). The " Z " pulse 
occurs three st:conds after the · · S '· pulse and, if in 
the meantime the line finder has not switched through 
to the 1 st selector, the · · Z · · pulse causes the 
operation of relays " TB ·' and " TC," both of 
which luck up 'via operated contacts TB l) and 8 and 
normal contacts af fault release jack T. The alarm 
lamp also lights, whilst the rack and main alarm 
signals are given -;•ia operated contacts TB 5 and ·I 
and 6 and 7 respectively. This particular primary 
control set remains locked out pending inspection, 
whilst at operated contacts TB 26 and 27, the next 
primary control set is switched in for the purpose of 
routing the call via another allotter and finder. 
\Vith the locking-out of the defective control set, the 
associated distributor is prevented from stepping on, 
due to the circuits for both windings of the inter
rnpter relay GG being disconnected at operated con
tacts TB 23 and 24 and TB 2 r and 22. This ensures 
that the particular line finder employed, which might 
have been the cause of the call not going through, 
is also locked-out, being busied <.•iu bank and wiper r 

of the allotter and operated contacts Tl' 8 and 9 to 
earth. Subsequently, after the cause of the trouble 
has been detected and remedied, the apparatus mav 
be reintroduced into service by moml'ntarily opening· 
the fault release jack T. 

,\c-ToMATic SELF-Rot:n:s1;-.;<; ui: Ft:\JJER S\\TITHEs. 
By inserting a busy marker in the routine test jack 

of the primary control set, the line finders not in use 
may be routined in rapid SULTcssion, the finders being 
automatically stepped to the tenth level and rotated 
to the eleventh contact, then automatically releasing. 
Both the regular and auxiliary finders may be 
routined but, to routine the auxiliaries, each regular 
finder must first be busied out by inserting individual 
busy markers into the regular finder test jacks. ,\s 
the wipers of each finder reach the IIth contacts, 
either or both the PA and PB relays are operated tu 
operate relay CO, thereby releasing relays LK, VR, 
RS, SF, etc., and, since neither relay H.-\ nor relaY 
HB are held operated, the rcleasl'. magnet Z i�-; 
energised to release the finder. 

Referring to the diagTam it will be ubsern·d that, 
\\·hen the auxiliary finders arc ht>ing routined, the 
regulars are " busied '' on bank 1 of the allotter ·;•ia 
normal contacts 7 and 6 of test jack T, operated 
contacts HB 22 and 23 and earth at normal contacts 
H.\ -1- and 5, since relay HB is hl'ld operated 7•/11 
normal contacts N 9 and 10 and the bus\· marker in 
the test jack. 

· 

The circuit for operating relays 1'.\ and PB, upon 
reaching the 11th contacts, is established <.•i11 the 
I 500-ohm resistances YQ and YR. The provision 
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of the second resistance ensures immunity from any 
possible tendency towards delayed cut-off of the 
rotary action upon reaching the 11th step, which 
might possibly arise if two finders arrive at the same 
time. 

The routining may, of course, be carried out at 
any time without interfering with the service, since 
any finder that is being routined will pick up and 
switch through to a 1 st selector if it encounters a 
" marked " contact. The allotter would then step 
on and the routining of the remaining finders would 
proceed. 

Mounting A rra11ge111e11ts. 
The new line finder equipment is arranged to be 

mounted on the standardised single-sided racks, the 
subscriber's L and CO relavs and the line finders 
being mounted on separate ;-acks. The L and CO 
relays are strip-mounted and are cabled direct to the 
I. D. F. The primary line finders, together with 
their complement of cont!olling relays and allotters, 
are mounted on the same rack, a typical arrange
ment being shown in Fig. 7. As will be seen, this 
rack comprises three groups of finders. Fifteen 
finders, one primary start relay set, three primary 
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control relay sets and three allotters are shown pro
vided for each group. The battery feeding bus-bars 
and fuse panels are accommodated on the left hand 
side, whilst the supervisory relays and alarm lamps 
are fitted on the right hand side. 

The secondary finders, together with their con
trolling relay sets and allotters, are mounted together 
in the form of self-contained shelves. Whilst on the 
smaller exchanges these shelves of secondary appar
atus may be accommodated in any available space on 
the primary finder racks, on the larger exchanges 
they are mounted on separate racks. 

Economies effected. 
The graphs given in Figs. 8 and 9 show the 

economies effected by the new line finder system in 
comparison with the homing rotary line-switch 
system. Fig. 8 includes the cost of the subscriber's 

Graph showing ComparaliYe Casis of Hommk lin1seledor System 
and the new line finder Svs em 
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line equipment and first rank of selectors only, whilst 
Fig. 9 includes the whole of the automatic apparatus, 
i.e., subscriber's line apparatus and all ranks of 
selectors, including the final selectors. The graphs 
indicate the effect of traffic intensity upon the relative 
cost, and since a traffic value of 0.035 T. U. per sub
scriber's line may be regarded as an average value, 
the average economy is substantial. It is only on 
very few occasions that an average traffic value of 
over o. 1 T. U. per subscriber's line is encountered in 
practice. 

The effect on economy of the cost of the 1 st 
selectors is also brought out by the curves B, C and 
D. The cost of various types of 1st selector are in 
the following order, beginning with the least costly: 
-rn/rn group selector, rn/20 group selector, 1st 
code selector, discriminating selector repeater. 
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d w11h 

As may be supposed, the economy in first cost of 
the automatic apparatus also tends to economy m 

mounting space and hence reduces the size of ex
change building that is required. Actually, a saving 
of approximately 30% in floor space will be effected 
in an average exchange equipped with line finder 
apparatus, as compared with the uniselector system. 
This figure is on the basis of both types of apparatus 
mounted on the standardised single-sided racks. 

As previously mentioned, a saving in maintenance 
costs will also result, since practically all the switch
ing apparatus will be one type, namely, the standard 
two-motion selector, instead of two, as in the case 
of the uniselcctor system. This will be obvious from 

TABLE 

New Line 

Table I., which gives the quantities of uniselectors 
and two-motion selectors required for an average 
exchange equipped with the different systems :-

TABLE I. 

3,000 LINES EXCHANGE. CALLil'G RATE 0.035 T.U. 
PER SUB SCRIBER. 

Preselector-single-motion . 

Linc: Finders-two-motion. 

Pri1nary Allotters-single-motion. 

Secondary Line Finders- -single-
inotion. 

SPcornlary Allotters - single-
1notion. 

I st. (iroup selectors. 

Summary. 

Single-motion select ons. 

Two-motion selectors. 

U nisclector 
system. 

3,000 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

163 

3,000 

163 

New Line 
Finder 

System. 

Nil 

255 

45 

42 

9 

162 

96 

417 

These figures arc also interesting in that they 
bring out the rather striking fact that the new finder 
system enables 513 selectors to give the equivalent 
service provided by 3163 selectors on the uniselector 
system. -

Table II. shows how the saving in number of lSt 
selectors varies with the calling rate and size of 
exchange, this saving being of considerable magni
tude at the higher calling rates. It may be remarked 
that these economics in first rank selectors are due 
to the partial secondary trunking scheme incor
porated in the new finder system. 

I I. 

Fdr. l i niselector 

L.F. (200 
System. System. 

TU /Sub. 
Pt.) 

�- ---1--

Sec. Fdrs. 
! I St Se!. Unisels. 1st Se!. 

(50 Pt.) (z5 Pt.) 

!,OOO Lines. 
-

- 1 
.02 (Jo 10 4u 1000 35 
.04 90 24 b4 1000 6" :i 
.06 120 32 92 1000 95 
.08 145 38 113 !OOO 125 
.10 175 52 137 !OOO 156 

5,000 Lines. 
.02 300 30 180 5000 160 
.04 450 So 280 5000 315 
.06 600 I08 408 5000 472 
.08 725 140 515 5000 625 
.10 875 207 632 5000 780 

10,000 Lines. 
.02 600 54 354 10000 315 
.04 900 150 550 10000 625 
.06 1200 204 804 10000 944 
.08 1450 266 1016 10000 1250 
.10 1750 396 1246 10000 i560 

• 
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Conclusion. 
It will thus be clear that the line finder system is 

an important advance in the securing of substantial 
economies in first cost and upkeep of future auto
matic exchanges, and also in the giving of enhanced 
flexibility and improved service. It is of interest to 
observe that this advance has been secured solely by 
improvements in the trunking arrangements in con
junction with the adaptation of advanced circuit 
principles, without resorting to any new form of 
switching mechanism and that, whilst the new 
system requires additional two-motion selectors, this 
increase is much more than off-set by the saving 

SOME 

FURTHER PROBLEMS IN 

INTERESTING SOLUTIONS 

effected due to the elimination of a uniselector from 
each subscriber's line. 

It will be apparent that the present advance has 
been mainly brought about by the constant efforts 
that have been made towards standardisation and 
simplification of automatic telephone apparatus. In 
the past, the Department's earlier automatic appar
atus was successfully adapted in successive stages to 
meet ever-widening demands, culminating in the 
huge expansion for Director working on a very large 
scale. So now, at the present time, the two-motion 
selector has again been readily adapted to meet new 
demands, and that with very satisfactory results. 

AUTOMATIC 
BY MEANS 

TRUNKING-

OF THE CALCULUS. 

N. A. HAWKINS, A.M.I.E.E. 
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Introduction. 
Use of Grinsted's Approximation for large 
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(a) Introduction. 

P
ERSONS engaged in any branch of engineer

ing were, in their student days, introduced to 
the mysteries of the Infinitesimal Calculus and 

to its application to electrical and civil engineering. 
The readers of this Journal will also be familiar with 
its application to telephone transmission theory, but 
very few are aware of the uses of the calculus in 
problems connected with automatic trunking. This 
is no doubt due to a dearth of well-known literature 
on the subject. 

A number of people now engaged on trunking 
work have, at various times, asked the author how 
the values of traffic capacity, used in Post Office 
design, for cases of full availability have been 
determined. Since the calculus is applied under 
certain circumstances it is proposed to indicate 
briefly the steps taken in cletermining traffic quantities 
before its use. 

When evaluating Erlang's expression, it has been 
found simplest to choose a constant value of traffic 
and by the development of the successive terms 111 

A2 AX the expression I +A+ + . . . . . . . . . . . . to 
2 ! x ! 

determine the grade of service for various numbers 
of switches, from the theory 

Ax 

Gracie of Service= ----�x-' --�--.,-
A 2 Ax 

r+A+ �- + ........... . 
2 ! x ! 

A and x being the traffic and number of selectors 
respectively. It will be appreciated that it is not 
possible to find directly by this means the traffic 
capacity of a given number of selectors for a given 
grade of service. For automatic exchange design 
it is most important that the traffic capacity of a 
group of selectors for a given grade of service be 
known. In order, therefore, to determine this from 
figures obtained when using the above method, 
Taylor's Theorem is applied; some mention of this 
theorem will be made under item (c) of this article. 

(b) Use of Grinsted' s Approximation. 
In Part 4, Volume 23 of this Journal, it was stated 

that Grinstecl's approximation to Erlang's theory 
was most nearly true for good grades of service. 
The evaluation of the Erlang expression becomes 
very tedious when the values of total traffic and 
number of selectors become large and, since for all 
practical purposes we do not require values resulting 
in a grade of service worse than approximately I in 
100, a large amount of the work involved would be 
unnecessary. Grinsted' s approximation is therefore 
used and is applied by considering a number of 
selectors sufficiently great, for the given value of 
traffic, to assume that the value of the grade of 
service obtained is equal, to a high degree of 
accuracy, to that which would be obtained when 
evaluating the Erlang expression. A little practice 
shows what relation is necessary between the number 
of selectors and total traffic when the above holds 
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and it is now proposed to indicate how Grinsted's 
approximation is applied, by considering a total 
traffic of 30 traffic units. 

It will be remembered that the theorv of \\'. H. 
!\"' 

• 

Grinsted is Grade of Service= .:.., A, x and e being 
x. 
�-

total traffic, number of selectors and the base of 
N aperian logarithms respectively. 

Now if A=30 log eA=3oxo.4342945=13.0288350 
= log 10686. 48 x 109 

Assuming that this theory is sufficiently accurate 
when x = 50 we have, 

x ! 
3oso Ax 

-- and log -- = 50 x i.4771213 
50 ! x ! 

-64.4830749= log 2.36o424 x 109 

From Grinsted's approximation therefore, 

. 2.36x109 
Grade of Service= - -------- - = 0.000022088 

10686. 5 x 109 

To get a closer approximation we can determine 

the value of 
A"'+1 

A.2 

2 ! 
+ ......... a J 

obtain more closely the value of the denominator in 
the Erlang expression. 

A"'+1 AX A 
Now = ·

x ·' 
x 

(x+1) ! x+1 

2.36 x 109 x 30 
=I ·39 X 109• 

51 
Ax+1 

Therefore------ ·· + ............ a=2 x 109 approxi-
(x + 1) ! 

mately. 
"' 

Hence � �� = 109( 10686 - 2) = 10684 x 109 L.J x. 

. 2.3604 x 109 
and Grade of Service= 

68 
= 0.000022093 

10 4 x 109 

This now gives a starting point to the evaluation, 
]; 

for by subtracting �"' from � _i\." we get 
x! L.J x! 

X-=X-1 

� 
A"' 

x! 
, the denominator m the expression 

'i'=,·O 

Ax-1 
(x - lJ-j 

-----'---'------, the numerator of A2 Ax-1 
1 +A+ 

(�_::_.If 
' .. ........ . . 

2 • 

A.x-1 A x 
which 1s obtained from - -�-----

(x - 1) ! x! A 
Hence by successive reduction we can determine 
values enabling the grade of service for any number 
of selectors with the given value of traffic offered to 
be obtained. 

By carrying out a number of evaluations of this 
kind for different amounts of total traffic, a series 
of values is obtained for the grade of service with 
different numbers of selectors. If we were to con
sider any definite grade of service, such as 1 in 500 
=0.002, it would be found that, except in very few 
cases, no direct information would be available as to 
the number of selectors required to give this grade 
of service with the given amounts of total traffic. 
For example, with a total traffic of 30 T. U., 45 
selectors will give a grade of service of 0.00232 and 
with a total traffic of 60 T. U., 80 selectors will give 
a grade of service of 0.002199. We could find, how
ever, by trial and error what values of total traffic 
offered to the groups of 45 and 80 selectors respec
tively which will cause a grade of service of 0.002, 
but this is a very lengthy process and also unneces
sary as shown in the next few paragraphs. 

(c) Use of Taylor's Theorem. 

Since it is desired to find what alteration is 
necessary in the value of total traffic A, when the 

:\X 

value B obtained from the expression B = - ,, -x_i __ 

is adjusted to meet the required condition for the 
given number of self:'ctors x, we can sav that for the 
present purpose x is constant and the�efore that ,\ 
is dependent on B or rather B is a function of A. 
Expressed symbolically B = f (A). 

Now Taylor's Theorem can be applied to any case 
where having given the value of a function for a 
particular value of the variable, it is required to find 
the value of the same function for a slightly different 
value of the variable. 

In this case therefore we have, 

B=f (A) and B+&B=f (A+M) 

where .'\B is the increase in the value of B for an 
increase of &A in the value of A. 

Applying Taylor's theorem this can be expressed 
as, 

B+&B=f (A)+M f' (A)+ �J /"(A)+ .. . (1) 
2 ! 

where f' (A) is the first differential coefficient of f (A) 
with respect to A and f" (A) is the second differential 
coefficient off (A) with respect to A. 

If the value of &A is small the value of the third 
and subsequent terms will be negligible and can 
therefore be omitted. 
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Hence B+llB=f(A)+Mf' (A) 
or ..... (2) 

It will be shown later that the value of f' (AJ can 
easily be determined for any given case. It there
fore follows that if either B or A is changed slightly 
the new value of A or B can be obtained. The 
above approximation (formula (2) ) only applies 
where l\A or l\B are small and should greater 
accuracy be required it is necessary to evaluate thf' 
t bird term in expression ( 1 ). 

(dJ Determination of J' (A) and f" (A). 
Considering, firstly, Erlang's theory which has 

been adopted as standard for Post Office design in all 
cases of full availability \vhere standard grade of 
service conditions apply. This theory mav be ex
pressed in the form, 

A"' 
B x ! = ����������-

A 2 1+A+ · +. 
2 ! 

A� 
x! 

where B is the proportion of lost calls or grade of 
service, 

A is the total traffic offered, 

x is the number of selectors in the group. 

A• 
x! 

Then /(A)=B= --------":"'" 
A2 A"' 1+A+--+ ........ . 2 ! x ! 

df (A) and f' (A)= d A 

I A2 :\X ··1 xAx- 1 ,\" 
I I + A + -;-! + . . . . . . . . . x ! x ! x ! 

I 1+A+ A2 + ........ . L 21 

I I+ A+ A2 + ... . ... . . -�� 12 

L 2 1 x. 

x .  
x ! 

f' (A)= ---..,.A..,,.2----A-x 
1+A+ + ........ . 

x! 

2 ! x ! 

A2 A"' + ( A2 
l +A+ 2 ! + .

.
... -;;-! I +A+ 2 ! + . 

:\�-I j (x - I) ! _ 

[ 1\'" ]2 
x x ! 

f'(A)=T i+A+A2+ . .
. ... . V 

-B + B2 

2 ! x ! 

f' (A)=B I � -r+B J··· ....... (3) 

It therefore follows that 

f" (A)= c! f���) 

f" (A)= H l - �2 + B (-A - I+ B ) 1 
+B 1.� -

r+
B-
1 

!" (A)= B I x Bx - B+ B"+ x2 -
A" + A A2 
2X 2Bx -2B + g2 l A +r+ A 

f" (A)= B I x x 282+- · ·  (1B-2J-1B- _. _  A . . A" 

+ �22 +I j ··· ··· ········· ... (4) 

It is also interesting to note the form of the first 
and second differential coefficients with respect to A 
of Grinsted's approximation. This, it will be re
membered, can be used as sufficiently approximate to 
Erlang's theory when the grade of service is good 
and is expressed as, 

AX 

where B, x and . .\ have their usual significance and 
,, is the base of '.'IJ aperian logarithms. 

A'· 

"l'I ly . (A.) X ! .\'" 1cn , = t . =- = . e-A . eA X ! 
, d/(A) x![e-,\x:V-1+(-r)r-.\,VJ 

and J (A)= d:\ = · - (• 7 ____ · 

j' (:\)= _e�;.\_X l X - I -1 
x .  :\ J 

f' (.-\)=H J .� - IJ··················· ............ (:;) 

II (A) - Bx 1> 
I 

x f = �\2 + ") �� 

II ( 1 ·(, X \)2 f A)= B 
. 

-:- - I -,A 
. \ 

Returning to expression ( 2) 
case of Erlang's theory 

.�B=M f' (A) 

.(h) 

it is st·t·n that 1n tilt' 
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and substituting the value of f' (A) from expression 
(3) 

liB=M.B [ � -1+B J .......... . ................ (7) 

Further, when the grade of service is good, expres
sion (5) is sufficiently accurate and then 

liB=M B [ � - I J ............... . ... . .... . .... . (8) 

( e) Practical Applications. 
In the first place considering the variation in the 

value of total traffic for a known variation in grade 
of service, 

Example 1. It is found that when A=30 and 
x = 45, B = 0.00232 and if it is required to know the 
value of A when B = 0.002 we have from 

liB = M. B [-� -r + BJ 
liB=o.002 -0.00232 = -0.00032 

and therefore 

-0.00032 - liA • 0.00232 45 - I+ .00232 30 

and liA= -0.00032 = - .2746 0.00232 (0.50232) 
To see what error is involved by assuming that 

the third and successive terms in expression ( 1) are 
negligible we have 

liB = M B [ : _ I+ B J + (�Ar 
B [ 2B2+ � (3B-2)-3B- A2 + :: +r ] 

(M)2 -o.00032=liA. o.oou6538+ --1 -· 0.00058830737 2 .  
from which liA= -0.2969 

The correct value of A to produce a loss of 0.002 
is therefore 29. 703 traffic units. 

Example 2. In this case it is desired to ascertain 
what is the effect on the value of B when A is varied 
slightly 

When A=6o and x=8o B=o.002199 
To find the effect on B when A is increased to 60.5. 
Then liA=o.5. Hence as a first approximation from 

liB=M.B. [ i -r+B J 
B=o.5xo.002199 [ :: -1+.002199 J 

=0.0010995 x .3355323 
=.0003689 

and therefore B will be 0.0025679 

To obtain closer accuracy the term JliA)2 
2 ! 

(M)2 must be included. This has the value -- ·· 2 ! 

= (�·�)2 B [ 2B2+ � (3B-2)-3B-

x x2 
A2 + A2 

(M.)2 which becomes --1- f" (A)=o.00002504 2 .  
and therefore a more accurate value of B is 

B = .0025679 + 0.00002504 
or B=.0025929 

f" (A) 

f" (A) 

It will be appreciated that calculations similar to 
these can be applied in the cases where the grade of 
service is good by using the simpler expressions 
deduced from Grinsted's approximation. 

(!) Last Contact Traffic and �� 
In an article entitled " Problems in Automatic 

Trunking-Last Contact Traffic " (Volume 23, Part 
4 of this Journal), some mention was made of the 
theoretical determination of last contact traffic and 
of the uses to which known values of last contact 
traffic can be applied. An expression was derived 
showing the value of last contact traffic in terms of 
grade of service B, total traffic A and number of 
selectors x and was given in the form 

last contact traffic= B [ 1 : B -A J ... . ...... (9) 

Now last contact traffic= traffic offered to last 
contact -lost traffic or if C =last contact traffic 

C=AB1 -AB ....................................... (10) 
where B1 is the proportionate loss at the (x - r )th 
contact. 

Differentiating this expression with respect to A 
we have, 

dC dB1 dB 
dA =A dA -A-dA - + BI -B 

Bx Now B1= A(r -B) 

A( I -B)x � - Bx [ ( 1 -B) -A � J 
A2(1 -B)2 

and since-� = B [ !:__. - r + B J 
dA A 

dB1 
.. dA = 
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ABx (I -B) [ � -1 + B ]- Bx ( 1 -B) + AB2x 

[� -1+B J 

dB1 
dA = 

A2(1 -B)2 

A Bx [ T -1 + B l - Bx ( 1 -B) 

A2(1 - B)2 

x dB 
A(1-B)2 dA 

Bx 
A2(1 - B) 

dC dB1 dB Hence - =A ---- - - A -- + Bi - B dA dA dA 

but 

dC 
dA 

Bx 
A.2-(i-B) 

· -�!- J + B1 - B 

dC 
dA 

dB [ x J -dA 
_
(i-B)2 -A -

Bx 
A(1 -B) 

+B1-B 
Bx 

B - ----- and therefore , - A(1 -B) 

��- = �� [ (1 �8)2 -A J -B. . .. . . (11) 

Clearly then if we increase the values of dA, dB 
and dC above the infinitessimal limit the resulting 
expression will not be very inaccurate when applied 
to practical cases. Replacing dA, dB and dC by 
c'>A, c'>B and c'>C respectively we get 

��- = :� [-(�:B)2 -A J -B 

or c'>C=c'>B [ (�:B)2 -AJ -BM ......... ........ (12) 

Generally, both B and c'>A will be small, so that the 
term Bc'>A can be neglected and as a result 

c'>C=<rn [ ( i :B)2 -AJ. . .... ........ ... .. . ...... (13) 

This expression can be applied to all cases where 
the grade of service is reasonably good and where c'>B 
is not too large, as will be shown in the succeeding 
paragraphs. 

(g) 

Application of 
bC 

to practical problems. 
bB 

Example r. To determine the variation in last 
contact traffic for any grade of service slightly 
different from that at which the last contact traffic is 
known. 

Consider the case of 8 T. U. offered to a group of 
17 circuits giving a grade of service of 0.002127. It 
is known that the last contact traffic=o.019232 T.U. 
It is required to find the value of the last contact 
traffic when the traffic has been varied so that the 
resulting grad.e of service is 0.002. 

From expression ( 13) 

tiC = '� B [Ti _x_·B-

)

2 -A J where A= 8 x - 17 B 

=0.002127 and llB= -0.000127 

then [ l-OC= -0.000127 - I ) " 
(1 -0.002127 -

bC = - 0.000127 ( l 7.072 - 8) 

oC= -0.001152 

Hence new value of last contact traffic= 0.019232 
-0.001152 = 0.01808 

In order to show what accuracy is given we can 
determine the value of Bl\A for it is known that a 
grade of service of 0.002 is obtained when a total 
traffic of 7.95 T.U.* or more correctly 7.946 T.U. is 
offered to 17 circuits fully available. 

The value of l\A is therefore 0.054 and the error 
in assuming that Bl\A is negligible is 0.002 x 0.054 
= 0.000108, the correct value of last contact traffic 
being 0.01808-0.000108=0.01792 or 0.018 T.U. 
correct to three decimal places. 

Example 2. Having given a value of last contact 
traffic differing slightly from that for a known value 
of total traffic and grade of service, to determine the 
grade of service. 

Consider the case when x= 25, A= 15, B=o.005011. 
Here last contact traffic=o.05074 T.U. To find the 
grade of service when the last contact traffic has 
increased to 0.052 T. U. 

[ 2· 0.00126=1\B 
T1-;��;;102 

from which l\B = .000123 

-15 J 

and therefore the new grade of service is 0 . 00501 I 

+ .000123=0.005134. 
It must of course be borne in mind that to obtain 

closer accuracy in either of the cases for which 
examples have been quoted it would have been 
necessary to determine the value of l\A. 

(h) Conclusion. 

Throughout this article an attempt has been made 
to indicate not only how the calculus can be applied 
to the theories upon which plant quantities are 
determined in Post Office design, but to illustrate 

* This value has been extracted from T.I. 25, 
Part I2A. 
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also hovv the resulting mathematical deductions can 
he used in manv instances. 

It is appreci.atcd that thl' resulting accuracy is 
dl'pendent upon the smallness ()ft he gi,·en differences, 
hut nevPrtheless g·ood results han· been obtained 
with comparatively abnormal givl'n conditions. 

Such mathematical determinations ";is these are 

mainly applicable when finding theoretically what 
happens when the grade of service changes, but the 
author has no doubt that with the naturallv increas
ing demands for automatic exchanges and the conse
quent gain in experience of traffic and its relation to 
exchange design some further uses will be found for 
the methods described. 

A COMPLETE SOLUTION OF THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE OR 
MURRAY LOOP. 

THOS. vVoollHOlJSE, Preston. 

I 
T is the usual practice to soln· thl'sl' bridges by 

correlating the current values in all their 
branches and the method is well known. It is 

tacitly assumed generally that the points on the 
bridge, where the galvanometer is connected, have 
been brought to the same potential when no current 
will flow through the galvo : and the bridge is said 
to be balanced. 

The unknown resistance of any branch except tlH· 
galvo circuit, see Fig. 1(a), mav then be obtained 
from the proportion :-

p 
Q 

s 
R 

l t is not essential that the hridg«' should lw 
balanced in this manner to calculate the resistance 
of any single unknown branch, which might even bl" 
the galvo circuit, and the following· method could 
be adopted. Campbell's Star to Mesh Transforma
tion Theorem postulates that a star of " n '' rays in 
a network of conductors can be replaced by a mesh 

· n ( n - 1) l · I ff · I of com uctors wit 10ut a ectmg t 1e con-
2 

ductivity of the whole system. 
The mesh formed by the conductors l', Q and (; 

in the bridge network shown in Fig. l(a) may there
fore be replaced by the 3-ray star p, q, Kin Fig. l(b) 
if 

The total resistance between point-; A and B 1n 
Fig. I(b) is then 

(q + S) (p + R) 
=g+ -p+q+R+S 

Substituting for p, q and K to prove the resistance 
of the bridge 

(a) FIG.I 

.-----1Ei---�--, 
500A 

A--+---< 

'--.qo\/V----1�- ·--1• 

FIG.II 

l'Q 
= + 

P+Q+G 

+ 

{ 
C?PQ + GPR + GQS + RS(P + Q + G) · 

P+Q+G I I 
I (�(P + Q+ R + �)

_
+ (1) + �)j� +�) I 

C(P2Q +- PQ" + PQR + PQS) + PQ(P + Q) 
(R+ S) + G2PQ 

--- - --- --- - --------
(P + Q + G) G(P + Q + R + S) + (P + Q) (R + S) 

(<iPR + GQS) (P + Q + G) + RS(P + Q + G)2 

L.C.M. 

(GPQ + PQR + PQS + GPR + GQS) 
(P + Q -r G) + RS(P + Q + G)2 

== --�---- -----

(P + Q + G) G(P + Q + R + S) + (P + Q) (R + S) 
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G(P + S) (Q -t R l + l'Q( R + S) + RS(P + Q) 
�--�------ - -· - - --·· ---· . . . .  (2) 

G(P+Q+ R + S)+ (P+Q) (R+ SJ 

Anv one unknown branch mav now be t•valuatccJ 
if the

. 
resistance of e<ich of the other four branches is 

known. 
The potential difference between the points ,\ and 

B, Fig. 2, should be measured on a high resistance 
\·oltmeter, say Detector �o. 4, whilst the current 
tlowing into the bridge at . \ is observed when, 

E I=����������������� 
G(P+ S) (Q+ R) + PQ(R+ S) + RS(P+ Q) 

(;(P+Q+R-�S)+ (P+Q)(R.LS) 

from Ohm's Law. 
e.g., when E indicates r H>lt :md the current throug·h 
\1 ,\ = r 2 milli-amperes 

10 

1000 

whence 

Resistance of Bridge 

R= 100 ohms. 

if P = roo, Q = 1000, G = 100 and S = ro ()hms. 

From equation (2) , 

Resistance of Bridge= l'+Q+R+S 
(P+S)(Q+R) 

when (; has a maximum value, 

and 
PQ 

L'+ Q + 

when G is a minimum. 

RS 
R+S 

In the particular case where (I may have any un
known value between a minimum and maximum it 
is necessary that the following proposition should 
exist if the resistance of one other unknown branch 
1s required. 

and 

(l' +_S)
_
(Q

_-+: R) 
l'+Q.LR+S 

p s 

Q R 

R=S if P=Q. 

PQ 
P+Q + 

RS 

R+S 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . . .  (3) 

. \n identical value for the resistance of the bridge 
net work may be deduced by arranging the sums of 
the currents meeting at each node as a determinant 
and proving for the potential difference between the 
points A and B. 

Equation (3) is the condition for balance in the 
practical case, as slated previously, when no current 
flows through the galvo; which may be disconnected 
or short-circuited without affecting the conductivity 
of the bridge network. 

Similar mathematical treatment can be applied to 
more complicated networks-vide A. Morris dis
cussion of " A New Network Theorem" in the 
I.E.E. Journal, \·ol. 63, March, 1925-and it is 
nmsiclt>recl that tlw solution will prove of general 
interest. 



A CONTINUOUSLY LOADED CABLE FOR USE AT HIGH FREQUENCIES. 

F. E. NANCARROW and H. STANESBY. 

T

H 1 S article describes and gives the results of 
electrical tests upon a continuously loaded 
cable developed for use at the Receiving 

Stations (in this country) of the Long \Vave Trans
atlantic Telephony Circuit. 

At the Receiving Station many open wire trans
mission lines an' used to convey the energy collected 
by the various parts of the widely spaced antenna 
system to the receiver. Here the various portions 
arc passed through attenuating and phase shifting 
networks before being combined into a single output 
and fed into the reccin·r proper. It was conceived 
that it would be :Hh·antag-cous, both constructionally 
and electrically, if a cable could be designed to match 
the impedance of the open wire transmission lines 

and used for the final termination within the building 
housing the receiver. 

The open wire transmission lines have a character
istic impedance approximating closely to 600 /o0 
ohms, and hence the problem was to obtain a con
tinuously loaded cable which would have a similar 
impeda1�ce at frequencies in the region of 60 to 70 kc 
and be suitable for the purpose in view. The maxi
mum length of the cable which it was proposed to 
use in any one circuit was of the order of 50 yards 
and hence the attenuation of such a cable was not 
of primary importance. Messrs. Siemens Brothers 
of vVoolwich submitted a design which met the 
requirements, and it is this cable which is described. 

Description of Cable.-Fig. I shows the internal 

CONTINUOUSLY LOADED CABLE 

FOR USE ON FREQUENCIES UP 

TO 100 KC/SEC.------

FIG. }. 
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construction of the cable. The conductor is of 40 lb. 
copper wire loaded with two layers of 8 mils diameter 
unannealed silicon iron wire. Each conductor is air
spaced with a special whipping of string and covered 
with two layers of paper wrapping. The conductors 
are then twinned and formed up with the two paper 
spacers to ensure a round section, and lapped with 
five layers of paper followed by a final layer of 
metallised paper which is in contact with the lead 
sheath. The overall diameter of the cable is 0.62 
inch, the sheath having a thickness of 0.08 inch. 

1'.1 ethod of M easurernent.-The cable was bought 
in two r roo yard lengths and tests were carried out 
on each length at frequencies varying from 20 to 
roo kc with certain of the measurements extended 
to 300 kc. A bridge, constructed in the Radio 
Laboratory, in which the elements are so screened 
and connected that the effects of stray capacities are 
eliminated, was used for the measurements. The 
impedance at one end of the cable was obtained at 
various frequencies, first with the far end open
circuited and then short-circuited, and, using this 
data, the characteristic impedance, attenuation and 
phase constants calculated from the following re
lationships :-

where 

Z0 = v Z1Zc 
2h cos <I> 

(Jl = -! arc tanh ---
r + 1i2 

2h sin <I> 
al = nrr + t arc tanh 

I - h2 
Z0 characteristic impedance. 

a 

impedance with far end short-circuited. 

impedance with far end open-circuited. 

phase constant per unit length in 
radians. 

(3 = attenuation constant per unit length in 
nepers. 

length. 

n an integer depending upon the length 
of the cable. 

h /<I> = ..; Zcf Zr 
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SECTION I. 

Frequency 
Attenuation 

Characteristic constant 
Kilocycles I Impedance. Nepers/ 

second. 
Mile. 

- - --

40 621.9 \1"191 0.455 
50 573.2 \4°481 - o.666 
60 571. I \262(}i 0.91 l 
70 574·9 \J015l I. 194 
80 574 \2"391 1.517 
90 592.1 \3°331 1.84 

Phase 
Constant 
Radians/ 

Mile. 
-------

8.36 
I0.38 
12.4 
14.41 
16.39 
18.32 

> 
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Fu;. 3.-VARIATION OF CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE WITll 
FREQUENCY. SECTION 2. 
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The agreement in the results for the two sections 
of the cable, particularly in regard to those for the 
attenuation constant, demonstrates the utility of the 
bridge for measurements of this nature. 

The irregularity in the characteristic impedance, 
which is not similar for the t wu lengths, probably 
anses from slight variation in the inductance, and 
hence in the characteristic impedance along the 
cable, causing internal reflections which manifest 
themselves as irregularities in the impedance fre
quency characteristic. 

At a frequency of 70 kc the attenuation is 1. 2 
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nepers per mile, so that the interposition of a length 
of 50 yards into the transmission line circuit would 
result in a loss of 0.03-1- nepers (0.3 db). ,\ssuming 
that this length is terminated at one end by the 
radio receiver having an input impedance of 600 /o0 

ohms, then the far end of the cable will present a1-i 
impedance Z to the open \Vire transmission line 
which may be calculated from the expression :-

where 

z Z 
ZR + Z0_!<_:1_1h P 

(I zl) + ZR tanh p 
z u characteristic impedance of cable. 

Z11 terminating impedance. 

I' total propagation constant. 

If the values for section 2 of the cable are sub
stituted in this expression Z becomes 607 \2"321, a 
value which approximates closely to the impedance 
of the open wire line. 

Whilst this cable ·was developed for the particular 
purpose already described, and affords an interesting 
example of the application of continuously loaded 
cable in the realm of high frequencies, it is thought 
that it may have other applications in the frequency 
range more familiar to telephone engineers. 

One such possible application occurs to the writers 
of this note, namely, the negotiation of power or 
water crossings in carrier circuits, whereby the 
impedance irregularities arising from reflection at the 
junction points would be avoided by the use of 
lengths of this type of cable. 
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THE HEPTODE-A NOVEL THERMIONIC VALVE. 

I·:. J. C. Dtx()�, .\.C.G.I., B.Sc., D.l.C. 

A 
DESCRlPTlO:\' was given in recent issues of 
this Journal* of the apparatus used by the 
Post Office for gen<:'rating high frequencies of 

great constancy for the control of Short-\\"avc Rac
.
lio 

Transmitters. The output from the control equip
ment is at a low power level and it is necessary to 
raise the power level to the order of kilowatts before 
it is radiated at the antenna. l t is an essential 
feature of the high-frequency amplifier that the out
put power shall have the same frequency as the input 
power, which implies that the amplifying stages 
of a short-wave radio transmitter must have no 
tendencv towards self-oscillation. In practice it is 
difficult

· 
to ensure that there shall be no tendency 

towards self-oscillation, owing to the reactive coup
ling between the output and the input circuit due to 
the valve inter-electrode capacity. In a transmitting 
triode the anode-grid capacity is of the order of 
20 µµF, \vhich is comparable in size with the tuning 
capacities of the circuit. The following notes 
describe a novel type of valvei· which has been 
designed to overcome the disadvantages inherent in 
the triode, while taking advantag·e of the symmetry 
of the double-acting L'ircuit commonly called the 
'' push-pull '' circuit. 

The Push-pull Cirrnit.-The push-pull circuit 
('mploys two valves which go through similar oscilla
tion cycles, but with a phase difference of 180 degrees 
with respect to each other. The two grids are con
nected to the ends of the input L'ircuit and the centre 
point is connected to a point of zero potential with 
regard to the high frequency potentials, usually c•it1 
a bye-pass condenser to the earthed framework of 
the transmitter. The two anodes are connected in a 
similar manner to the output circuit, the high tension 
supply being introduced at the centre point. \\'ith 
a symmetrical lay-out of the cirL"uit components in 
the screened framework of the transmitter it is 
possible to balance their stray capacities to earth 
and thus reduce the number of unknowns in the 
circuit. .\ simple push-pull valve would thus con
sist of a single cathode, two control grids, one 011 
either side of the cathode and two anodes similarlv 
arranged. The cathode would emit in the directi.l1;1 
of one anode during one half of the high frequency 
eycle and towards the second anode during the 
second half of the cycle. Its dimensions could 
therefore be the same as those of each of tlw cathodes 
in the t\ni triodes \\·hich the push-pull Yalve \nrnld 
replace. 

The reaction potential on the first grid from its 
anode would be in opposite phase to that anode 

-l<· Jo11r1111/ P.U.E.E., I "of . .:.;, fJarls .: u11d 3. 

i' lfrit. P11t. Spec11. 35-"·99-/.· }11/y, 193r. 

potential and, in order to balance the reaction 
potential, an equal and opposite potential can con
veniently be derived from the second anode, which 
is 180 d

0
egrees out of phase \\·ith the first. This can 

be effected by means of a stabilising· grid on the 

c, 

DL\GJ{,\�! OF Er.ECTIWIJE .IRl<.\);t;EME);T. 

remote side of the second anode and a short cross
connection to the first grid. The capacity of the 
stabilising grid to the second anode can be arranged 
to be equal to that bet\Yeen the first anode and grid 
and the cross-connection may be duplicated in order 
to reduce its inductance. ;\. complete electrode 
assembly of this type thus includes seven electrodes 

INP� 

Fil 

FH:. 2.-TVPJC.ll. Cmct·n D1.1GR.\�t. 

OUTPUT 
INPUT 

-GB 
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---hence the name ·' Heptodc '' for the double-acting 
balanced thermionic valve. 

Diagr<1111 of t/ic I!eptodc.--.\ <liagram of the 
electrode arrangement is shown in Fig. la, in which 
C designates the cathode, ( ; ,, G" the control grids, 
A,, ,\0 the anodes and S,, S" the stabilising grids. 
Fig. l/J represents a plan Yicw and shm\·s the cross
connections (_'I> l'0 • 

. \ typical circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2, in 
which the input is inductively coupled to the grid 
circuit and the output is capacitively coupled to the 
anode circuit, while the centre points of both circuits 
arc bye-passed to earth t hroug·h condensers. To 
those who are familiar with hridg·c circuits a com
parison of the circuit shown in Fig. 2 with the 
equivalent l·ircuit shown in Fig. 3 will make the 
operation of the hcptode quite clear. 

FIL;. 4.-\0.\LVE, T11Ei<rn"x1c, :\o. GJ IX EXl'EIUMEXT.\L 
Ti<.\NSMITTEIC 

Vah•e Thermionic No. 63.-Considcrable ex
perience has been gained by the Radio Section of the 
Post Otlice with heptodcs of 2 _::;o watts di ssi pa tion 

FIG. 5(a).-END VIEW OF HEPTODE ASSEMBLY. 
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per anode in radiation cooled glass envelopes, both 
in experimental and commercial circuits at fre
quencies up to 18,000 kc/sec. A valve of this type 
(V.T. No. 63) can be accommodated in a rack of 
standard width and two feet depth, and is usually 
mounted on a plug-in framework so that it can 
readily be removed from circuit. Fig. 4 shows the 
valve, as made by Messrs. Edison Swan Electric Co., 
in an experimental set-up at Dallis Hill. The valve 
is shown with the filament and grid seals uppermost 
and the anode circuit is mounted below the valve. 
The grid circuit is coupled to the previous stage, 
which, in this case, is the output of the frequency 
doubler rack and is screened from the anode circuit. 
:\ valve of this type can handle nearly a Kilowatt 
I>.C. input at frequencies of the order of 10,000 

kc/sec and is capable of providing sullicient output 
to excite t\vo triodes, each of 3 kw dissipation, con
nected in a push-pull circuit. 

Dcsig11 :ldjust111c11l and Tcst.-The most simple 
form of design is a system of planar electrodes 
grouped about a loop cathode, and an end elevation 
of such an assembly is shown in Fig. Sa. The 
electrodes are supported on a series of parallel rods 
of molybdenum, some of which are extended to form 
leads and, at the same time, to support the assembly 
from the glass '' feet '' which arc to be fused to the 
ya]ve envelope. The assembly is rigidly spaced by 
bars of a fired insulator known as '' lavitc,'' which 
arc in turn rigidly connected together by molybdenum 
bolts. ,\ front vie\V of the assembly is shown in Fig-. 
51>, in which the filament leads spaced by a Iavite 
insulator, the adjacent grid leads and, at the lower 
end of the assembly, the anode leads can be dis
tinguished. The side electrodes seen in end-on view 
in Fig. Sa are screens to prevent bombardment of 
the glass envelope by emission from the filament 
during the process of evacuation. \Vhile these 
screens affect the distribution of the field around the 
electrode assembly, they arc not essential parts of 
the balanced system and arc only included to simplify 
the process of manufacture of the valve. 

The method of adjustment is to connect the 
assembly in circuit as shown in Figs. 2 and 4, apply 
high frequency excitation to the input and, with 
H.T. disconnected, measure the circulating current 
in the output circuit. The size of the stabilising 
condenser is then adjusted by altering the number 
of cross-wires in the grids S, and S" until the out-of
balance current in the output circuit is a minimum. 
It will be seen that the stabilising grid of the valve 
shown in Fig-. 5b has only three cross wires. The 
assembly is then enveloped, baked and exhausted, 
and the complete valve can be checked in the same 
manner as the assembly. A neat method of check
ing the balance when the electrodes arc dissipating 
energy (" hot balance test ") has been devised by 
,\. J. Symonds, of Rugby Radio Station, and con
sists of observing the output and D.C. input meter 
indications for values of anode tuning condenser 
near the point of resonance. For a perfectly 
balanced system the maximum output reading will 
coincide with the minimum input reading, while for 
unbalanced systems the maximum and minimum 

VOL. XXIV. 

readings will he displaced along the tuning con
denser scale. Fig. 6 shows typical balance curves 
and gives criteria for estimating whether the stabilis
ing capacity is too small or too great. The practical 
test applied to high-fr('qucncy amplifying stages is 

FIG. 5(b).-fRo:-;T VIEW OF HEP'l'ODE ASSEMBLY. 

v 
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to apply the H.T. without the grid excitation and 
reduce the grid bias voltage to zero. The stage 
should not self-oscillate at any setting of the grid 
and anode tuning condensers . 

... ... 
', 

/', \ 

BALANCE CAPACITY ' 

TO GREAT. \ 

/ 

A\ 
//BALANCE CAP.ACITY 

TOO SMALL 

DIVISIONS OF ANODE TUNING CONDENSER. 

FIG. 6.-R11.AJl:CE CURVES FOR H.F. i\Ml'LIHI!'\G STAC;1-:. 

An elegant method of observing the field distribu
tion in the electrode system, which is of considerable 
value during the development period, is to allow a 
small amount of gas to enter the envelope until a 
glow discharge occurs when the high-frequency 
excitation is applied to the input circuit. Modifica
tions of the field distribution with variation of grid 
and anode tuning are readily perceptible and the 
effects of the cross-connections and of the electron 
screens are apparent. 

Other tests applied to the valve· are the usual 
routine tests for filament emission, static character
istics (which must not differ by more than 12!-%) and 
reversed grid current. 

Development to larger sizes. -The logical develop
ment of the valve is in the direction of the cooled 
anode in insulating envelope type of construction 
and two different techniques are suggested by the 
metal tube in silica envelope valves, and by the 
de-mountable valves constructed of porcelain and 
steel. Neither of these techniques, however, has 
progressed to the stage at which it could readily be 
applied to the design of a heptode and experiments 
are limited at the moment to radiation cooled valves 
in silica envelopes of about one kilowatt dissipation 
per anode. A valve of t.his type, constructed by 
Messrs. Mullard Radio Valve Co., is shown in Fig. 
7, in which it will be noted that no electron screens 
are necessary owing to the refractory properties of 
the silica envelope. 

Applications of the Heptode.-The use of the 
valve has been described only for radio transmitter 
amplifying circuits, but it has also considerable 
possibilities as a generator of constant frequency 
oscillations, as the coupling between the output and 
input circuits would be independent of the valve. 
Its field of use might also be extended to small valves 
in receiving circuits, but the possibilities in this 
direction have yet to be investigated. 

An alternative and well-known method of prevent
ing back coupling in amplifying valves is by the use 

Fu;. 7.-S.\' 2000-EXPEl<IMESHI. HEl'TOL>E 111: SILICA 
E11:VELOPE. 

of a screening grid between the control grid and 
anode of an ordinary triode. This method finds 
large application in �ec�i\'ing valves and it is also 
used to some extent in transmitting valves. The 
development of large-sized screened grid trans
mitting valves is still in progress, but such valves 
possess one inherent disadvantage in that the anode 
impedance is necessarily very high. The heptodc 
on the other hand has the same latitude in anode 
impedance as a simple triode, and it is possible to 
construct such valves with relatively lmY impedance. 
To obtain an efficient circuit it is cssrntial that the 
impedance of the anode circuit external to the valve 
should be of the same order as the intl'rnal impedance 
of the valve. On long and medium waves it is 
possible to obtain this order of impedance in the 
anode circuit, but on short waves this is impossible, 
and it is on such wave-lengths that the heptode is 
likely to find its most useful application. 



HISTORY OF THE POST OFFICE 
ENGI::'-JEERING DEPARTMENT. 

T
HE Council of the Institution of Post Ofiicc 

Electrical Engineers has had under considera-
1 ion the question of arranging for the com

pilation of a History of the Post Office Engineering 
Department, but came to the conclusion that it was 
not possible to undertake such a task at the present 
time. The Council feels, however, that it would be 
very unfortunate if information of historical value 
\vhich is at present available should be lost merelv 
through the lack of any organisation for the colle�
tion of such valuable literary material. 'fhe Council 
wishes to announce, therefore, that it has decided 
to arrange for the filing· and indexing of any 
memoirs or information of historical value which 
may be offered to the Institution. 

The Council would be glad to hear from any 
reader who may be in possession of documents o'f 
the nature referred to which he considers would be 
of historical value or if he would be good enough 
to write a few notes on any particular question of 
historical interest with which he mav have been 
associated. The period in regard to ,,:hich informa
tion is most valuable is that preceding the publication 
of the P.O.E.E. Journal, i.e., prior to 1908. 

At the present time all\" document or record in 
connection with the life a�d work of Samuel Alfred 
Varley \Vould be ·welcomed. Varley was active in 
the electrical world <luring the l 87-0 period and if 
any 

_
read

_er i� in pos:;ession of any item of personal 
or histoncal mterest regarding Varley the Secretary 
would be glad to hear from him. 

· · 

Communications on this subject should be 
addressed to : 

The Secretary, 
Institution of P.O. Electrical Engineers, 

Engineer-in-Chief's Ofllce, G.P.0., 
Alder House, London, E.C. 1. 

MR. A. J. STUBBS. 
Readers of the Journal will be interested in the 

announcement that Mr. A. J. Stubbs was ordained 
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at Rochester Cathedral, on the 2oth December, as 
curate of All Saints Church, Chatham. Mr. Stubbs 
is now seventy years of age and one feels consider
able satisfaction in hearing of at least one case of 
a pensioned officer who has distinguished himself 
in another sphere. He is being presented with an 
album signed by the 329 subscribers who combined 
in a presentation of a cheque from the congregation 
of 'Voodside Parish Church, Croydon, which Mr. 
Stubbs has served for nearly a quarter of a century 
as lav reader and churchwarden. 

BACK NU.VIBERS OF JOURN.c\L. 
Offers are made occasionally by retiring members 

to dispose of their sets of the Journal. The Editor 
will be pleased to record the names of any members 
who desire to avail themselves of such offers. 

TRANSMISSION UNITS SCALE. 
Messrs. Siemens Bros. has asked us to announce 

that the Scale giving the relationship between the 
Units generally used in Telephone Engineering, 
which appeared on page 259 of the October issue, 
can be obtained from them in the form of a blotter. 

AGXER KRARUP ERL.\NG. 
\Vith the growth of automatic telephony and the 

consequent increase of interest in trunking problems, 
the name of Erlang has become familiar to readers 
of this Journal. It may perhaps be of interest, 
therefore, to give a little information regarding the 
actual personality behind this name. 

Erlang was born in 1878 and entered the service 
of the Copenhagen Telephone Company in 1909. 
His speciality was the use of probability calculations 
on telephone problems and his work on this subject 
has been translated into many languages. His 
principal contribution to this field was the develop
ment of a theory for the traffic capacity of circuits 
when the actual number of circuits available is 
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restricted. The expression \\·hich he obtained by the 
method of statistical equilibrium for this case is quite 
simple [;ncl forms the basis of the design curves used 
IJ\" the British Post Office. 

· Erlang also acquired a reputation as a constructor 
of measuring instruments for audio frequencies and 
was the author of an essay dealing with the theory 
of telephone cables published in the Danish Journal 
·' Elektrotekniren," in 191 r. 01 her publications of 
E rlang 's are:-

C11/c11/ des prulwl>ilties et cu11<:ers<1tio11s te/e
phu11iq11es. lfr·:•11e G£h1hal<' d1• /"Elcctricit£: t .\"I'll!. 
p . .)05. Paris, 1925. 

.Ve7l' Alter11uti11g C11rrc11t Co111pe11satiu11 ..!ppar-
11f11s for Tclcpho11ic Jleas11re11w11fs. J1111rnul of T11sf. 
u( E.E . . 191.1. Vol. 51. page 79.J· 

Et11dc tldoriq11c at:lll<'llfaire Sllr le Tru11sfor111ate11r 
i/'1111 .lpp11rcil 'Ulepl1011i,1111" v;,. Technique et 
/11d11sfricllc. Oct., 19.!/. 

lfml' !11 reduce to t1 .\/i11i11111111 the :\Je1111 Error <•f 
Tt1hles. The .Yapier Terce11tc11ury .\le11wri11/ Vo/1111u··. 
lfoyal \'ociet_1• of Edi11/J11rgh, r9r5. 

Su/11tio11 of so111e Pro/1/ems i11 the Theurv of Proh-
11/Jilitics of. Sig11iftca11cc in Auto111atic 

.
Teiephonc 

Excl11rnges. The f'nst OOlcc E.E. ]011r11al, 1918. 
f'. r89. 

Liis1111g ei111ger 
/1eitsrec/1 1rn11g <'Oii 

Ferns p rt'cill'i 111 le r. 
UJ18, I-left. 5r. 

Problems der Wahrschei11licl1-

Hedc11tu11g fiir die selbsttiitige11 
El eh I rntech 11isc/1 c 7, eit sch rif I, 

So/11tio11 de q11el,1ues proh/,»111cs d1· /11 theorie des 
f>roh11hilities presc11ta11t de l'i111porla11ce pour les 
h11rea11s te/eplumiques 11 11fo11wtiq11es. Annals des 
Posies, Tel£l1:rr11phrs et Tel/phones, i\"r. 4. Juillet
. loiit, 1922. (See also .lppc11dix to a paper of G. 
F. O'dell: The i11f/11e11cc of trafJic 011 auto111atic ex

cl1t111gi· dcsip1. 19.!11. l'rof1•ssi1111a/ Pap1•r No. R5) . 

Cairn/ des probal>ilites et rn11<.•ersatio11s tele-
phuniques. U.e·v11c Gb1balc 1fo /'Elcclricil1: I .\".\". 
/J. 270, Paris, 1926. 

Application dn calcul des prohuhilit£;S e11 'f'd1;-
pho11ie. .-I 111wles des Posies, '/'. l'I ·r. .\'r. 1, 

]11illct, 1925. 
De111011st.ratio11s de la loi .\Jax71•cll. propurtio11 

{01ui<t111c11tale de la th1:oric des gas. Le Fie Tcch
·,,;quc et I11d11slrielle. Mai, r9.!6, p. (.!. 

So111c ..!pplirnlions of the Method of . ....-1atistic11/ 
E<Jui/ibri11111. 6th Col!{:rcss 11{ .\T11f/1 e11111ticia11s . 
C:ope11ha1:re11, 1925. 

Qnclq11<'s applicatio11s de /11 111ethodc de 1·,:<J11ili/Jrc 
slalisti1111e da11s la t/i,:orie des pro/1ahilit1ls. .I 1111/cs 
des 1-'ostes, T. et T. ,<..,'cpl . . 19.!H. 

:\fr. Erlang died on the 3rd Februu ry, 192q, ;ifll·r 
an operation and a frw days' illness. 

\Vhile Erlang made such striking contributions to 
Telephony , he was a man of charming personality 
and of extremely modest bearing. His death at such 
an early age is to be \\·idely regretted. 

ECONOMY � YEARS AGO. 

By the courtesy of Mr. A. B. Ciilbert the Uoard 
of Editors has obtained a number of extracts from 
the minutes of a Conference of Engineers of tlw 
:\'orthern Division held at York in July, 1872. TlH· 
extracts have such an up-to-date application that tlw 
Board feels that readers will appreciate some note,.; 
regardin g them. Lack of space pren·nts I heir com
plete publication. 

.lpparat11s.-lt may seem odd al this date 111 !Tad 
of a choice having to be made bet \\Ten doubk 
current Morse instruments and Direct Sounders or 
\Vriters, but the evidence shows that problems in 
economics were not considered as being oul\\·ith the 
scope of the Engineering Department of that period. 
This is further exemplified by the references to tll<' 
measures taken to effect savings in the number of 
cells required on circuits. The efforts n·sulted i11 the 
saving of -}JOO cells. 

Opr11 Li11es .-T lw confnenn· dealt with sud1 
matters as the following :-

The necessity for measuring lines \\·ith a vie\\ In 
the setting up of reliable records of the plant. 

The numbering of poles and marking them to 

show the year of erection. 
The frequency of line inspection,;. Line men t• • 

walk main routes once per week and immediately 
after storms; loops and spurs and otlices at intnv:1b 
of not less than two months. 

That no larch poles be painted unle,;,; the Depart
ment he compelled lo dn so by Public Bodie,; or 

private individuals having control of lhl' roads. 
:\lt"thod of paying gangs. 
L'niforms and Satchels for Lint'llll'll. 
Report forms re Survey of Oflin·s and road line,,. 
Revision of Inspectors' Sections and Linemen ',.; 

lengths . 
Tools.-Complaint is made of the quality and un

suitability of the tools supplied. The result of 
experiments with �lar,.;hall's Patl'nt Born, Digg·cr 
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and Spanish Spoons is referred to. The Digger was 
a failure, but the Borer and Spoons appear to have 
found considerable favour. 

These references indicate very clearly that '' Bar 
and Spoon '' methods were early to the fore and the 
knowledge of the Department's return to them under 
present day conditions would no doubt gladden the 
hearts of the 1872 conference. 

Cost of TVorks.-" That the estimates of Costs of 
\Vorks upon which the vVorks Orders are based 
shall not be exceeded without in the first instance 
an addendum having been obtained authorising the 
further expenditure.'' 

The extracts unfortunately do not state the 
number of the T.E. form referring! 

T¥ eek-end Lem:1e.-Permission was given to Fore
men of gangs to use a railway warrant to return to 
their Headquarters on the Saturday evening and to 
report for duty at the appointed time on the Monday 
morning. 

There is no reference to the first available train ! 

W. M. CROWE. 
William Miller Crowe, the Chairman and Manag

ing Director of Ericsson Telephones Limited, has 
retired from rst October, although he will still retain 
a seat on the Board of Directors. Mr. Crowe has 
been with the British Ericsson Company from its 
inception thirty-three years ago and for twenty-one 
years has been Chairman and Managing Director. 
He commenced his London career as Manager for 
the famous Mr. Edison when the phonograph was 
first brought to this country in 1892. Six years later 
he was appointed Manager in London for Messrs. 
Ericsson, of Stockholm, the well-known telephone 
manufacturers, whose business in this country at 
that time was chiefly with the National Telephone 
Co. In 1903 a private company was formed to take 
over the factory at Beeston, Notts., owned bv the 
National Telephone Co.-the latter retaining. one
half interest. 

In 191 l the Post Office took over the National 
Telephone Co., and then a public company was 
formed by Ericssons to take over the complete 
factory, since which time the Company has gone on 
from success to success. 

NEW MEASURING INSTRCMENTS. 
Messrs. Elliott Bros. are about to place on the 

market a new series of measuring instruments which 
should well meet demands long felt. The first is a 
Frequency Indicator for use on '· Standard Fre
quency '' circuits. The calibration is 48 to 52 
periods and the apparatus is fitted with an 18" scale 
and the pointer has a swing of 200 degrees, the scale 
being divided in tenth periods, each tenth occupying 

nearly t" on the scale. It is thus possible to read 
accurately and easily to l / 10th period, and to 
estimate very much lower. The instrument operates 
on induction principles, with opposing resonant 
circuits tuned to fine limits, and is said to be 
practically free from wave form and temperature 
errors. A modified pattern can be used as a record
ing instrument with a pen movement which h<'ls an 
inappreciable time lag. 

The other two instruments are for the purpose of 
measuring currents in links in distribution boxes and 
in fuses in feed pillars. The principles of the two 
pieces of apparatus are the same, the link or fuse 
being temporarily enclosed in a hinged iron circuit, 
the jaws of which are opened by a pair of insulated 
handles. Two opposing transformers are fitted at 
the pivot ends of the jaws and arc connected tn a 
D.C. moving· coil indicating instrument which is 
fitted with a \V estinghouse metal oxide rectifier. 
The instrument has two ranges with suitably marked 
terminals. The whole outfit weighs only a pound 
or two. The Link measuring set can be used also 
for determining the direction of current in the link
from the supply to the load, or vice versa, as some
times happens. This is accomplished by the use of 
an additional contact rod, for tapping on to the 
neutral, connected to a special capacity terminal on 
the instrument. An increase in deflection indicates 
that the current is passing through the link in the 
di1-ection of the arrow marked on the transformer, 
a decrease the reverse. 

TRANSPORT SECTION. 

l n last issue and also in the Staff Changes given 
at the end of this number the names of officers 
transferred and promoted to this new engineering 
section appear. \Ve take the opportunity of welcom
ing these officers to the engineering side and trust 
that not only will they join the Institution and 
support the Journal, but also contribute to its pages. 
Motor transport has become an integral part of tlw 
Engineering Department organisation and we shall 
be pleased to lay our pages open for articles dea Ii ng 
\\'ith this important branch of the service. 

YOUNG PEOPLE'S OWN TELEl'HO\JE 

EXHIB'iTION. 
An instructive exhibition is being held in t hl' 

Indian Hall of the Imperial Institute from the 5th 
to the 23rd January, 1932. Although primarily 
arranged for young people, the exhibition deals with 
every phase of communication engineering, and 
should prove of the greatest benefit to cvervonl' 
interested in the science. .\dmission to the- ex

hibition is free. 
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HEADQUARTER'S NOTES. 
EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT. 

The following works have been completed :-

Exchange. 

Tile Hill 
Sheldon (Birmingham) 
Folkestone 
Bristol Central 

North 
South 
West 
Bedminster 
Easton 
Kings wood 
Stoke Bishop 
Westbury 

,, Whitchurch 
Rottingdean 
Leeds 
Brighton ... 
Edgware ... 
Colchester 

York 
Coventry 
Dorchester 
Staines 
High Wycombe 

Palmers Green 

Northampton 
Kilmarnock 
Norton Grinding \\'heel, New-

castle-on-Tyne 
British Tube Mills, Smethwick 
Mcllroy, Ltd., Reading 
Crane Bennett (London) 
Newcastle-on-Tyne Police 
Nusenbaum, I�td., :-.lewc<>stle-

on-Tync 
Southend Corporation ... 
Northern Aluminium, Oxford 

Type. J�
�
o
_
. _ o_f _

L
_

in�s 

New Auto 

" 

Auto Extn. 

" 

New l\lanual 

" 

Manual 
Extension 

P.A.B.X. 

200 
300 

2200 
5030 
r990 

970 
3290 

S75 
r485 

565 
515 

10So 
So 
70 

Soo 
2320 
1500 

Observation 
Equipt. 

Re-
nrange1nP1:ts 

540 
1460 
2000 

Soo 
Obsen·ation 

Equipt. 
240 

30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
20 

Orders have been placed for the following :-

Exchange. 

Sutton Coldfield 
Stechford ... 
Priory 
Preston (Torquay) 
Acocks G1·een 
Kensington 
Gerrard 
Terminus 
Aston Cross 
Acomb-York 
London Trunk (4th Floor 

Annexe) 
Urmston 
Churston ... 
Horsforth, Leeds 
Sutton Coldfield ... 

Bury & Darwen 
Bolton & Rochdale 

Type. No. of Lines. 

New Auto r700 
Soo 
900 
600 

1Soo 
SSoo 

:\bin Frame 
4JS0 
2600 

300 
Positions 

P<rn·er Plant 

.. 

Observation 
Auto Extn. Equipt. 

----- · -----

Exchange. 

Farn\\·orth 

Bennondsey 

Fulham 
Sloane 
Temple Bar 
\\'elbeck 
Leeds Central 

Southampton '.'lo. 4 

Bcrmondsey 

I Jereford 

Welbeck 

Cosham 
Hartlepool 
Four Oaks 
Elmbridge 
.-\shtead 
l' xbriclge 
\\"isbC'ch 
Bury St. Edmunds 
Bur;,ham 

Slough 
Windsor 
Beaconsfield 
Thackerv & Co., Leeds 

·1ily N-ews, London 
Berkshire County Council 

Phillips J. & N. (!\1/R) 
Applin & Barrett, Yeovil 

Type. ' No. of Li1ws. 

" 

l'\e\\· :\l::tnual 

" 

:\Janual 
Extensiu:1 

" 

P .. \.B.X. 

Obsen·ation 
Equipt. 

Voice 
Frequency 

" 

Additionai 
Selectors 
Manual 
Board 

Toll 
Control 
'\Ianual 
Board 

Toll 
Control 

200 
210 
960 

4180 
640 

Power Plant 
720 
780 
540 

Obsen·ation 
Equipt. 

30 

' 40 

I' R;_
o 

arr;:tngpn1ents 

I 30 

Two new systems of automatic working are being 
tried experimentally in London and the Provinces. 
The Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd., have 
developed a scheme known as the " Bypath " system 
which will be adopted at Bethnal Green and Burton
on-Trent; the latter includes two satellite Exchanges. 

The Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Com
pany are installing at Arnold (Wembley) and at 
Wigan, two new telephone exchanges incorporating 
their '' Strowger Common Control '' system. 

The Bypath and Common Control systems were 
described in the July issue of the Journal. It is 
hoped that the Exchanges concerned will be com
pleted and brought into service early in 1933 and it 
will, of course, be necessary to observe the behaviour 
of apparatus under practical conditions for some 
considerable period before individual performance 
can be judged and a verdict given as to the merits 
of either system. 

RETIREMENT OF MR. R. HALTON. 

'\iVith the retirement of Mr. R. Halton from the 
Engineering Department of the Post Office, on the 
4th November, the Department has lost one of its 
most energetic and painstaking officers. 
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!\fr. Halton entered the Post Office Service 111 the 
:\!anchester Telegraph Office in 1886 and was trans
ferred to the Engineering Department at Manchester 
in 1894, then under the charge of Mr. John Doherty . 
In 1900 he was promoted to an Engineership in the 
I pswich Section and during the following nine years 
was actively engaged in the general development of 
that area. 

In 1909 :\!r. Halton was transferred to the Tele
graph Section of the Engineer-in-Chief's Office and 
after two years was appointed to the position of 
Executin' Engineer, Birmingham . 

\Vith the formation of the South Midland District 
in 1g12 he was placed in charge of the TechniGi l 
Section at Reading. During the \Var period he "·as 

,·en· brgl'ly occupied in meeting the requirements nf 

Always cheery and ever ready to draw upon his 
fund of extensive experience to help a colleague, 
i\fr. Halton has, in addition, been associated with 
se\·eral matters of great importance to his colleagues 
in connection \\'ith Salaries, Status and other Service 
questions. He ser\'ed on the Executive Committee 
of the Society of Post Olli.cc Engineers for a number 
of years and held the position of Chairman for three 
,·ears . . 

Mr. Halton appeared as a witness before tlw 
Industrial Court in 1926 when the case for Executin· 
and Assistant Engineers was presented. This work 
involved a great amount of self-sacrificing labour on 
the part of Mr. Halton- -\\·illingly g-i\'en on behalf uf 
all his colleagues. 

Our best wishes g·o to him on his retirement. 

MAIN CABLE. TESTING & BALANCING COURSE. 

the Fighting Services. \Vith a Nam! Bast· at 
Portsmouth, an i mportant transport has<· at 
Southampton and numerous training camps ,,·ithin 
the District, the time proved a strenous one and as 

will be realised there were no fixed hours of dut\'. 
Up to 1928 Mr. Halton was engaged in the tele

phone development of the District from both a l\fain 
and Local point of view and was largely concerned 
in the successful laying of the London-Southampton
Portsmouth and the London-Bristol Main Backbone 
Cables. 

In 1928 he received his last Departmental reward 
of efficient service in promotion to . \ ssistant Staff 
Engineer Lines Section in placC' of the late l\!r. 
\Valter E. Twclls. In addition to the supervision 
of the normal work of the post :\lr. Halton per
formed yeoman service in completing a ,·aluation of 
all items included in a new lnventon· of Line Plant 
and in this he leaves a record of his �vnrk which will 
remain for many years to come. 

( · .. 1n1.1-: I :---sTRucno:---.. 11. Cm ·Rsr-: .. 1T Do1.1.1s H 11.1 .. 

.\ course in Cable Balancing and Precision Testing 
,,·as held at Dollis Hill Research Station comml' lll'ing 
September the 7th, 1931. 

The Course lasted 12 weeks, and was atll'nded br 
40 members of the Department's Staff, rl'present;;
tivc of England, Scotland , \Vales, ancl \'orthl'rn 
Ireland. 

The first fortnight was de\'oted to a series of 
lectures by Mr. \\'. T. Palmer upon suitable Elcmen
tarv Mathematics and A.C. Thcon-. ,\n innm·ation 
wa� the introduction of an cxami

.
n ation at the end 

of this fortnight's work , and t h�· 40 otlicns 
mentioned above were the sun·i,·ors of this ordeal
a three hours ' paper consisting- of 12 questions on 
:\fathematics and Electricity. 

:\11 orli.cers attending were either of Inspector rank, 
or were Skilled \Vorkmen graded as .\!-ting- l nspl'c
tors for the duration of the Coursl'. 

Three \Vf'Pks were spen( in h·rtun·s !>1· \lr. c;, \\', 
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Hodge on the methods of measuring capacity un
balances in underground cables and of making 
selections. Mr. Hodge also gave very lucid explana
of the methods of rebalancing cables and of actual 
cable design and manufacture. 

By the courtesy of the Standard Telephones and 
Cables, Ltd., parties of students were able to visit 
the North \Voolwich works of that firm to see cables 
and loading coils in various stages of m:urnfacture. 

A fortnight was also spent in carrying out balanc
ing work, using both the Double Bridge and the 
15 Position Testing Switch and in ·wrestling with 
actual selections-the latter being from Mr. Hodge's 
repertoire. 

Mr. W. T. Palmer again took over the class for 
the last five weeks, during which time four weeks 
were spent in consideration of the subject of Pre
cision Testing of cables for fault localisation, includ
ing the latest A.C. methods and the study of 
Impedance frequency curves. 

A week's practical work was spent in the Labora
tory, when particular attention was given to the 
Murray and Varley tests for incipient faults. 

During the weeks in the Lecture Hall many 
practical examples were worked out by the class, and 
a number of interesting slides and films were shown. 

The officers attending the course had ample oppor
tunity for discussion and exchange of views both 
between themselves and with members of the E.-in
C's Headquarter's Staff. 

This in itself should help greatly in the matter of 
co-operation, and should be of undoubted help to 
those attending the Course when carrying out their 
duties in the future. 

In addition, all felt at the conclusion of the Course, 
that they had gained a broader outlook and a greater 
understanding of the working of the Department. 

The termination of the Course was marked by a 

convivial evening which embraced a visit to a Variety 
Theatre and a supper at a neighbouring hostelry, the 
lecturers and all members of the class being present. 

Accompanying this article is a photograph of the 
lecturers and members of the class who attended 
this Course. 

Unfortunately, Mr. ]. L. vVinter, of Belfast, 
Northern Ireland, who also attended, was inadver
tently omitted from this group. 

A. G. COATES. 

COMMENDABLE CONDUCT IN EMERGENCIES. 

From time to time one hears, often quite inciden
tally, of creditable conduct on the part of Engineer
ing Department's workmen in difficult, and some
times dangerous emergencies. It generally happens 
that the occasion demands a clear perception of the 
preventive or remedial measures which are neces
sary; instant action is usually imperative; hesitation 
means ruin, and, not infrequently, courage and 
endurance are required either to save the plant or to 
maintain the service. 

In two recent cases the men concerned have 
received the appreciation and commendation of the 

Engineer-in-Chief for their conduct. These are but 
cxamples of the kind of good work which emergencies 
seem always to call forth and which, happily, the 
men themselves are content to regard as '' all in the 
day's work." It is proposed to chronicle such cases 
in the Journal as they come to hand. 

Southampton Section. 
Men concerned. 

G. T. Fenner, Acting S. \\'.I. 
H. 0. Lewis, S.W.II. 
\V. Palmer, S.\V.11. 
R. W. Smith, U.S.W. 
L. Doswell, Labourer. 

Action. 

On 4th August, these men successfully sealed 
or wrapped up joints in manhole when latter was 
flooded by sudden inrush of water. Their 
prompt action in face of danger prevented 
serious damage to cables and avoided serious 
delay to Shirley Exchange transfer. 

Middlesboro Section. 

Afen concerned. 
A. Chapman, S. \V. I I. 
J. F. Chapman. 
J. E. Iles. 

Action. 

River Leven 111 flood. A. Chapman waded 
river waist deep to Stokesley Exchange and 
finding equipment in danger tdephoned for 
assistance. J. F. Chapman and Iles came 
through the river, and the men together raised 
M. D. F. and switchboard and thus maintained 
the service from interruption. 

MR. vVILLIAM CRUICKSHANK. 

MR. vVILLIAM CRUICKSHANK, Assistant Staff 
Engineer, of the Research Section, Engineer-in
Chief's Office, who retired from the service on 31st 
October, 1931, on attaining the age limit, has been 
;\fanaging Editor of this Journal for 18 years and is 
well known to many of its readers at home and 
abroad. 

He was born at Keith, Banffshire, on 26th August, 
1871, and after a short period as S.C. and T. at 
Keith, he was transferred to Aberdeen in 1889. At 
Aberdeen he was employed as special wire tele
graphist for the Aberdeen Journal and thus at an 
early stage of his career became closely associated 
with journalism. He studied technical subjects at 
Gordon's College, Aberdeen, and won the City and 
Guilds of London Institute Silver Medal in Honours 
Telephony. 

He was appointee! to the Engineering Department 
in 1901 and after a short period of service in Man
chester, where he succeeded Mr. T. E. Herbert as 
lecturer at Manchester Technical College, he was 
appointed Sub-Engineer at Holloway Factory. In 
1905 he was transferred to the Engineer-in-Chief's 
Office and assisted Mr. S. A. Pollock in research 
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work on loading coils. I-fr p roduced t ht· Telegraph 
Di agram Book i n  190(1 and tlw Tl'lephone Diagram 
Book in the folhl\\·ing yt'ar. This work \Y:ls carrird 
out practically in his sparl' tinll'. . He pursued his studies at thl' \inrt hampton ln
stit ut'· and after g·oing through ilw compktt· cnursl' 
of training in Electrical E ng int·t·ring , lw took first 
pl�1ce i n  the Final Examination in both thl' D.C. an

_
d 

A.C. courses and third place in Elcctromag-nd1c 
Theory and Vector Calculus. He tlll'n joi1wd the 
teachi;1g staff of the lnstitull' and for fourt een yt·ars 
lccturec0\ on T('\ephony and Telegraphy \\·ith nut
standing success. 

Durincr the carh· war pL' ri od hl' assisted Col. 
Purves �1 designi;1g new sigtial apparatus for tlw 
.\rmy in the field. In 1916 he was Sl'llt to Chatham 
and ·became Chief Signal Instructor to t \w East l'rn 

Command. ,\fter the ,\rmistict' he \\·as sent to 
Co\ocrne and took chari.:·e of the installation of a :?_;
position Exchange for thl' Hl'adquarters of t�Jl' Army 
nf the Rhine. For t hese scn·ices ht: rcn·t,·ed the 
personal thanks of tht: Secretary of State for \Var. 

'.\1r. Cruickshank organised and installed the Post 
Office exhibit at the British Empirl' Exhibition at 
\VembkY in 1<)2-l· The l'xhihit included the first 
Director� C.C. I., and Tandem models en·r en·cli'd, 
manual exchanges, printing telegraphs and a model 
of the P.O. Tube Railway. For the opening 
ceremony he proposed and ar;·anged sucePssful\y tht'. 
sending of a nwssag(• by the King round the world 
hv the I mperial route. This \\·as acC<>rnplishl'd in 80 
seconds. 

He was appointt:d Executi,·e Engineer i n  charge 
of the Telegraph Croup of tlw RPsearch Section in 

t 9.q and in I<)2R h(' sucn·pcb\ :'llr. p: r. Ridd as 
. \ ssistant Staff Enginl'n in charge- of tlw gToups 
d1·aling with tdt·phrnH· transmissio11, tekgraphs, 
t·alill' research and cahk an·1·ptann·. H1· ha,; 1'll it1·d 
t Ill' R ('Sl'arch Bu!!t•t in si nn· i ! s inn·p t ion. 

For Sl'\Tral \Tars \Jr. c · ru ickshank 11·as l'Xami11t·r 
i 11 Telephony :.tnd Tl'll'gra phy for t h1· CiYil Si

_
-n·in· 

( 'ommissio1wrs fc1r thl' l 11 sp1 ·1·tors and .\,.,,;1sta11t 
Engincn< l'Xami11atio11. H1· h;.,, \\Titt1·11 many 
:1rtid1·s and papl'r,, on Yariou,.; suhj1·cts and was 
awankd thl' I. I'.(>. E . E. S1·11ior Brnnz1· :'llvdal for 
hi,; papvr rn1 " \'o;n· Fn·qu1·rn·y Tdt·g raphs. " Hi· 
i,.; Rl 'portl'r on Tl'h.·gTaph and Tl'il'phrnll' l'rogn·s,.; 
for th1· Institution 11f Elcctrit·al E11g·i1wl'rs. Hl' wa,.; 
n·splln,.;ihk for and inst:tlh·d 1!11· Ell'ctri1·al Com
nnm ications Section of the n·n·nt Faraday C1·11t('nary 
Exhibition :1t 1h1· .\\lint Hall. 

Thi' fn r('going is hut :1 skl'lch outline of :'llr. 
Cruickshank's fin1· rt'l'ord of z1·aln11s and u,.;dul 
serYil'l'. :\ strong :111d hone,.;t nwn in t'\Try Sl'nS(' 
of the tl'rm, lw tl1ro\\·s himself \\·h'oi!'lwartc·dly into 
l'\Tn· "·nrk he undertakl's. Th(' gTealt-r and mon· 
diffi,:u\t thv task, thl' nwrv ht· enjoys its accompl i ,.;h
llll'nt. He possl'SSl'S to a high dPgrPl' somp in
d<·finabll' pnsona\ <1ua lity ,d1id1 turn,; collPagups and 
associates into fast fril'nds, and whit·h l'arns the lon· 
and rt·s1w1·t of young-1·r nwn and subord inates . In 
spite of the many years h(' has spent in the :'lktro
po!is hl' still carries about him thl' n·fn·shing atmo�
plwrc of his natin· Scottish hills and throug-hout his 
carl't·r h1· has nobly uphl'ld thl' hl'sl traditions of his 
._., Hiil t n· nll'n. 

Tho�e of his colkag·ul's \\°110 han· hl'l'n dosely 
associated "·ith him in tl1t· conduct of this Journal 
1yiJ1 grl'atly miss him. Thl' consistently high 
,.;tandard and the t·mi1wnth· su1·cl'ssful can·c-r which 
till' Journal has t·njo_n·d :1r;. dul' in bountiful measure 

to \lr. Cruickshank's painstaki11g· and farseeing 
work on its behalf. Contributors and subscribers 
al\ <>Yer the world w i ll rl'gTl'! his rl'tirl'ment from 
the .'.\lanaging Editor· � chair· at tlw l'nd of tht' prPsent 
nilunw. 

A finl' crick1·kr, an cxpl'rt swimnwr and watPr 
polo playl'I·, a sound half-back hut an i ndifferC'nt 
go\frr, .'.\lr. Cruickshank has always ('lljoyed robust 
hl'alth and his fine physical fitnl'ss remains un
impairPd. He is still a young man nwntally and 
physically and it will be characteristic of him to 
make as great a sUtTPss of his retirPnwnt as he has 
made of his official car('er. 

Rather wistfullv, we say to him as ollicial l ·ol
ll'ague , as i\fanag-ing- Ediior, but :dmn.· all as friend 
--Farevvell. \Ve wish it had been possible' to defer 
the occasion for the saying of it a little longer. But 
no man has better earned his freedom, and col
leagues , friends, reade rs and contributors will a\\ 
join in \\'ishing him and .'.\lrs. Cruickshank very many 
years of continued good lwa 1t h and happiness. 

J.J.MdZ. 
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DISTRICT NOTES. 

LONDON DISTRICT. 

GROWTH OF TELEPHOJ\E SYSTEM. 

Direct Exchange lines . . . 420,808 
Telephone Stations 708,154 

Increase during Quarter : 2q91 exchange lines and 

4377 stations. 
During the three months ended 3oth September, 

1931, the following changes occurred :-
. 

Telephone Exchange.-Net increase of 300 miles 
overhead and net increase of 59, 182 miles under-
ground. . . 

Telephone Trunks.-Net mcrease of 8,690 miles 
underground. 

Telegraphs.-Net increase of 77 miles under
ground. 

The total single wire mileage at the end of the 
period under review was :-

Telephone Exchange 2,985, 158 miles. 
Trunks i 2l,188 
Telegraphs 26,771 ,, 
Spares 56,845 , , 

Whitehall Automatic Excliange.-The new \Vhite
hall Automatic Exchange was successfully opened 
on the 3rd October at r.30 p.m., the following lines 
being transferred to the new equipment :-

1429 from the hypothrtical exchange on Gerrard. 
408 , , Regent. 
428 , , Gerrard. 

23 ,, Victoria. 
A total of 1868 junctions and order wires was also 

transferred. 
A short article on Whitehall Exchange is given 

elsewhere in this Journal. 
" Eng " Repair Service on Automatic Exchange. 

-The Engineering Repair Service instituted on July 
15th this year continues to function satisfactorily 
and is without doubt proving effective in clearing 
subscribers' troubles expeditiously and quickly bring
ing to notice common apparatus faults. The fact 
that subscribers by dialling " ENG " can obtain 
direct access to the Test Desk, where an immediate 
test of the line and apparatus can be carried out to 
ascertain the nature of the conditions causing 
trouble, is of considerable value in effecting improve
ment in the service given to each individual sub
scriber. 

CONVERSION OF MANUAL-AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE 
TRAFFIC TO VOICE FREQUENCY WORKING. 

Manual Exchanges.-The conversion of the" A " 
position cord circuits to Voice Frequency working 
at 64 manual exchanges throughout the District is 
proceeding rapidly. The exchanges arc divided into 
groups to be converted in priority order and it is 
hoped to have the first group of five exchanges ready 
for change-over in January. 

Automatic Exchanges .-Spare Key sender " B " 
apparatus at the working automatic exchanges has 

been collected by the equipment contractors for con
version to straightforward Junction working and it 
is anticipated that the first group of 45 junctions will 
be available early in January. The tuned V.F. 
Relay sets are being fitted by the Department's staff. 
As groups of junctions are converted to V.F. �ork
ing, further quantities of K. S. B. apparatus will be 
made available for modification to a straightforward 
junction basis. 

INTRODUCTION OF TRUJ\K DEMAND \VORKIKC 
TO BIRMINGHAM. 

To cater for the first step in the introduction of the 
" Demand " scheme on the Inland Trunk System, 
the record positions on the 5th Floor, G.P.0. South, 
have been provided with additional outgoing multiple 
and also relay sets for extra record circuits from the 
London Automatic Evchanges. The Department's 
engineers have installed a 22 volt S. F.J. Transfer 
position in the Trunk Exchange 3rd Floor. Circuits 
from the 5th floor multiple worked on S. F.J. prin
ciples to this position arc utilised to reverse calls 
from manual subscribers over the junction route from 
Trunks to the manual exchange Trunk position, thus 
ensuring that the Demand operator's answering 
supervisory lamp is controlled by the subscriber's 
switch-hook. 

Demand working to exchanges in the Birmingham 
local fee area was inaugurated on Saturday, Novem
ber 28th. In the meantime a large suite of Demand 
and Delay positions is being installed under contract 
on the 4th floor, G.P.0. South. This suite is wired 
for 50 volt working and it is hoped to transfer all 
Demand and Record work thereto in April, 1932, 
thus releasing the 5th floor positions for modification 
to 50 volt working. It is expected that these 
positions, after conversion, will be used solely for 
calls from automatic subscribers in the London 
Director area. 

TOLL CONTROL. 

Automatic Exchanges.-Rearrangements of the 
'' A '' board distribution at Director exchanges in 
the five mile circle are being carried out by the 
Department to clear positions ready for the con
tractors to instal the necessary Relays Sets, Time 
Checks and Cord circuits for controlling Toll calls 
from the local exchange, thus giving considerable 
relief to the Toll " A " exchange. 

Manual Exchanges.-Similar rearrangements are 
in hand at Manual Exchanges in the five mile circle. 
In these cases the cord circuits, time checks and 
associated apparatus will be installed by the Depart
ment's local staffs. Two entirely new features intro
duced on these positions are the Time Check circuits 
which give a visual indication of the actual conversa
tion time on Demand Calls, and the Visual Idle 
Indicating lamps which indicate only one idle circuit 
at any instant. Directly this idle circuit is appro
priated the next idle circuit lamp is illuminated. 
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FORD'S \VORKS AT DAGEi\HAM. 
As is generally well known, Messrs. Ford are open

ing a very big factory at Dagenham, Essex. The 
site is Ii miles square. Onr side skirts the Thames; 
the opposite side of the main mac\ from London to 
Tilburv. A lead-in of 1! miles is not often met with, 
but in ·this case the offices are at the riverside. Many 
exchange lines and private wires were required and 
literally hundreds of extensions. One of the build
ings is approximately 1000 feet square; the floor 
space is kept clear of everything C'xcept things 
essential for motor-car building. 

Machinery and furniture \\'ere removed from the 
Manchester \Vorks and brought by special trains to 
Dagenham. On arrival they were assembled and 
got ready for work in short time. Telephones were 
required for use :1S the furniture was placed in 
position. 

At the outset it was arrang-cd that the external 
staff should take all the telephone work except the 
fitting of the switchboard, this being an " Installa
tion '' area. Cables and wires were run about the 
building in all manner of places to avoid fouling the 
machinery to be used. Telephones were placed at 
selected spots, connected up and left so that when 
the furniture was placed in position the telephone 
was lifted on to the table and service was available 
at once. 

The success of the work by the Post Office brought 
from the chief representative of Fords in this country 
the statement that he was vvell pleased with what 
had been done and turning to his colleagues 
remarked : 
" TVho says that a State service cannot be efficient? " 

Messrs. Baldry, Chief Inspector, and Hawkes, 
Inspector, were responsible for the work. 

TELEPRINTER \i\T ORKING. 

The number of circuits in the C. T.O. modified to 
Teleprinter working is increasing apace, and there 
are now 290 working positions so equipped. 

Two recent events of widespread interest, the 
General Election in October and the feverish activity 
in Dublin in November have necessitated provision 
of special telegraph facilities. It is pleasing to note 
that the plant installed for these occasions met the 
demands upon it without difficulty or hitch. 

A S.T. & C. 12-channel Voice Frequency Tele
graph equipment has been installed in the C. T.0. 
The equipment is of a new pattern and has been 
provided to facilitate the release of physical circuits 
on the long underground cables to the north. The 
Voice Frequency equipment has been provided by 
the S. T. & C. Ltd., and the accompanying batteries, 
generator, etc., were provided by the Engineers of 
the London District. The system provides for the 
C.C.I. new standard frequency spacing of 120 cycles. 
The present equipment bas a capacity for 18 
channels, and it is possible to extend the racks to 
cover a total equipment of ten sets of 18 channels 
each. A description of the special features of this 
new equipment will no doubt appear in a later issue 
of the Journal. 

SOUTH MIDLA"'.'JD DISTRICT. 

DrvERSIO� OF P.O. PLAKT. 

CUILDFORD. 

The main London-Portsmouth Road passes 
through the towns of Guildford and Godalming and 
during the summer months the traffic carried by this 
road is exceptionally heavy. Very bad congestion 
occurs at week-ends and it is a common occurrence 
for a line of vehicles a mile in length to be held up 
owing to congestion in Guildford High Street. 
Somewhat similar conditions, but less serious, o«ur 
at Godalming. 

\Vith a view to diverting the bulk of the traffic 
from the narrow Guildford and Godalming streets 
the Surrey County Council are constructing a by
pass road, which commences at a point approxi
mately one mile N. E. of Guildford and rejoins the 
prese�t Portsmouth Road at Milford. The latter 
place is approximately two miles S. \V. of Godalming, 
so that when the new road is completed both Guild
ford and Godalming will be by-passed. 

The new by-pass road crosses the Hog's Back 
near the old Toll Gate at Compton Lane and, owing 
to the steepness of the hill, a cutting approximately 
r 20 feet wide ,and 40 feet deC'p is being made, so that 
the old Guildford-Farnham Road will he carried on 
a bridge above the new road. 

In order that the cutting and bridge work could 
be carried out as quickly as possible a temporary 
road was made on the adjoining fields, so that the 
whole of the Guildford-Farnham Road could be 
cut through and the bridgP constructed without 
hindrance from traffic. 

The following P. 0. plant \\'as affected by these 
operations :-

London-Southampton-Main ovPrhead trunk 
route, 58 wires. 

London-Southampton-l\Iain trunk cable, 
254/20 M.T. 

Guildford-Reading-Basingstoke' trunk cable, 
74/70 Quad. 

Guildford-Aldershot-Farnham trunk cablP, 
54/70 M.T. 

The alterations necessan to the overhC'ad route 
presented no difficulties, b�1t the cables, which are 
all loaded and balanced, required special treatment, 
as approximately 120 feet of the two duct lines would 
have to be cut out. 

In the case of the 74/70 and 54/70 cables it was 
decided to draw out one length of each (176 yards), 
and to make good the circuits by providing four 
15 pr / 20 aerial cables erected on four poles suffi
ciently high to avoid fouling the crane used for the 
bridge works. 

The remaining cable, 254/ 20 M. T., carries a large 
number of important telegraph, and side and 
phantom telephone circuits, the latter being re
peatered at Guildford, and in view of the expensive 
and tedious work involved in providing a special 
cable, tapping out, numbering, diverting, etc., and 
also the fact that 27 special circuits for the Schneider 
Trophy arrangements were working through the 
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cablr, it was decided to try and krcp the cable intact 
\\·hilst thC' road and bridge works \\-ere in progrcs�. 

To support ac-i-oss the cutting the 120 fret length 
of cable, the \\·eight of which is apprm:imatdy 1-ton. 
it \\·as neccssan· I<> prm·id(' l\\·o short stout poles, 
\Yith back stav�. and to t'n'ct bct\\"C'l'n them thn-c 

strand sus1JC:nsion \\·ires, and 10 sling· the cahh· in 
a similar wav to an aerial cable. 

In view of thC' \Yl'ight of thl' ,-;1hk and the fad 
that it was fixed al l'ithn sidl' nf thl' cutting, it \\·as 
necessary to ensurf' that tlwn· should he no sag in 
1lw susprnsion ,,·irl'. This was ctfrctrd by errc:ting 
the top two suspension \\·ires six fret aboH� the 
ground and lashing· thf'm to tlw lower suspension 
\\·ire which \\·as at ground kn·l and carril'd the cahll'. 
Then by adjusting the kngths of the slings the cahk 
was carried across at the same lcn'I as the duct line. 

The cable was wrapped to pren·nt possible 
damage, but in onkr to facilitate the road works the 
Surrey County Cnurwil deeided on blasting opera
tions, and as this \\·ork ,,·;is carried out underneath 
and close to the c;ihle spl'cial protection had to he 
proYided. A tight wrnpping around the c-able would 
not have pren'ntcd the cab It· from being hit and 
<bmagcd, and it \\·;is thcrl'fore d1'cidcd to provide :1 

c;ig·c approximatdy l\\·o fret in diameter made up of 
Pxpanded met;il ;ind slung from the suspl'nsion win· 
so that the cable ,,·;is totalh· ('1wlos1·d. 

The cable will probably ,:cmain suspended in thi,; 
ma111wr for approximately six months, and the 
;irrangenwnt for protection and suspl'nsion has s11 
far proved quite satisfactory . 

. \lthoug-h the c-abll' will to a cntain l'Xtcnt hinder 
I he bridge \\·orks, the Surrey County Counerl En
gineer, on k:nning of tlw importance of the cirn1ih 
conccrnhl, re;idily agrcl'd to the proposal and has 
given every ;issista1wc possible, particularly in rl'gard 
to pren·nting possible damagT to 1lw cabll'. 

:\p;irt from the inconw·nience which would han· 
been eausl'd by ha,·ing a large n11111hvr of imporlanl 
r'ircuits divcrkd into ll·mporary cables for a long 
perilld, the r{'!ention of 1lw cahlt' in ih original 
position has rcsnlted in a brgt' ,;aving in bhour 
costs. 

'.\ORTH EASTER'.\ I>ISTRICT. 

L.\YJNG OF TH RE E -t" STEEL PIPES .-\CROSS RIVER 
OusE yr BooTHFERRY. 

Owing to the failure of the ;irm1mred trunk cabks 
across the River Ouse at Boothfrrrv ;ind the evident 
insecurity arising from tlw use of this type of cable, 
it was decided to lay thrl'e -t" steel pipes at a point 
some little distance to the west of the existing cross
ing ;ind to draw in lead-covPrPd c:thlc of the ordinarv 
type. 

Thi' l;iying (>f these pipc-s pro\·ed to h!· a much 
more difficult job than w;is anticipated, :ts the con
tractor's original proposal to pull tlw pipes across 
the river bed by means of a trac-tion cngi1w and steel 
hawser attac-hed to the pipes hy a torpedo head failed 
after several trials, and ultim;itch· that method hnd 
to be abandoned. 

· 

The procedure successful!�· adoptC'd was that of 

Fit;. ].-(1F,EH.\I \'IF\\ -..!H,\\"l'\4� \"fl.\L\IL'dT\IF'\T cH· l�I"'\\\._\\". 

prm·iding a rail r1111\\·ay in tit(· li!"!ds :1djni11ing· l hl· 
ri,·rr bank, on which the \\·1101" kngth of tlw thn·1· 
pipes, screwed ;ind wl'lded, IH'<'t'ssarv for the cross
ing, \\':ts laid. 

This runway led lo I he riY<T h:111k ;1nd t ht'n slopl'd 
down to tlw rh'er lwd. 

Fi.;. 2.-l'll'J·:S IH)\\"'; ('Ill.TE TO \\ .. \TEI<. 

llcfnre thl' pipl's ldt the runway, steel h:Hvscrs 
\1·t·re :11 t adwd to I he pipes at different points in the: 
kngth, and, as the pipes entered the riyer, the other 
ends of the hawsers were fastened to barges. 

.\ftl'r the first barge had proceeded a distanc1· across 
the riyer, along the route a lready dredged, the second 
bnrge took up its position to " hold up " the second 
lcng·th of pipe, and so on, until six barges were 
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• 

1"111. 3. -P11·E� BEl.'\c� 111-:.\\\., IH)\\'.'\ ('Jll..TE l.'\TU \\".\TEI.: \\'ITll 

St·:-,1·1·:'.'\�I(•.'\ 11.\w�i-:;..: F1H1�1 F11..:s-r Ho.\T. 

-.trung across the rin-r, e;wh holding up a kngth of 
p1p1·. 

:\t a g1\Tn signal, I he haq;es simultaneously 
lo\\"l'!Td their lengths i1110 the tren1:h, and the cross
ing· \1·as complete. 

The tesb pron:d l ha l l he ,,·hnlc leng·1 h of pi pc" 
\\·as satisfactorily laid and the cable \\·as then drawn 
in, tested, and found to lw in order. 

ERl·:CTIO\ ()!- P()[.ES UY LRA\E FITTED 0\ 3-TO\ 
.-\I. BIO\ LoRRY. 

The fon\·ard moYell1l'nl as n·gards cosls nrnld only 
kad in the direction of the gn.:ntcr utilization of 
111achine-power instead of ma11-po1n·r, and one of tlw 
greatest strides in that moycment was taken when it 
was decided to cndcanrnr to cut man-power out of 
the work of handling poles during erection and 
n·roven·. 

lktw
.
ccn Chalk Hill and (;rimslJ\· recently it was 

F11;. 1.-l"HA�E ll� ;-T<>� .\I.Ill<>� 1<>1<1<1". l.1FTl�1; J.\!"1' 

I.'\ !'<,SITH•.'\. 

m•t.:essary lo effect pole n:ne\\·als, and the \\·ork was 
suitable for the trial of the 1-tnn .\lbion lorry fitted 
11·ith jib crane. 

, 

The pules tu be renewed 11·erc first lifted clear of 
the ground level by means of pole jacks and pushed 
by a jack to the side of the lwk to make room for 
the erect ion of l he ne1\· pole. 

.\s the diameter of the ne\1· pole 11·as largl'r than 
that of the recovered pole, th(' pole hole was l'lllarged 
hy using a r-t" lwan ,\ugur. .. \fter this 1·11largenwnt, 
the lorry was jacked up. and the llt'\\. p11lc \\"<l� lift1·d 
by the crane and jockeyed int11 position immediatl'ly 
on-r the pl>le hole, lo\\Tn.·d into the hole and the 
grounc.l punned and finishl'd off. Tlw wires \1-crc 
changed O\"l'r, and till' n·1·1nTn·d pole l1111·t'rcd to till' 
g-round. 

The 11·ork in qul'-.t i1111 also prm·idcd fur the l'l"L'C

tion of;\ poles at somt' points in plan· of the existing 
sing·le poles. 

The same procedure ,,·as fullmn·d a,.; n·ganb the 
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lifting of the existing pllk ()II( ui the ground, but tfw 
pole hole no\\" v:wated ,,·ould no!, ()f course, take thl' 
.\ poll', and it was lll'l'l'ssary. tlwrdon·, to cnlarg·t· 
that hole to appruximall'ly half t/1c si::c uf the pok 
huk ordinarily JT(jllin·d for an ,\ p()lv, !>\Ying tn the 
fact that the na11c could lift the . \ pole · n·rtically in 

such a \\·ay as lo drllp it in1t1 position: the hok \\·as 

Fit;. 3 .- \.
Ew l'1ll.E HEIXl� 1.t>\\.EHEL.> l�Tn l'USITIO�. 

hG. 4.-Cll.\:'(GIXG O\'ER TllE w11rns. 

then filled and punned, \\ i rl's changed O\Tr, and the 
1-ccoyered pole droppcd in till' mannl'r already illu,.;
tratcd by the photographs. 

It is of interest to k110\\· 1h;1L the maximum \1·ork
ing· load ()f the cram· i,.; 1 1011 and l he maximum 
01;erating radius 11H:as1m:d from till' 1·cntral pillar, 
and \\·hen lifting O\Tr l he side of till' lorl'�·, is q' 6". 

The hl'ig·h1 of thl· lilt is approxim:tll'I�· 20', thus 
:ill11\\i11g· pules up Lo ..j"' !icing dealt \\·ith. 

FIG. 5.-L<>\\'El<I:'(<.; 1'ECO\'El<EIJ l'llLE. 

This is unh· a brid ;,tatetlll·nl of tht.: Lhe of the 
nanl' lorr\·, \\:hich nits uul all risks of accident lu the 
ml'll in Lh� handling· or j)()il'S of the sizes referred lo, 
and CllllScqucntly t ill' " ,;aft·ly lir,;t " policy is bl'ing 
considnably furthered by the utilization of the crane 
lorry method of erecting and rn'<J\Tring poll's. 

It d!les not requin· much imagination to appreciate 
the po,;sibilitics whil'h lil' llL'fore u,; i11 thi,; fonyard 

1110\Tml·nt, as the s;:,·i;1g or man -labour has n11t only 
a direct financial l'ifr,·1 upon C!JSb, hut an indirect 
IJcncficial effect upon thl' llll'll, which in turn must 
pro,·e to be to the 1111;111,·ial adYanl:1ge of the Depart
nwnt, inasmuch as it i,; rl';ts()11;11Jlv lo assume that the 
l<:ss power you take out or man, the longl'r he will 
last as an effcctiYe unit in our organi,;ati!ln. 
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NORTH WESTERN DISTRICT. 

V1sn TO THE No1nu REc10:-.:AL STi\TJON (B.B.C. ) . 

On a fine day in September members strnck a new 
note and visited Moorside Edge. The approach, 
which was made from the Lancashire side, gave one 
that top of the world feeling which is experienced on 
the moors. On arrival, guides were provided, who 
first of all pointed out the items of interest outside 
the station, including the .soo feet masts. These 
are massive structures and arc built up in seven 
sections T!ic stay connections present a neat and 
efficient appearance. The wires on smaller poles 
carry the modulated current from the output valves 
to the Transformer Hut where it is passed to the 
aerial. 

The station building is a one storeyed affair and 
appears strong· enough to withstand the most severe 
weather. Ample accommodation is provided and 
everything looked spick and span. The lay-out in the 
various rooms was admired, particularly in the 
transmitting hall where arc housed the transmitters 
for both the National and Regional aerials. The 
valves, which arc in cascade of seven, had a low 
tension current of the astounding value of 1100 amps. 
Our guide mentioned the water cooling device and 
we spotted a tempera! ure of 8-f°C. Broadcasting
was taking place 011 one of the aerials and members 
saw the station under working conditions. The 
transmitting hall was strangely quiet except for the 
faint strains of music from the " listening " room. 

In the engine room a re four Diesels, each of 
,H.) h. p., three of which arc used when both trans
mitters are in action. In the event of a breakdown 
of the prime movers, a 22ov/2000 A.H. battery is 
available to maintain the station for d- hours. We 
were impressed by the " batteries �' of motor
generators which supply the H.T. Each set con
sists of a motor directly-coupled to two generators, 
each of the latter having two windings and two sets 
of commutator segments. Each winding generates 
300 volts and, the four sets of windings being in 
series, a total voltage of 1200 is supplied without the 
special need of a highly insulated machine. (This 
arrangement was introduced, it is believed, for the 
first time by the Department at Rugby). The 
maximum voltage to frame is only 300. One set is 
for the North Regional, one for the North National 
and one is a standbv. 

The many safety 'devices for the protection of the 
staff and the apparatus were interesting. Our 
imagination was again aroused by the label " Ice 
melting plant." This apparatus allows the aerial 
wires to be earthed at one end and a low tension 
current passed along just suflicient to warm the wires 
of the aerials. 

The station is started up half an hour before trans
mission commences and members had the oppor
tunity of seeing the preliminary preparations for 
tuning up the second transmitter. These included 
visits by the engineers on dutv to various rooms for 
the purpose of throwing in n-umerous switches and 

checking meters according to a routine plan based 
on " Safety first." 

The party also saw the microphone and the gramo
phone which will be used to provide a programme 
in the event of the complete failure of the land lines 
connecting the studios with the station. 

The visit was unique, full of interest and was 
consumated bv an excellent tea at the " Flying 
Horse,'' Rochdale. 

RETIREME:\T OF l\lR. S. UPTO:"<, M. I. E. E. 

STEPHE:\ LiPTCJ:\, .\ssistant Superintending En
gineer, North \Vestcrn District, who retired on the 
31st ,\ugust, 1931, began his service as a telegraphist 
at Grimsby in 1887. In 1896 he was transferred to 
the Engineering Department as a Junior Clerk, and 
by 1900 had attained Engineer rank, finally becom
ing ,\ssistant Superintending Engineer in 1928. 
During these years he acquired wide experience in 
telegraph and telephone practice in London and the 
Provinces as well as in Ireland. 

His entry into the Engineering Department co
incided with the acquisition of the Trunk Service in 
1896, and from 1902 to 1909 he was engaged in 
telephoning London in competition with the old N.T. 
Company. He was soon grappling with automatics 
and carried out two of the earliest transfers to Auto. 
working-,\ccrington 111 19q and Blackburn in 
1916. 

Stephen Upton had always a very keen interest in 
educational work, and while still a telegraphist did 
pioneer work in connection with technical classes 
and 

.
examinations. Throughout the many years he 

was 111 charge of Engineering Sections he maintained 
a lively personal interest in the recruitment and 
training of his staff, regarding this as not the least 
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important of a Sectional Engineer's managerial 
responsibilities. 

In l.P.O.E.E. matters his enthusiasm was un
bounded. In addition to having been a member of 
the Council he contributed many papers and could 
always be counted upon to attend the meetings of 
the local Institution and, what is more, to take a 
valiant part in the discussions. 

He was as excellent on paper as in the realm 
of practical engineering. Himself rapid, bright, 
trenchant and concise in style, and a scrupulous 
grammarian, he was impatient of anything less 
than the best in official correspondence; and an 
l.P.O.E.E. afternoon that will long be remembered 
was when he read a paper entitled '' Official corre
spondence and Report Writing." 

He respected traditions; particularly the ancient 
tradition that '' Manners maketh the man.'' Very 
approachable, sympathetic, genial and courteous, 
unsparing of self, he possessed in a unique degree 
the faculty of laying himself alongside all sorts and 
conditions of men. The J'ttle leisure he could snatch 
from a very full official life he devoted to practical 
sociology and kindred aims, to which he now looks 
forward to giving all his energies. 

SOUTH WALES DISTRICT. 

RETIREMENT OF MR. G. s. FRANCE. 

A long career in the Service was brought to a close 
by the retirement of Mr. G. S. France, Sectional 
Engineer in charge of the Cardiff Section, at the end 
of September. Entering the Service at Liverpool in 
1887, Mr. France was transferred ·to the Engineer
ing Department in 1�1 and after various moves was 
stationed in Birmingham, where he rea{:hed the rank 
of Assistant Engineer in 1911. In 1915 he was 
promoted Executive Engineer and was given charge 
of the Cork Section. He remained in Ireland until 
the formation of the Irish Free State, when he was 
transferred to Cardiff. In addition to his capabilities 
as an engineer and administrator, Mr. France 
possessed a happy and genial disposition and was 
universally esteemed by everyone who knew him. 

Expression was given to the high regard held of 
Mr. France at a well-attended smoking concert on 
the 31st October, when he was presented with gifts 
of silver plate by Mr. T. Devereux, senior Assistant 
Engineer in the Cardiff Section, in the unavoidable 
absence of Mr. Terras, Superintending Engineer. 
Representatives of all engineering grades testified 
to the happy relations which had always existed 
between Mr. France and the whole of the Staff, and 
to the regret at his retirement. Particularly gratify
ing was the presence at this function of the Head 
Postmaster of Cardiff and the District Manager, both 
of whom paid a glowing tribute to the generous co
operation they had invariably received at the hands 
of Mr. France. It is pleasing to record that he 
retires in the full vigour of bodily health. 

SOUTH WESTERN DISTRICT. 

RETIREMENT oF MAJOR vv. M. BATcHELoR. 

A large and representative gathering assembled at 
a smoking concert at St. Stephen's Restaurant, 
Bristol, on 26th October, to take official leave of 
Major W. M. Batchelor, D.S.O., M.C., Superintend
ing Engineer. The Chairman of the evening was 
Mr. A. Gray, Assistant Superintending Engineer, 
and the guests included Mr. Blandford Harris, Post
master-Surveyor of Bristol, Mr. E. F. Simmons, of 
H.M. Office of Works, and Mr. A. Bristow, District 
Manager. 

Major Batchelor, who is a well-known figure �n 
Bristol social circles, had a distinguished career m 

the Post Office. He joined the Central Telegraph 
Service in 1885, was transferred to the Engineering 
Department in 1892, and was Assistant Superintend
ing Engineer in the N. E. and E. Districts before 
being promoted to Bristol in 1927. He r�ndered 
conspicuous service with the R. E. Signals dunng the 
war and was awarded the Distinguished Service 
Order and the Military Cross. 

After the evening had been opened with musical 
items, the presentation of a fitted " Compactum " 
wardrobe was made by the Chairman on behalf of 
the Staff of the South Western District. In a 
felicitous speech, the Chairman referred to the admir
able work carried out by Major Batchelor during his 
Official career, and echoed the general feeling of the 
Staff in wishing him a long and happy retirement. 

Supporting speeches were made by Mr. Blandford 
Harris, Mr. R. C. Balcombe, Sectional Engineer, 
Taunton, and Mr. D. Williams, Staff Officer, and 
included references to Major Batchelor's courteous 
and sympathetic treatment of his Staff, and to the 
athletic prowess which enabled him to remain a 
member of the Tennis Club First Team to the exclu
sion of many younger aspirants ! 

Major Batchelor in reply expressed his apprecia
tion not only of the personal gift, but more especially 
of the sentiments which had been expressed. He 
said that his work in the South Western District had 
been facilitated by the harmonious way in which the 
Staff worked together, and by the cordial relations 
which existed between the Department and all out
side bodies. He paid a special tribute to the loyal 
assistance given him by the Assistant Superintending 
Engineers, Messrs. A. Gray and J. Baxter. 

An excellent and varied musical programme, pro
vided by local amateur and professional talent, was 
concluded by the singing of " Auld Lang Syne." 

BRISTOL AUTOMATIC AREA. 

Automatic working in the Bristol Area was in
augurated at midnight on 28th November, 1931, by 
a successful simultaneous transfer from five existing 
manual switchboards to ten new automatic ex
changes. 

The old exchanges closed clown were Stoke 
Bishop, Westbury-on-Trym, Kingswood, Whit-
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church, and, last but not least, the old.Central Ex
change, reputed to be the first Central Battery 
Exchange in Europe. 

. . . 
Some idea of the extent of the operations will be 

gathered from the fo�lowing schedule of the ten new 
exchanges now workmg :� 

Initial Equip- Ultimate 
Exchange. ment Uni- Capacity. 

selectors. 

Central 5310 96oo 
West 3515 5400 
North 2160 4300 
Easton 1620 3000 
\Vest bury 1260 2700 
South 1170 2600 
Bedminstcr 99° 2000 
Kings\\"ood 630 1400 
Stoke Bishop 630 1200 
\Vhitchurch 95 300 

Six further exchanges, namely, Pill, Filton, 
Frenchay, Fishponds, Keynsham, and �ong Ashton, 
will be converted to automatic workmg 111 due course. 

The transfer of the trunk exchange from the Head 
Post Office to the new exchange at Telephone 

Avenue was effected on October rnth, and the opera
tions on the 28th November were divided into two 
main stages, i.e.,:-

(a) An advance transfer of junctions and short 
trunks at 7 p. m. 

( b) The main transfer of subscribers together 
with the remainder of the junctions at 
midnight. . . The system is not " director," but standard 5-d1g1t 

Strowger employing discrim.inati�g s.elector 
. 

r�
peaters, and the Bristol Arca

. 
is u111que 

.
1n that 1t 1s 

the first in Great Britain in which the entire Strowger 
equipment is mounted on pressed steel channel 
shelves on single-sided racks. . 

The fine new building at Telephone Av�nue �ill 
accommodate not only the Central Automatic Equip
ment and the combined trunk and auto-manual 
switchroom, but also the repeater station, which is 
not yet completed. The

. 
manufacture an.d installa

tion of the exchange equipment was earned out by 
the Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co. of 
Liverpool, and the repeater apparatus is being pro-
vided by the General Electric Company. . It is hoped that it will be possible to publish a 
descriptive article on the Bristol automatic equip
ment in the next issue of the ] ournal. 

MAIN CABLING BY DIRECT LABOUR. 

The Engineer-in-Chief has decided that the Bristol
Yeovil-Dorchestcr cabling and loading shall be 
carried out by direct labour, and a special organisa
tion is being set up to ensure that the work is com
pleted with a maximum of expedition and economy. 
These will be the first cables to be laid in this District 
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under the Trunk Reorganisation Scheme, and will 
consist of 20 lb. conductors in quad formation. The 
cable at the Bristol end will contain i6o pairs, taper
ing to 74 pairs at D�rc�ester.

. 
Provided that the 

specified unbalance limits wil.l . not thereby be 
exceeded it is intended that all iomts shall be made 
on a syst

1
ematic basis, with the exception of � singl.e 

test selected joint in the centre of each load111g coil 
section. 

FARADAY CENTENARY. 

In connection with the Exeter Faraday Centenary 
Celebrations, an Exhibition has been arranged to 
take place at the new Science L aboratory, Exeter 
University College, on December 10th-12th, i93i. 

A Post Office Engineering exhibit is to be provided 
which will include many features similar to those of 
the P. O. display at the Faraday Exhibition in the 
Albert Hall, London, in October last. It is hoped 
to give a full account in the next issue of the Journal. 

D.A.B. 

SCOTLAND Ei\ST DISTRICT. 

A ROBUST MAIN CABLE. 

\Ne of the Scotland East Engineering District had 
an experience recently which may be worth while 
relating outside local channels. So much care and 
attention is given to balanced and loaded ca�les 
that we are inclined to look upon them as be111g 
particularly vulrrerable, and it �vas surp.rising when 
we discovered one robust specimen which success
fullv withstood the ravages of nature . 

'(he cable between Edinburgh and Newcastle is a 
composite one of i70 pairs, and in addition. to �arry
ing long distance trunks and te.legraphs 1t 1s . an 
essential link in the Trans-Atlantic telephone service. 
This cable is in the main road south from Edinburgh 
to Newcastle via Galashiels, and at a point 13 miles 
S. E. of Edinburgh the sandy sub-soil was washed 
away as a result of serious flooding, which occurred 
during the afternoon of the 17th August, and the 
road subsided at two places. One of the breaks 
extended from one side of the road to the other and 
varied in depth from 10 to 25 feet. The other break 
was more localised, but at each the cable and 2-way 
duct were found exposed and unsupported for 
approximately 12 yards. 

A breakdown gang was despatched to the scene 
of the washout and emergency measures were taken 
to avoid a serious breakdown. The ducts were 
broken off and the cable was suspended from poles 
lashed together and placed across the gaps. When 
the filling-in operations were completed, split 2-way 
ducts seated on a bed of reinforced concrete and pro
tected on top by concrete were installed to restore 
the duct line. The cable was not damaged, but it 
had acquired about 1811 of slack which could not be 
easily handled and it was cut out at the nearest joint 
without interrupting any of the many working 
circuits. 

\V 
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The accompanying photographs taken on the 18th 
August show the breaks in the roadway and the 
position of the l'.O. duct and cable in relation thereto. 

FIG. 1.-SL'DSIOEX<;E :\o. ]. \"rnw fl{QM EAST. 

The gaps \\'ere filled in \\'ith stones and the road \\·as 
re-opened·for tratlic late in the aftern o on of the 18th. 

:\s a matter of i nterest it should perhaps be 
e x plained that the hea \·y rain was not alone 
responsible for the flooding. The :\foorfoot Hilb, 
\\·hich rise lo a height of onT 2,000 feet, arc on one 

FJC>. 2.-SL'BSIDEXCE i\'o. 2. \"11::w Fl\0)! SOUTll EAST. 

side and at some dist<i nee from the road there is a 
\'alley of considerable extent in the high land. :\s 
the soil in this valley is of a peaty nature there is a 
natural reservoir draining a large area which fills up 

and periodically e\'ery two or three years bursts and 
empties itself. Assisted by the abnormal rainfall, 
this is what happened on the 17th 1\ugust when the 

FJ(;, 3.-5UBSIDE1'CE l\o. 2. \'11::11· FROM 1'0RTll \\'EST. 

roads from the hills were transformed into rivers. 
:\o system of drainage could cope \\'ith such con
ditions. It was, as a mat ter of fact, the presence of 
a stone culvert which indirect ! \' caused most of the 
da.mage. This drain crossed the road and the rush 
of \l'atcr through it st:1rted the shifting of the sub-

FIG. 4.-Sui�IDEXl'E :\o 2. \'11::11· FRO)I sOL'Tll WEST, 

s11011·1xG EH-J H-\ .. f C.rnLE sLL'XG nx POLES. 

soil , the drain broke away piece by piece aml the 
undermining process continued until eventually the 
entire surface of the road collapsed. 

ROBT. R. RAE. 
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NORTHERN CENTRE. 

A paper on " District Accounting " was read on 
the l8th November, 1931, by Mr. T. Fewster. The 
author laid stress on the need for a clear under
standing of the accounting requirements by all 
grades, in order that their work should be valuable 
and fruitful. He outlined the responsibilities of the 
Superintending Engineer in regard to bulk and detail 
control of funds, and traced the processes from the 
preparation of the Annual Estimates to the issue of 
Allotments, and thence through the systems of bulk 
and detail control of funds. The progress of Main
tenance and Works expenditure under Labour and 
Stores was then traced from the Primary Voucher 
to the Cost Statement; and it was shown how the 
costing information was '' thrown up '' in the course 
of the financial accounting. The various steps from 
Estimate to Authorization of a Works Order, and 
the progress to '' closing '' of a Works Order were 
outlined. Some useful lantern slides accompanied 
the paper, which provoked an interesting discussion 
in which several members took part. The dis
cussion was opened by Mr. P. D. Mathie, an 
A. G. D. auditor visiting the District, who said the 
paper was valuable in giving an idea of unity in the 
accounting system. He regarded the preparation of 
Primary Vouchers as the foundation stone of sound 
accounting, and appealed to all grades to use the 
information the accounting system provided and not 
to leave it to the " next man in the chain " to take 
the initiative. 

Mr. Fewster's paper describes the District 
Accounting system in a simple, direct manner and 
the paper can be regarded as being particularly 
useful to all who wish to obtain a general knowledge 
of the Departmental system as practised in the 
Districts. 

ANNUAL DINNER. 

The Northern District Annual Dinner will be held 
on Saturday, the 27th February, 1932. 

SOUTH WESTERN CENTRE. 

The first meeting of the Session was held at the 
Royal Empire Society Rooms, Bristol, on October 
26th, 1931, when over 50 members attended to hear 
the annual address, delivered by Major W. M. 
Batchelor. The speaker touched on many aspects 
of Departmental work, with special reference to 
costs and to the recruitment and training of staff, 
and an interesting discussion followed. 

The second meeting of the Session, presided over 
by Mr. P. T. Wood, was held on November l7th, 
1931, when Mr. W. Ware read a paper entitled" A 
Commercial vVireless Coast Station.'' The paper 
dealt in a comprehensive manner with the purpose, 
design, equipment, and operation of the Portishead 
and Burnham Radio Stations, and was fully illus-

trated with lantern slides. The interest of the 
audience in the subject was evidenced by the keen 
discussion which followed, which indeed had to be 
curtailed owing to lack of time. 

The theoretical information contained in Mr. 
Ware's paper was supplemented by practical contact 
with the p1ant described when on Saturday, 21st 
November, 1931, a party of 33 members visited 
Portishead Radio Station. Mr. W'ilson, engineer
in-charge, and members of the staff explained and 
demonstrated the apparatus, and those able to be 
present enjoyed a most successful and informative 
afternoon. 

D.A.B. 

NORTH WALES CENTRE. 

As far as can be gathered, the more intimately 
social atmosphere is not always conspicuous at 
formal meetings of the l.P.0.E.E., but the 1931-32 
Session of the North Wales Centre opened auspi
ciously on l8th October with an item which, though 
not on the printed programme, was acclaimed with 
unanimous approval. Mr. ]. G. K. Donaldson, 
recently promoted, relinquished his offices and 
terminated a long period of service to the Centre in 
particular and the Institution in general at the close 
of the last Session. The membership readily fell 
in with the Chairman's happy suggestion that suit
able opportunity should be taken to mark the appre
ciation of the services rendered by the late Secretary. 
In the presence of the large gathering which attended 
the first meeting of the Session, Mr. R. A. Weaver 
asked Mr. Donaldson to accept a solid silver 
cigarette box and chromium plated lighter. The box 
bore a simple inscription: " ]. G. K. Donaldson, 
l.P.0.E.E., 1925-1931," but the Chairman left no 
doubt as to the wealth of time and devotion that 
those years had evoked to guide the North Wales 
Centre to the highest aggregate membership on 
record in the Centre, and to a sustained interest of 
an enviably high order. 

Characteristically, Mr. Donaldson, in reply, 
sought to devolve some of the speaker's encomiums 
and paid tribute to the generous assistance he had 
received from many of the members, especially from 
Mr. G. H. Carrier, who for a number of years past 
had voluntarily undertaken the responsibility of the 
lantern arrangements. 

At the present time, when so many by-paths to the 
main road of experience are being opened up and 
vistas of the heights of new development revealed, 
the promise of a discussion on the Trunk Telephone 
Re-organisation Plan is perhaps the most intriguing 
that could be offered to the Telephone Engineer and 
the Traffic Executive. The offer was accepted by 
a large gathering to hear the Headquarter's Paper 
and included the District Managers from Chester 
(Mr. A. L. Barclay) and Birmingham (Mr. J. L. 
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Parry) together with representatives of their staffs, 
to whom the Chairman offered a hearty welcome. 

To the author (Mr. ]. S. Elston, A.M.l.E.E.) also 
the North Wales District is always prepared to 
accord a warm welcome as one born (actually) and 
bred (officially) within its borders, and the Chairman 
briefly recapitulated Mr. Elston's earlier connection 
with the District, recalling papers read 26 years ago 
(when the Institution itself was very young), and 
later, the titles bespeaking the versatility of a pro
gressive career. 

Although copies of the paper had been circulated, 
Mr. Elston left them to be assimilated at leisure and 
with an easy skill developed the intricacies of his 
projected diagrams to a logical and lucid conclusion 
in a lengthy, but never uninteresting, extemporary 
lecture that earned very hearty approbation. 

Considerable interest was evinced in the explana
tion, which was given by Mr. W. H. Brent, of the 
constructional aspect of the new Aerial Cable system 
as revealed in the unfolding of an excellent series of 
films. 

Time for discussion was unfortunately curtailed 
by the length of the major addresses, but sufficient 
was forthcoming to leave no doubt as to the fulfil
ment of the meeting's first anticipations, and an 
interest was aroused which can only be whetted by 
the adoption of the principles which had been ex
pounded in the District which offers such favourable 
facilities for their further extension. 

].T.W. 

THE INSTITUTION OF P.O. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 

Officers of Colonial and Foreign Telegraph Administrations 
who are engaged in Electrical Engineering Works may l>e 
admitted as Colonial and Foreign Corresponding Members 
respectively, after application. 

Subscription payable annually in advance on 1st April in 
each year: 

Colonial Members 
Foreign 

£1 0 0 
£1 10 0 

These "urns include Annual Subscription to the Journal of 
P.O. Electrical Engineers and the supply of all Professional 
Papers issued during the period covered by subscription. 

Forms of application for Colonial and Foreign Membership 
can be obtained on application to 

The Secretary, 
Institution of P.0.E. Engineers, 

G.P.O. (Alder House), E.C.1, 

or the undermentioned gentlemen who have kindly agreed 
to act as representatives of the Institution in their respective 
countries:-

R. Badenach, Esq., B.Sc. (Melb.), 
Chief Engineer's Office, 

Postmaster-General's Department, 
Treasury Gardens, 

Melbourne, C.2, 
Australia. 

H. C. Brent, Esq., 
District Telegraph Engineer's Office, 

Wellington, N .z. 

N. N. Banerjee, Esq., A.M.l.E.E. (Ind.), 
Divisional Engineer, Telegrapl'S, 

Calcutta West Division, 
8, Wellesley Place, 

Calcutta, 
India. 

A. T. Kingston, Esq., M.B.E., A.M.l.E.E., 
Office of the Chief Engineer, 

Telegraphs & Telephones, 
C.T.O., 

Colombo, 
Ceylon. 

.\. l;. Kell;1way, Esq., 
P.O. Box rn77, 

J ohannC'-,burg, 
South Africa. 

E L. Jephcott, Esq., A.M.l.R.E.., 
Chief Engineer';, DepartIT.ent, 

G.P.O. Box 391, 
Salisbury, 

South Rhodesia. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

" Principles uf Electricity." By Leigh Page, 
Ph.D. and Norman Ilsley Adams, Jr., Ph.D. 
Chapman and Hall, Limited. Pp. 620. Price 21 /-. 

This book is designed to provide students with a 
comprehensive training in the subject of electricity. 
It assumes a general kn(nvledge of physics and the 
calculus. The first tv,;elve chapters are devoted to 
electro-magnetism. The theory of alternating 
currents is discussed in Chapter XII I., whilst 
Chapter XIV. is devoted to A.C. and D.C. measure
ments. The next chapter is devoted to coupled 
circuits, filters and the transmission of alternating 
current over lines. Chapter XVI. discusses the 
properties of electro-magnetic waves whilst the final 
chapter is devoted to the peculiarities attending 
alternating currents of high frequency. 

As a text-book dealing with the theoretical con
siderations encountered in practically every one of 
the many branches of electrical engineering, the 
book has everything to recommend it. 

" Essentials of Electricity : Direct Currents." By 
\V. H. Timbie. Chapman and Hall, Limited. 
Pp. 306. Price 12 /-. 

This useful little book sets forth in simple language 
the elementary theory of electricity and various 
aspects of its application in direct current electrical 
engineering. Each chapter concludes with a sum
mary of the contents and is followed by a number of 
problems on the subject of the chapter. 

'' Electricity and .Magnetism.'' By S. G. Starling, 
B.Sc., A.R.C. Sc., F.lnst.P. Longmans, Green 
and Co., Ltd. Pp. 345. Price 6 /-. 

This book is intended for students for Intermediate 
or Higher School Examinations. A small know
ledge of the calculus is desirable, but alternative 
methods are given so that a student may be able to 
follow the work without it. The book covers the 
syllabus of the City and Guilds Examination and it 
can be recommended to students of the subject. 

:W.S.P. 
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OUTLINE NOTES ON TELEPHONE TRANSMISSION THEORY. 

vV. T. PALMER, B.Sc., \Vh.Ex., A.l\I.l.E.E. 

[This Series will be published in book form in July next.] 

SECTION 10-continued. 

(3) Cross-Talk Mesurement-Near and Distant 
End -Correction Factors. 

Cross-talk between two circuits can be ex
pressed by giving the ratio of the induced 
power (or voltage, if the circuits are of equal 
impedances) to the inducing power (or voltage). 
Thus in Fig. 36, if an alternating voltage of 10 
volts impressed on AB induces at CD (by virtue 
of unbalance capacity couplings, etc.) a voltage 
of 0.01 volt, tlwn the cross-talk between AB and 

CD 
· o.oi • ·11· I · 1 1·  1 1s � - -- x 10 m1 10nt 1s = 1000 m1 10nt11s, 

10 
or 1000 units of cross-talk, where one unit of 
cross-talk is a ratio of one-millionth. This is 
known as near-end cross-talk. The ratio of the 
voltage appearing at C' D', due to the voltage 
at AB and compared with it, is known as 
distant-end cross-talk and is also expressed in 
" millionths." 

FIG. 36. 
.-------------A_.-+ls:'.-..:D:...;:_;1s�rlwJ:ZC:/ 

.----------.V�s __ z_s>_� =- �} Z5 
Ois!Ltrbing Source 

Cross-talk can also be expressed as an attenua
tion, in decibels or nepers, since it is a ratio of 
current, voltage or pmver. This is perhaps a 
preferable method when repeatered cables are 
concerned, since most of the other transmission 
factors (repeater gains, terminal losses, etc.) of 
the system will be expressed in decibels or 
nepers. Thus, in the foregoing example where 
the cross-talk is 1000 millionths, if P, be the 
applied power at AB and Pr the power induced 
in CD, then for equal impedances, Z0, of the two 
circuits:-

I, 
= 20 log 

JO Tr 

1 v. = 20 0g10 -Vr 

represents the near end cross-talk in decibels. 

. 
l 

V, l 
10 

Le., 20 oglO v· r- = 20 og --

.01 
1a6 

= 20 log10 --1000 

= 60 <lbs. 

20 lo ---( 101 )} g 
'
0 

, Number of cross-talk units 
A cross-talh attenuation of 80 dbs corresponds 

to 100 " units" of cross-talk, and so on. (See 
Section 10 pp. (1) ). 

A1easurement of Cross-Talk.-This can be 
carried out by means of a potentiometer arrange
ment such as that shown in Fig. 37. V., is a 
constant p.d. of mixed frequency (to represent 
speech conditions approximately) and the resist
ance l\IN is placed across the source V. in 
parallel with the circuit AB. A known fraction 
of this voltage is tapped off by M\V and a 
telephone T is placed across MW by the switch 
S. This switch places T alternately across l\I\V 
and the circuit CD, in which a p.d., Vr, is being 
induced by V., the voltage across AB; when 
the noise heard in the telephone is judged to be 
the same in either position of the switch then:-

MvV 
Vr = X Vs 

MN 
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i.e., the near-end cross-talk is ( �l: x I06 ) 

millionths. 

The Western Electric Cross-Talk Meter is 
based on this principle and is shown diagram
matically in Fig. 38. The connections show 
those required for the measurement of near-end 
cross-talk between (r) AB and CD, (2) the 
phantom and AB or CD. 

The resistances between the stops of this meter 
can be altered, if required, so that the dial is 
graduated in decibels instead of millionths. 

All measurements can be carried out using 
actual speech to produce the disturbing voltage 
V. instead of a mixed tone generator or oscillator. 

l To Cul· 
C1rcu1/ 
(8end1ng) 

�--� �-----+--f-o 

COIL.S /:)EPE.A I/NG 

40015A 

Zr = characteristic impedance of the dis
turbed circuit CD, and with which 
it is terminated. 

Then the cross-talk between AB and CD is 
the ratio of the power received (P,.) at CD to 
the power sent (Ps) at AB. This can be ex
pressed as an attenuation : -

:: = e-2/3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (1) 

Let Zi = impedance of the telephone 

V 0 = voltage appearing at CD when that 
branch is open, 

Then by Thevenin's Theorem (See pp. (h) of 
Notes for Addition to Section I) the current in 
the branch CD when closed by Zr is 

Rf 

TWO PA/{:) COPE. 
UNDE.Q TEST R2 

Rf 

EAQT'-IEO 
Sc�E..E:.N [ p R£.PQ£SE:.NT$ THE. IMPE:.OANCE:. OF THE. SIANDAQD 1£.LE..P�ONE:. PE:..CE:../VE.R · 

1I Rf f)f REPRESENTS THE.. TE:,J::;ilVllNAL. IMPE:.DANCE:..S FOQ THE.. SIDE CIRCLJl'T.S ' 
AB& CD 

m Q2 �E:,.Pf:J�.SE...NTS TH£ TEl:1MINAL- IMPEDANCE...S F"Of:J THE PHANTOM CIQCVIT F'OPME:.D 
ON THE:.. TWO s10E cu:�cv1Ts AB & CD 

$TANDAPD 
TE..L.E..PHONE.. 
RE.Cl!. I VER 

TO CABLE 
CIPCUf/ 

(L!ST£.NING} 

fJG. 38.-WESTERN ELECTRIC CROSS-TALK METER. 

Correction Factors for Cross-Talk Measure
ments-M eter in Parallel.-In those cases where 
the disturbed circuit AB has not the same 
impedance as the disturbed circuit CD, it follows 

that the ratio ( �: )2 does not represent a true 

power ratio. A correction to the cross-talk meter 
reading will therefore be necessary. 

In Fig. 37, 

Let Zs = characteristic impedance of the dis
turbing circuit AB, and with 
which it is terminated. 

Zr + Zr = 

P,. 
P. 

Hence:-

Vo2 P,. = -z-4 r 

v.2 P. = -Z:-

z
z� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2) 
,. 

From equation (1) and (2) 

V0 = 2V. · J t · e-fl . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .  (3) 
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The current (Ii) in the branch CD when closed 
by Zt is (by Thevenin's Theorem) 

Ii - -�-- Zr + z, .............................. (4) 

By substitution of equation (3) in (4) for Vo 
I, (the current obtained for comparison 

when making cross-talk) 

2V. J Zr _13 
Zr + Zt Z: · 

e 

Writing �: = Im where Im is the current Ill 

the meter and M the meter impedance 

e/3= �Jz� x � M It Zr Zr+Zt x z. ........... . (s) 

Im 1 1 z., 2Zr 
or {3 =loge -11 + •> ogc -· + loge -z z � Zr t + r 

M 
+ loge z . ................... . .... (SA) 

If the telephone and meter each have an 
impedance made equal to that of the listening 
and sending circuit respectively, i.e., Zi = Zr; 
and M = z., then:-

I. 
e/3 = 

Ii Jz; x -
Zr ........................... (6) 

Now �: x 106 is the meter reading; i.e., the 

correction required to the meter reading is the 

IVISOr - - = d 
.. , JZ: JDisturbing circuit impedance 

Zr Disturbed circuit impedance 

Again if Zr = z., as in the case of side-circuit 
to side-circuit cross-talk measurements : -

" I. 
e-,, = L = meter reading; and no correc-

tion is required. 

Example.-The measured cross-talk between a 
phantom circuit of impedance 100 ohms and a 
side-circuit of 400 ohms impedance was 1000 
units. Calculate (a) the corrected value of the 
cross-talk and (b) the probable meter reading for 
the side-to-phantom measurement assuming the 
impedance of the telephone and meter in each 
case are made equal to that of the listening 
circuit and sending circuit respectivelv. 

(a) Correction factor= J t by equation (6). 

True cross-talk = 1000 x J 4oo
-

100 
= 2000 units 

i.e., the corrected cross-lalh is twice the measured 
value. 

(b) The correction 1n this case 1s 

.J:: i· 

Meter Reading x } = True Value. 

= 2000 
i.e., .\Teter reading = 4000 which gives the 

corrected cross-talh as half the measured 7.1al11e. 

The necessity for the correction for impedances 

when quoting cross-talk values for any given 

cable is thus of great importance if these 7.1alues 

are to be used for comparison purposes. 

.\n alternatiYe to the above correction factors 
is a complicated testing set which gives the 
equality of impedances required by means of 
transformers and resistances. 

(4) Cross-Fire. 
This is the term applied to interference 

experienced in one telegraph circuit from the 
working telegraph currents of a neighbouring 
circuit. Such interference can generally be 
reduced considerably by suitable terminal 
devices. The precise measurement for com
parison purposes of existing interference is not 
an easy matter and the question is discussed in 
detail in papers, references to which are given 
at the end of Section 10. 

(5), (6) and (7). Noise and Power Circuit Inter
ference. 

The technique of precisely measur ing the 
extent of interferences of this description is not 
yet fully developed. The method foyoured for 
" noise " measurement is a comparative method 
wherein, essentially, the induced noise voltage 
is compared with an inducing voltagp of known 
characteristic wave-form by means of a potentio-
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meter arrangement and the readings obtained on 
;1 vah·e-n>ltmeter, which can be paralleled alter
nate!\· with the inducing and induced voltages 
by tl;e operation of a ke:>. (See references). 

Further References fnr Scclin11 10 :-

" Definition and .\fpasurement of Cross-Talk, " 

J. Carvallo, ,\nnales des P.T.T. St�pt., 
llJ2.). p. 88j. 

" Telephone Cable Circuit Interference," i\ . 
.\[orris. I.P.O.E.E. Paper 7'\o. 126. 

" Cable Testing .\I et hods," \\'. T. Palmer and 
E. H. Jolly. l.P.O.E.E. Paper read at a 
London meeting· of Institution on rnth 
x ov. I l<)J I . 

" InterferPnce BPt\YePn Circuits in Continuously 
Loaded Cables," .'\. Rosen. J.1.E.E., 
Vol. 62, 1<J26. p. 849. 

":'\eutralization of Telegraph Cross-Fire," R. 
n. Shanck. Bell System Technical Journal, 
\'ol. \'., IC)20. p. 418. 

" Interference BC'tween Power and Com 111 u n ica
t ion Circuits." Summ:in· of Recent In
formation (1<J20-2q), b_,. \\'. C. R:idlev. 
J.I.E.E., Vol. O<J, Sept., I<)JI. p. 1r1j. 

SECTION I I. 

The European Master Reference System. 
:\ .\IastPr Reference Svstem is :1 laboratory . . 

transmission circuit used as a f unclamenta 1 base 
with "·hich to compare the transmission per
formance (i.e., any or all of the factors outlined 
in Section ro) of sub-standard reference systems 
and actual telephone circuits. It can also be 
used to compare the performance of sub-standard 
and actual tr:rnsmitters and receivers with that 
of thP reference transmitter and receiver. 

The reference s\·stem itself consists essentialh· . . 
of an :irtiticial line, a condenser transmitter 
and a mo,·ing-coil type of recei,·er. The per
formance of the compl'Cte system can be stated 
by comparing· the pressure (in dynes per sq. cm.) 
producl'd by the receiver "·ith the pressure on the 
diaphragm of the transmitter and is practically 
free from distortion, although it can be arranged 
to imitate any type of distortion desired. Noise 
effects can also be introduced without otherwise 
affecting the system. 

REFERENCE TRANSMITTER 

VOl..UM[ 

INOICAlQA 

REFERENCE LINE 

600 OHM 

RCS•STAMCE LINE 

REFERENCE RECEIVER 
�QVING COil RECEIVER ANO ASSOCIATED � STAGE A�PllflER 

M()VIN(. COIL 
RCCEIVCR 

F11:. 40.-\hsTE>< R1.:FEHE�CE SYsTn1 \\'ITll .\ssoct.\TEll 

('.\l.lt\H,\TIC)'.'\ .·\PJ'.\l�.\Tl'S, 

Fig. 39 is a schematic diagram of the arrange
ment and Fig. 40 is a photograph of the 
European .\fastN Reference System inst:dled in 
Paris, (a replica of the American :\faster Re
ference System). 

Reference for Section 11 :-

" �[aster Reference System for Telephone 
Transmission," \\'. H. Martin and C. H. G. 
Gray. Bell Technical Journal, July, HJ2<). 

pp. 536-559. 
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SECTION 12. 

Electrical Wave Filters. 
Adverting to Section 8, the networks there 

considered have an interest apart from their use 
as artificial lines since, as will be seen in this 
Section, they may be used as electric wave filters. 
The three principal types are as follows:-

(1 ) Low Pass Filter. 
This is a network which only passes freely 

frequencies below a certain value called the 
" cut-a.ff." 

• 

0 

L R R L 
2 2 2 2 

FIG. 41.-Low PAss FILTER. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

-------
---------

I 
I 

I 
I' 

_ .... ,,. 

FIG. 42.-Low PAss FII.TEJ{. 
Tlw slrndPcl portion represents the non-transmittPd 

r:mge in thP resistnncc'less casP. 

Consider Fig. 41 which represt>nts a number 
of T-recurrent networks. Bv equation (15) of 
Section 8 we have : -

where Z, = t (R + jwL) 

Z
2 

= I /jwC 

P = the propagation constant per sec
tion 

Let P = (3 + ja 

Cosh P = cosh (3 • cos a + j sinh (3 sin a 
(See pps. ( d) and (g), Section r ). 

z 
Cosh (3 cos a + j sinh /3 sin a = I + · z: 

i (R + jwL) - I + - --�--- ----- .. -
1/jwC 

i.e., Cosh (3 cos a + j sinh f3 sin a = 1 - l w2LC 
+} jwCR. 

To study the effect of frequency on the attenua
tion, (3, neglect R and then equating real and 
imaginary parts of this last expression we get:-

Cosh (3 cos a = I - t w2LC .................. (r) 

Sinh f3 sin a = o ........ . . . .. . . . .. . .............. (2) 

By equation (2) we have either sinh (3 = o or 
sin a = o. 

i.e., if (3 = o (the network passing the electric 
energy freely with no attenuation) then cosh f3= r 
and hence by equation ( I) : -

Th is expression is possible from zero up to the 
value of w which just makes cos a = - r and 
above this value it is inadmissible since cos a 
cannot be more negative than - r. 

the highest permissible value of"' (written 
as we) is given by : -

I - l w/LC = - I 

2 
1.C., We v' 

LC
- . . .. . .. ... .. .. ............ .. .. (3) 

Equation (3) gives what is termed the "cut
off " frequency. 

Below this frequency the attenuation is zero, 
and a changes from o to rr (i.e., cos a from + r 
to - 1) as w goes from zero to we and remains rr 

above u>c. Above the value w, we have (a = rr) 
sin a = o and hence by equation ( r ) :-

- Cosh f3 = I - } w2LC. 

In other words (3 increases rapidly above we. 
The full curve shows this effect, i� Fig. 42, 
whilst the dotted curve shows the effect of resist
ance, which is : ( r) rounds off the sharp corner 
at we and (2) gives a finite value to the attenuation 
throughout the frequency range below " cut
off." 

Important Note.-Comparing the dotted curve 
in Fig. 42 with those for the attenuation of coil-
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loaded lines in Fig. 27, Section 9, the similarity 
will be evident. Equation (S) of Section 9 
should also be compared with the above equation 
(3) and thus a cnil-loaded line can be considered 
as a law-pass filter (haying each loading section 
as one section of the network) with distributed 
resistance in each section. 

( 2) High Pass Filter. 
This is a network which passes freely only 

frequencies abm.•c a certain value called the 
" cut-nff." 

2C 2C 2C 2C 
._, .......... .__ I • 1 -- 1 • 

L L 

R R 

FIG. 43.-HIGH PASS FILTER. 

--�\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
' ...... ..._ ___

_
_ _ ______ _ 

0 

FIG. 44.-HIGH PASS FILTER. 

The shaded portion represents the non-transmitted 
range in the resistancPless case. 

Consider Fig. 43 which represents a number 
of T-recurrent sections. In this case, by equa
tion (15) of Section 8 :-

Cosh (/3+ja)= 1 +� ( - !c ) (  R+1jwL ) 
As in the previous case, by equating real and 

imaginary parts and neglecting resistance we 
get:-

Cosh /3 cos a = 1 - ................. (4) 
2w2LC 

Sinh /3 sin o. = o .. ............... . ........... .... (5) 

Hence by equation (5) if sinh /3 = o, cosh 
/3 = 1, and equation (4) becomes:-

I 
Cos a = I - � 2Lc 2(1) 

Due to the trigonometrical ratio this last 
equation is only possible for high values of <1> 
and the lowest permissible value of (J)' viz., wr, is 
given by:-

1.e., 
I 

We = .. ............ . ............... (6) 
2 •./ LC 

This is termed the "cut-off " frequency since 
the network allows frequencies higher than me 
to pass readily (see the full curve in Fig. 44), but 
greatly attenuates the lower frequencies. 

The phase constant, a, changes from o to rr 
as (J) decreases from a very high value down to 
we, i.e., cos a changes from + 1 to - I. The 
effect of resistance is to round off the corner at 
<uc as shown by the dotted curYe in Fig. 44. 

(3) Band Pass Filter. 
The network considered here is one which will 

pass freely only a band of frequencies lying 
between two certain Yalues, the frequencies below 
and above this band being greatly attenuated . 

tR tL 2C, (zc,JL, iR) +(iR, !L,2C,) 

�r�r-_. ___ _ 
..... _ 

__.J,__Cz ___ ....... r_2 -----

0 

FIG. 45.-BAND PASS FILTER. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

'...... ,,,/ -- --- - --

FIG. 46.-BAND PASS FILTER. 

I 

The shaded portions represent the non-transmitted 
ranges in the resistanceless case. 
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From Fig. 45 and equation (I 5) of Section (8) we 
have:-

l 2J C C2 J • CR = l -.,- w � --2+ -- +•x J<JJ ,., - 2C1 - - • 

As in the foregoing cases the cut-off frequency 
can be obtained by:-

Cosh f3 cos a = I - J w2LC2 + -�c2 - • • • • • •  (7) 
2 l 

Sinh /3 sin o. = o ................................. (8) 

\Vith f3 = o, then:-

C2 
Cos a = I - �- <02LC2 + --· 

2C 1 

This equation is obviously impossible for very 
high values of w and for very low values due to 
the trigonometrical ratio, cos a. The limiting 
values, w1 and w2, of the band for which the 
equation holds is obtained from the quadratic : -

, 2L C2 l - t;· (I) C., + -- = +. l - • 
2C1 

-

w1 = ..;�c1 and w2 = J L�z 
-

+ -�C�-
From w1 to w2 the phase constant, a, changes 

from o to rr and remains rr from <•Jz upwards, 
being zero for values below w1• 

Fig. 46 shows the attenuation characteristics 
for the ideal, or resistanceless, case by the full 
curve. The dotted curve shows the rounding-off 
due to resistance and the finite, though small, 
attenuation throughout the band transmitted. 

The Design of Filter circuits is generally con
cerned, in addition to the cut-off frequency, with 
the impedance of the circuit in which the filter 
is to be introduced; and, generally speaking, to 

avoid reflection losses the filter impedance has to 
be designed to be equal to the circuit impPdancc 
it terminates or subjoins. 

The Uses of Filil'r circuits for transmission 
purposes are manifold, and thP studPnt is 
strongly advised to consult the references given 
at the end of this Section for details concerning 
the important questions of design and applica
tion of electrical filters. Amongst the most 
important applications arc: -

(1) For insertion in series with an A.C. 
supply to eliminate as far as possible 
unwanted higher harmonics and thus 
obtain a relatively " pure " funda
mental supply frequency. 

(2) For separating a number of " mixed" 
frequencies into the constituent fre
quencies of the '' mixed '' wave 
received, as in carrier-current tele
phony, voice-frequency telegraphy, 

(3) For transmitting efficiently only a certain 
required " band " of frequencies as in 
some telephone repeater circuits, etc. 

Useful References for Section 12 : -
" Electrical Filters," A. B .  :\Iorice. Phil. Mag. 

(Supplement), April, 1927. pp. 801-843. 
'' Transmission Characteristics of Electric \Vave 

Filters," 0. J. ZobPI. Bell System Tech
nical Journal, Oct., 1924. pp. 567-620. 

" Impedance Correction of \Vave Filters," E. 
B. Payne. Bell System Technical Journal, 
Oct., 1930. pp. 794-835. 

" The Design of Filters for Audio Frequencies," 
C. A. Beer and G. J. S. Little. P.0.E.E.J., 
Jan., 1925. pp. 298-317. 

" Electric \Vave Filters," 0. J. Zobel. Bell 
System Technical Journal, :\pril, 1931. 
pp. 284-341. 

SECTION lJ.-TELEPHONE REPEATERS. 

(Notes to be continued.) 



STAFF CHA.NGES. 

STAFF CHANGES. 

POST OFFICE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 

Name. 

l\!crcer, C. J. 

Timmis, Capt. A. C. 

Aldridge, A. J. 

De Wardt, R. (;. 

Steward, \V. 

Barnes, E. J. 

Tissington, Capt. H. G. 

Beer, C. A . ... 

\Varren, A. C. 

Arnold, A. 

Griffiths, W. R. 
Bunt, F. H. J. 
Chapman, E. 
Collman, E. L. 
Paber, F. D . ... 
Ransley, C. C. 
Salter, F. J . .. . 

Wright, F. \'. 
Malcolm, A. L. 
Unitt, A. T. Ci. 
Allen, J. E. 
Ball, F. T. 

Daft, W. E. 
Gregson, A. 
Marks, R. 
Townsend, S. B. 
\Vithers, C. i\. 

Wood, E.W. 
Dyson, C. E. J. C. 
Clothier, W. 
Coventon, A. E. 

Dunn, C. 
Huxley, R. T. 
Finlayson, J. W. 
Finney, C. W. M. S. 
Grover, E. 
Stokes, F. \V .... 

Webster, H. R. F. 
West, P. S. 

PROMOTI01'S. 

From 

. .\ssistant Staff Engineer, Radio 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Research 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Research 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Radio 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Dundee Section, 
Scot. East District. 

Assistant Engineer, Research Section, 
E.-in-C.0. 

Assistant Engineer, N. l\lid. District. 

. \s·sistant Engineer, Research Section, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Assistant Engineer, Radio Section, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Chief Inspector, Rt•search Section, 
E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Officer, Stores Department. 
Draughtsm:111, Cl. I., E.-in-C.O. 

Clerical Officer, Stores Department. 
Inspect or, Engineering Department. 
Clerical Officer, StorPs Department. 

Execut i\'e Oflicer, Stores Department. 
Executive Officer, Strn es Departnwnt. 

,\ssistant Engi1wer, E.-in-C.O. 
Executive Officer, Stores Deparlmcnt. 
Executi\'e Officer, Stores Department. 

Oyerseer, Sheffield Post Office. 
Clerical Officer, Stores Department. ! 
0Yerseer , Loughborough Post Office. 

Inspector, Engineering Department. 
Executive Officer, Stores Department. 

:\ssistant Engineer, E.-in-C.O. 
Clerical Officer, Engineering Dept. 

Executive Officer, Stores Departnwnt. 
Clnical Ofiic<'r, Engineering Dept. 
Inspector, Engineering Department. 

Skilled \Yorkman, Class I., 
Engineering Department. 

Mechanic-in-Charge, Stores Dept. 
Inspector, Engineering Department. 
l\lechanic-in-Chargc, Stores Dept. 

Inspector, Engineering Depart nwnt. 
Storekeeper, Stores Department. 

Mechanic-in-Clwrge, Stores Dept. 
Mechanic-in-Charge, Stores Dept. 

Mech'1nic-in-Charge, Stores Dept. 

To 

Staff Engineer, Telegraph Section, 
E.-in-C.0. 

,\ssistant Staff Engineer, Research 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Assistant Staff Engineer, Research 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Assistant Staff Engineer, Telegraph 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

.\ssistant Suptg. Engineer, N.E. 
District. 

Executive Engineer, Research 
Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Ex,·cutive Engineer, Dundee Section, 
Scot. E. District . 

Executive Engineer, Research Section, 
E.-in-C. 0. 

Exccuti,·e Engineer, Radio Section, 
E.-in-C.0. 

AssisLrnt Engineer, Research Section, 
E.-in-C.0. 

Motor Transport Officer, Class I I. 
'.\lotor Transport Officer, Class III. 

" " " ,, 
.\rea Tr:insport Officer, London. 

" 
.\rea 

" " " 
Transport Officer, Provincc·s. 

Acting ' Executi��e Officer.'' 
Technical Assistants. 

Area Transport Officers and Motor Transport Officers Class Ill. \\·ill be regarded as of equal status and 
eligilJility for promotion to Class I 1 posts. 

REVERSION AT OWN REQUEST. 

Name. 

----- ---- ----
-

- 1---- From 

- -
-

-- _ [ 
! 

To 

White, H. W. Executive Enginuer, I .ondon District. Assistant Engineer, E.-in-C.0. 

Date . 

13-12-31 

1-11-3 I 

1-2-32 

9-I0-3 I 

25-I0-3 I 

1-11-31 

2 l-I0-31 

1-2-32 

9-I0-3 l 

1-l 1-31 

Date 

I0-11-31 



S'L\FF CHA."JGES. 

Name. 

RETIHEMENTS. 

[ Rank. 

�- !·--·-·---
Batchelor, D. S.O., 1\1.C., Major 

W. M. 
Pusey, A. E. 
Burnside, J. ... 
Bancroft, R. . .. 
France, G. S. 
Gingell, H. 
Bowie, J. 
Adams, E. 
Cruickshank, W. 
Paterson, J. 
Halton, R. 
\Varner, A. 
Beetlestone, '11. A. 
West, G. E . ... 
Booth, Lieut.-Col A. C. 

Name. 

Superintending Engineer. 
Inspector. 

" 
Executive Engineer. 

Inspector. 
Chief Inspector. 

, , 

,\S>istant Staff Engineer. 
Chief Inspector. 

.\ssistant Staff Engineer. 
ExecutiYc Engineer. 
.-\ssi'Stant Engineer. 
Assi,stant Engineer. 

Staff Engineer. 

IJEATIIS. 

Rank. 

--------- ---·---- -----

De Medewe, J. L. 
Moore, F. 
Hardaker, \V. H. 

Inspector. 
Inspector. 

Chief Inspector. 

TRANSFERS. 

District . 

S.\V. District. 
London. 

Scotland East. 
S. Mid. 

S. Wales. 
s. '11icl. 

Scotland \Vest. 
S. Mid. 

Research Section, E.-in-C.O. 
Scotland East. 

Lines Section, E.-in-C.O. 
London. 
London. 
London. 

Telegraph Section, E.-in-C.O. 

District. 

S. Wales. 
London. 

N. East. 

!"\ a111c. Rank. From To 

--------- -------------------

Horn, C. 0 . . . .  

Name. 

Cramp, T. E. 

Bosher, l\l. E. 

Halsall, T. G. 

Restall, A. T. 

Gold, R. J. S. 
Lams, \V. 
Oliver, S. R. ... 
l\forray, C. E. 
Bradley, E. 

Gibbard, W. E. 

James, \V. 

Hopkinson, J. 

Assistant Engineer. E.-in-C.O. N. Mid. District. 

CLERICAL ESTABLISHMENT. 

PROMOTIONS. 

--�
o

:_ __ . _____ [ _______ _ 

To 

Clerical Officer, S. Lanes. District. 

Clerical Officer, Eastern District. 

Clerical Officer, S. Lams. District. 

Clerical Officer, London District. 

Staff Officer, E.-in-C.0. 
Executive Officer, E.-in-C.O. 

Clerical Officer, E.-in-C. 0. 
. ·\cting Exccuti,-e Officer, E.-i1LC.O. 

Clerical Officer, London District. 

Ckrical Officer, S. Mid. District. 

Clerical Officer, S. Eastern District. 

Clerical Officer, N. \Vales District. 

Higher Clerical Officer, S. Lanes. 
District. 

Higher Clerical Officer, Eastern 
District. 

Higher Clerical Officer, N. West 
District. 

Higher Clerical Officer, London 
District. 

Prine. Clerk, E.-in-C.0. 
Staff Officer, E.-in-C.0. 

Acting Executi,·e Officer, E.-in-C.0. 
ExecutiYe Officer, E.-in-C.O . 

Higher Clerical Officer, London. 
District. 

Highn Clerical Officer, S. Western 
District. 

Higher Clerical Officer, S. Eastern 
District. 

Higher Clerical Officer, Eastern 
District. 

Date. 

31-10-31 
31-8-JI 
28-8-3 I 
17-9-31 
30-9-J I 
J l-7-3 l 

31-12-31 
2/-10-J l 
31-10-31 

3-11-3 I 
4-l l-3 I 

31-10-3 I 
4-12-3 I 

J 1-10-3 I 
I 1-12-3 l 

Date. 

24-7-J 1 
20-8-J l 
9-11-J [ 

Date. 

15-11-31 

Date. 

20- I0-3 I 

4-10-31 

1-10-31 

14-10-JI 
14-10-31 
14-10-) I 

14-10-JI 
1-l 1-J I 

JO-II-JI 

11-12-31 

16-11-3 l 
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Name. 

Green, G. H. 
Smith, G. R . ... 
Hemming, J. G. 
Cole, G. G . . . .  
Haves, A .  H. 
Renshaw, A. S. 
Grant, J. A . ... 
Gillett, B. F. 
Cowley, W. H. 
McCormack, H. C. 
Smith, W. B. 

Name. 
--------------------

Evered, F. l\I. 

• .. ! 

STAFF CHANGES. 

RETIREMENTS. 

Rank. 

Higher Clerical Officer. 
Higher Clerical Officer. 
Higher Clerical Officer. 

Executive Officer. 
Higher Clerical Officer. 

Prine. Clerk. 
Higher Clerical Officer. 
Higher Clerical Officer. 
Higher Clerical Officer. 

Staff Officer. 
Higher Clerical Officer. 

TRANSFERRED. 

From 

Clerical Officer, N. Western 
District. 

Officer, Stores Dept. 
" 

" 

District. 

S. Lanes. 
Eastern. 

N. Eastern. 
L.E.D. 
L.E.D. 

E.-in-C.0. 
S. Western. 
S. Eastern. 

Eastern. 
S. Mid. 

N. Ireland. 

To 

Higher Clerical Officer, N. Eastern 
District. 

Executive Officer, E.-in-C.O. (M/T) 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

, , , , , , " " , , " 

Date. 
i _______ _ 

I 

,\ 

19-10-3 l 

24-9-31 
2-10-31 
30-9-31 

31-10-31 
13-10-31 
I5-I 1-J I 

l l-12-3 I 

16-11-31 
31-12-31 
27-11-31 

Date. 

4-10-31 

14-10-31 

Ransley, C. C. 
Griffiths, W. R. 
Salter, F. J. . .. 
l\falcolm, A. L. 
Unitt, A. T. G. 
Weston, A. S. 
Marks, R. 
Wood, E. W. 
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